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Blockchain.refers.to.a.distributed.ledger.technology.that.helps.people.to.regulate.and.
manage.their.information.without.any.intermediaries..This.technology.emerges.as.
a.promising.panacea.for.authentication.and.authorization.with.potential.for.use.in.
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in.2014.with.Ethereum.and. smart. contracts..The.challenges. such.as. scalability,.
interoperability,.sustainability,.and.governance.led.to.the.next.generation.of.Blockchain.
also.called.as.IOTA,.a.blockchainless.cryptocurrency.for.the.internet.of.things.runs.
on.the.top.of.their.own.ledger.called.Tangle,.which.is.immune.towards.quantum.
computers..This.disruptive.technology.evolved.to.provide.cross.chain.support.and.
more.security.through.Blockchain.4.0..Finally,.the.chapter.concludes.by.discussing.
the.various.applications.of.this.technology.and.its.advantages.and.security.issues.
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Blockchain,. the. technology. behind. most. popular. cryptocurrency. Bitcoin. and.
Ethereum,.has.attracted.wide.attention.recently..It.is.the.most.emerging.technology.
that.has.changed.the.financial.and.non-financial.transaction.system..It.is.omnipresent..
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Currently,.this.technology.is.enforcing.banks,.industries,.and.countries.to.adopt.it.in.
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Fork,.Sharding,.Lightening,.etc..Finally,.they.mention.an.intro.about.its.adaptation.
(financial.or.non-financial).in.our.24/7.life.and.collaboration.with.fields.like.IoT.
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This.century.is.the.time.of.ubiquitous,.smart,.and.intelligent.devices..These.devices.
have.a.wide.variety.of.applications.in.different.fields.like.business,.manufacturing,.
healthcare,.retail,.education,.security,.transportation,.etc..Internet.of.things.is.now.
becoming.the.inexorable.part.of.the.all.these.fields..But.security.has.always.been.a.
major.concern.in.embracing.these.technologies..The.blockchain.technology.is.the.
next.frontier.for.securing.the.internet.of.things..It.will.play.a.pivotal.role.to.secure.
the. communication. in. internet. of. things. ecosystem.. This. chapter. discusses. the.
blockchain-enabled.secure.internet.of.things.(IoT).

Chapter 4
Securing.IoT.Applications.Using.Blockchain.......................................................56

Sreelakshmi K. K., Department of Computer Science and Information 
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The.internet.of.things.(IoT).has.become.a.guiding.technology.behind.automation.
and.smart.computing..One.of.the.major.concerns.with.the.IoT.systems.is.the.lack.
of.privacy.and.security.preserving.schemes.for.controlling.access.and.ensuring.the.
security.of.the.data..A.majority.of.security.issues.arise.because.of.the.centralized.
architecture.of.IoT.systems..Another.concern.is.the.lack.of.proper.authentication.
and.access.control.schemes.to.moderate.access.to.information.generated.by.the.IoT.
devices..So.the.question.that.arises.is.how.to.ensure.the.identity.of.the.equipment.or.
the.communicating.node..The.answer.to.secure.operations.in.a.trustless.environment.
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brings.us.to.the.decentralized.solution.of.Blockchain..A.lot.of.research.has.been.
going.on.in.the.area.of.convergence.of.IoT.and.Blockchain,.and.it.has.resulted.in.
some.remarkable.progress.in.addressing.some.of.the.significant.issues.in.the.IoT.
arena..This.work.reviews.the.challenges.and.threats.in.the.IoT.environment.and.how.
integration.with.Blockchain.can.resolve.some.of.them.
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In.today’s.world,.security.has.become.a.major.issue.in.our.lives,.and.in.this.era,.one.
cannot.trust.the.government.for.handling.their.lifetime.savings..That’s.where.the.
bitcoin.comes.to.our.lives..In.this.chapter,.the.authors.try.to.understand.one.of.the.
famous.innovative.payment.methods.(Bitcoin),.how.it.is.used.and.the.data.structure.
(Merkle.tree).that.is.used.in.it..Also,.they.discuss.one.of.the.most.recent.attacks.
that.involved.the.use.of.bitcoin.(Wanacry)..Further,.they.try.to.understand.how.this.
hack.succeeded.in.stealing.10,800.euros.that.is.8,74,290.rs.from.the.hospital.with.
the.help.of.bitcoin..They.also.discuss.the.various.bitcoin.companies.now.emerging.
with.their.own.security.measures.against.such.hacks.

Chapter 6
Security.Issues.of.IoT............................................................................................99

Neha Gupta, Symbiosis University of Applied Sciences, Indore, India

Wireless.communication.networks.are.highly.prone.to.security.threats..The.major.
applications.of.wireless.communication.networks.are.in.military,.business,.healthcare,.
retail,.and.transportations..These.systems.use.wired,.cellular,.or.adhoc.networks..
Wireless.sensor.networks,.actuator.networks,.and.vehicular.networks.have.received.
a.great.attention.in.society.and.industry..In.recent.years,.the.internet.of.things.(IoT).
has.received.considerable.research.attention..The.IoT.is.considered.as.future.of.the.
internet..In.the.future,.IoT.will.play.a.vital.role.and.will.change.our.living.styles,.
standards,.as.well.as.business.models..The.usage.of.IoT.in.different.applications.
is.expected.to.rise.rapidly.in.the.coming.years..The.IoT.allows.billions.of.devices,.
peoples,.and.services.to.connect.with.others.and.exchange.information..Due.to.the.
increased.usage.of.IoT.devices,.the.IoT.networks.are.prone.to.various.security.attacks.
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Chapter 7
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Foundation, India
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In. recent. years,. blockchain. technology. has. attracted. considerable. attention.. As.
blockchain.is.one.of.the.revolutionary.technologies.that.is.impacting.various.industries.
in.the.market.now.with.its.unique.features.of.decentralization,.transparency,.and.
incredible.security..Blockchain.technology.can.be.used.for.anything.which.requires.
their.transactions.to.be.recorded.in.a.secure.manner..In.this.chapter,.the.authors.
survey.the.importance.of.the.blockchain.technology.and.the.applications.that.are.
being.developed.on.the.basis.of.blockchain.technology.in.area.of.IoT.and.security.

Chapter 8
Blockchain.Technology-Security.Booster..........................................................128

Harsha Kundan Patil, Ashoka Center for Business and Computer 
Studies, Nashik, India

“Blockchain”.as.the.name.suggests.is.the.chain.of.blocks..It.is.the.chunk.of.digital.
information.(blocks).that.are.connected.through.the.public.databases.(Chain)..It.is.
nothing.but.the.newer.version.of.file.organisation..Blocks.store.digital.information.
like.actual.record.of.any.transaction,.details.of.involve.entities.in.the.transaction,.
time. stamps,. and. other. metadata. of. the. transactions.. Blocks. also. have. unique.
ids,.which.are.known.as.hash..Blockchain.technology.is.built.using.peer-to-peer.
networking..Anyone.who.is.on.network.can.access.the.blocks..There.is.no.centralised.
community.to.control.the.blockchain..It.is.operated.by.miners,.the.peoples.who.lend.
their.computing.power.to.the.network.to.solve.the.complex.computation.algorithm.
problems..These.blocks.are.stored.in.multiple.computers..Due.to.its.distribution.
and.decentralisation,.the.validation.process.is.broadcast.in.nature,.which.provides.
it.“the.trusted.approach”..Blockchain.enables.security.and.tamperproof.capabilities.
for.storing.data.and.smart.contracts..Any.tampering.of.data.attempted.by.a.node.or.
user.in.a.block.changes.the.hash.of.the.block..The.blockchain.technology.has.the.
capability.to.face.and.provides.the.solution.to.fight.with.the.problem.of.risk.and.
security.concern.online..In.2008,.a.mysterious.white.paper.titled.“Bitcoin:.A.Peer.
to.Peer.Electronic.Cash.System”,.by.visionary.Satoshi.Nakamoto.gave.birth.to.the.
concept.of.blockchain..The.chapter.explains.the.structure.of.blockchain.technology.
in. detail. and. enlighten. the. aspects. that. make. blockchain. technology. the. secure.
concept.of.today’s.world.
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Blockchain,.as.the.name.suggests,.is.a.linear.chain.of.blocks..It.is.a.digital.ledger.
that.holds.information.on.transactions.taking.place.over.the.web..So.every.block.
contains.data.in.the.form.of.coding.that.is.organized.in.a.chronological.manner..In.
2004,.a.concept.called.“reusable.proofs.of.work”.was.introduced.by.Hal.Finney..
In.2009,.a.mysterious.white.paper.titled.“Bitcoin:.A.Peer.to.Peer.Electronic.Cash.
System,”.by.visionary.Satoshi.Nakamoto.gave.birth.to.the.concept.of.blockchain..
This.is.a.survey.of.blockchain.technology.that.first.provides.a.short.introduction.of.
the.blockchain,.discussing.its.advantages.and.followed.by.possible.limitations.and.
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Adoption. of. the. internet. of. things. (IoT). and. blockchain. technology. opens. new.
opportunities.of.business.process.automation.in.apparel.supply.chain.management..
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comparison.of.the.state-of-the-art.methods.towards.secure.and.privacy-preserving.
blockchain.technologies.concerning.the.blockchain.model,.specific.security.goals,.
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Preface

Blockchain and internet of things are two very popular and powerful technological 
names which have proven their significance already in various fields. Blockchain came 
into existence for the security of a magical cryptocurrency ‘Bitcoin’ while internet 
of things is justifying its name itself. Internet of Things is a rapidly growing, easy 
to use technology and also had achieved the popularity in remarkably short period; 
it has covered almost every arena of life. Internet of things is now involved from 
day to day life to high end technical scenarios, so security becomes a crucial issue. 
This security issue is an expanded term, as security and privacy of all stakeholders, 
device security, prevention from hacking and malfunctioning etc. No technology 
could be assumed without data now, so obviously data security is one important 
issue to take care about. This book is designed to discuss the blockchain application 
for securing Internet of things. For reading convenience we will use the commonly 
known substitution ‘IoT’ for Internet of Things. We have received good contribution 
from the community. Authors of chapter of this book are from research and academia 
and their work shows the soundness of knowledge. Chapters consisted in this book 
are well written, easy to grasp and technically rich. They exhibit knowledge about 
these two technologies, explaining them in different aspects. Overview of the 
chapters is given here.

Chapter 1: Blockchain Concept and Emergence

Authors of this chapter have shown their keen observation on the knowledge 
available around about the blockchain technology. They have shown the emergence 
of blockchain chronologically followed by the systematic theoretical discussion. 
After detailed description of the types and versions of blockchain, authors have 
shown various applications of blockchain too such as finance, healthcare etc. Also 
they discussed the advantages and security issues of blockchain.

xv
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Chapter 2: A Holistic View on Blockchain and Its Issues

As the name suggests, the chapter provides a holistic view on block chain technology. 
Authors have thoroughly discussed the technology, from emergence to compatibility 
in present scenario. They described characteristics, types and different consensus of 
blockchain in detail. After making a better understating on working of blockchain 
authors have shown the various challenges too in a very descriptive way. Beauty of 
this chapter is its proper writing flow and informative figures. Study of this chapter 
itself is a gateway to go deeper into the technology.

Chapter 3: Blockchain-Enabled Secure Internet of Things

The chapter is exact detailing of its title, started with the discussion on Internet of 
Things, authors have moved one by one to the all essential aspects. After settling 
the better understanding on IoT concept, devices and its application deployment 
they have given a much needed overview of blockchain technology and argued that 
how blockchain can help to solve security issues of IoT.

Chapter 4: Securing IoT Applications Using Blockchain

Authors have deeply evaluated the security issue of IoT and deployment of blockchain 
for such purpose. In a descriptive review of IoT and blockchain they have included 
imperative chunks of work of researchers. They concluded that for every IoT 
application, blockchain may not be needed so careful assessment is required before 
applying blockchain. It can save resources and reduce complexity.

Chapter 5: A Review on Bitcoin and Currency Encryption

Bitcoin is a very popular and game changing cryptocurrency of modern electronic 
-financial world. With the concept of removal of intermediaries or third parties 
and enabling peer-topeer transactions endorsed this popularity of bicoin. Authors 
of this chapter have provided systematic description of bitcoin concept, pros, cons 
and other technical details. They explained, when security issue came into picture 
and how it affected organizations and individuals involved in bitcoin transactions. 
This need of security brought Blockchain into existence.

Chapter 6: Security Issues of IoT

Security requirements of IoT are deliberated here in this chapter such as data 
authentication, access control, client privacy, threat etc. After taking IoT challenges 

xvi
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into account cyber security and privacy related information is shared. Smart home 
is taken as the primary example of IoT application and its security is discussed in 
detail. Chapter is concluded with IoT identity protection.

Chapter 7: A Review on Importance of Blockchain 
and Its Current Applications in IoT Security

This chapter is providing a detailed literature review on blockchain technology and 
its applications in IoT security. Authors began their study from blockchain based 
decentralized framework for IoT forensics investigations followed by various other 
IoT applications to be secured. Chapter is basically intended to exhibit the important 
role of blockchain in securing different IoT applications.

Chapter 8: Blockchain Technology-Security Booster

The chapter is another beautiful description of blockchain technology as a security 
booster. Author has arranged all the key points very systematically and used 
decent flow charts and figurers to show the technology astutely. Blockchain is 
discussed from its beginning to recent usage nicely. This step wise study is giving 
opportunities to readers for getting better understating on how blockchain is not 
limited to cryptocurrency but helping to maintain IoT security, now in wider way.

Chapter 9: Blockchain Technology 
Limitations and Future Possibilities

In continuation with the previous chapters on blockchain, this chapter is talking 
about limitations and future possibilities of blockchain technology. Authors have 
discussed limitations preceded by advantages of blockchain. In limitations they 
have mentioned Weak performance, Signature verification, Redundancy, Energy 
and resource consumption, Security Pitfall, System failures, Attaining consensus 
etc. At the end they provided future possibilities of blockchain in different fields.

Chapter 10: Blockchain Technology for the Internet of 
Things Applications in Apparel Supply Chain Management

This chapter is a perfect exhibition of supply chain management in apparel industry. 
It is mentioned wisely that how this industry embracing the new and advanced 
technologies, IoT is one of them. Chapter is meticulously showing the various aspects 
of IoT in apparel supply chain. Then authors has stated the various challenges of using 

xvii
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IoT and emphasized on security and privacy of all stakeholders. They have shown 
how blockchain is helping this industry to keep security and privacy up to the mark.

Chapter 11: IoT and Blockchain in Indian Perspective

The chapter is chattering about IoT and Blockchain in Indian Perspective. India 
is one of the leading countries in technology, well known for its IT products and 
services, also a big market for IoT. In this chapter authors have shown how IT 
industry affects Indian economy, when comes to IoT, they are comparing global 
scenario with Indian market and argued that how India is consuming a big portion 
of total of world’s economy for IoT. After this various industry wise technology 
usage explained in analytical way.

Chapter 12: Integrate Hybrid Cloud Computing Server With 
Automated Remote Monitoring for Blockchain as a Service

The chapter talks about integrated hybrid cloud computing server with automated 
remote monitoring for blockchain as a service. Though it is about cloud-based 
systems, blockchain is playing a vital role in maintaining security, thus the chapter 
is opening a gateway for more study in such direction. Authors have mentioned 
that blockchain as a service is a third-party modelling of cloud-based networks 
management for organizations in blockchain applications.

xviii
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ABSTRACT

Blockchain refers to a distributed ledger technology that helps people to regulate 
and manage their information without any intermediaries. This technology emerges 
as a promising panacea for authentication and authorization with potential for 
use in every possible domain including financial, manufacturing, educational 
institutions, etc. Blockchain has its birth through the concept of Bitcoin, a digital 
cryptocurrency by Satoshi Nakamoto, called as Blockchain 1.0. Blockchain 2.0 
came into existence in 2014 with Ethereum and smart contracts. The challenges 
such as scalability, interoperability, sustainability, and governance led to the next 
generation of Blockchain also called as IOTA, a blockchainless cryptocurrency 
for the internet of things runs on the top of their own ledger called Tangle, which 
is immune towards quantum computers. This disruptive technology evolved to 
provide cross chain support and more security through Blockchain 4.0. Finally, the 
chapter concludes by discussing the various applications of this technology and its 
advantages and security issues.

Concept of Blockchain 
Technology and Its Emergence

Padmavathi U.
National Institute of Technology, Puducherry, India

Narendran Rajagopalan
National Institute of Technology, Puducherry, India
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EMERGENCE OF BLOCKCHAIN

Blockchain, the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies has its origin that 
stem from a problem of verifying timestamp digitally in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. In 1990, Haber & Stornetta published a paper titled ‘How to Timestamp a 
digital Document’. In this paper, they proposed to create a hash chain by linking the 
issued timestamps together so that the documents get prevented from being either 
forward dated or back dated. Later in 1992, the concept of Merkle Trees was added 
to this design by Haber, Stornetta and Dave Bayer. Merkle trees helped to improve 
the efficiency of the system by collecting several time-stamped documents into a 
cryptographically secured chain of blocks. Each record in this chain is connected to 
the one before it. This helps the newest record to know the history of entire chain. 
Then, Wei Dai one of the noted researchers, introduced the concept of b-money which 
is used to create money through solving computational puzzles and decentralized 
consensus. But this proposal lacks implementation details. (Blockchain, an emerging 
technology for the future - Data Driven Investor - Medium n.d.)(The Exponential 
Guide to Blockchain - Singularity University n.d.)(History of blockchain | Technology 
| ICAEW n.d.)

(A brief history in the evolution of blockchain technology platforms - By n.d.)In 
2005, a concept called “Reusable Proof of Work” (RPoW) was introduced by Hal 
Finney, a cryptographic activist. This concept combined the ideas of both b-money 
and computationally difficult Hashcash puzzle by Adam Back for the creation of 
cryptocurrency. RPoW registers the ownership of tokens on a trusted server. These 
servers allow the users to check the correctness and integrity of users which in 
turn helps to solve double spending problem. (History of Blockchain | Binance 
Academy n.d.)

In 2008, a mysterious white paper titled “Bitcoin: A peer to peer Electronic Cash 
system”, by visionary Satoshi Nakamoto gives birth to the concept of Blockchain. In 
this paper, Nakamoto combined cryptography, computer science and game theory 
to describe the digital cash “Bitcoin”. This helps the participant to transact from 
one account to another account without the help of intermediaries such as central 
authority or bank. (A Brief History of Blockchain: Blockchain Basics Book from 
ConsenSys Academy n.d.) The following timeline table gives a brief explanation 
on the emergence of blockchain.

Concept of Blockchain

As the world needs more modernization and digitization, everyone is ready to 
accept and adapt new technologies(Blockchain Technology Explained: Introduction, 
Meaning, and Applications - By n.d.). Blockchain, a new disruptive technology was 
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introduced with its very first modern application termed Bitcoin. The term Blockchain 
is simply defined as the chain of blocks containing encrypted information stored on 
a decentralized distributed network. This blossoming technology impacts various 
industries miraculously and its application grows numerously.

Blockchain, a shared ledger in which all the data are recorded digitally has a 
common history and is available to all the participants in the network. This eliminates 
any fraudulent activity or duplication of transactions(Blockchain Technology for 
the Transportation Industry: Where the Future Starts n.d.).

A blockchain is a chain of blocks. Each block contains encrypted information and 
hashed pointers to previous block, making it difficult to retroactively alter without 
modifying the entire chain (What’s inside a Block on the Blockchain? n.d.). The 
first block is called genesis block. Every block contains two components. They are

Block Header
Block Body

Block Header

It is a bunch of metadata about the block. The various components present in the 
block header is

Version: The Block version number
Hash of the previous block: Used to make connection between the blocks
Merkle root: The hash of all the transactions inside the block
Time: Timestamp of the block
Target or difficulty: A value used to regulate blocks
Nonce: An arbitrary number used once to solve cryptographic puzzle.

Table 1. Timeline for the Emergence of Blockchain

Year Emergence of Blockchain

1990 Stuart Haber & Stornetta introduced timestamping a digital document so that they 
could not be tampered.

1992 The concept of Merkle trees was proposed to collect several documents in one block.

2000 The theory and idea of cryptographic secured chains was proposed by Stefen Konst

2005 Hal Finney introduced “Reusable Proof of Work” (RPoW) that helps users to solve 
double spending problem in the creation of cryptocurrencies.

2008 Satoshi Nakamoto Proposed Bitcoin, a digital currency which makes use of Blockchain 
as the underlying concept.
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The Block header looks as follows

Block Body

It contains all the transactions the are confirmed in the block. Each transaction 
contains a set of entries and one transaction header which references to other entries 
in the transaction. Every entry in transaction is identified by its unique ID.

How Does Blockchain Work?

1.  A transaction must occur.
2.  The transaction must be verified.
3.  The transaction must be stored in a block.
4.  The block must be given a hash. After hashing, the block can be added to the 

blockchain.

For example, suppose if we want to add a purchase transaction to the blockchain, then 
it could be done as follows. Initially a purchase has to be made. After the purchase is 
made, the transaction details such as transaction time, amount and participants has 
to be verified. The verified transaction is now stored in the block. Then, the block 
is given is a unique hash and is added to the blockchain(Blockchain: Everything 
You Need to Know n.d.).

Figure 1. Block Header in Blockchain(What Is Hashing? [Step-by-Step Guide-Under 
Hood Of Blockchain] n.d.)
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Types and Versions of Blockchain

More types of Blockchains are required in order to solve problems such as reliability 
on huge servers, need for trusted parties, cost effective transaction processing and so 
on. In General, there are three different types of Blockchain(6 Essential Blockchain 
Technology Concepts You Need To Know n.d.). They are

1.  Public Blockchain
2.  Private Blockchain
3.  Federated or Consortium Blockchain

Public Blockchain

It is a fully decentralized network in which only the transaction information is 
completely viewable to the public. In this type of Blockchain, any user can join 
the network at any time and they can store, send and receive data at any time and 
anywhere. This feature of Public Blockchain network makes it call as Permissionless 
network. The participants in this network gets incentivized and rewarded using the 
token associated with them. Various decentralized consensus mechanisms such as 
PoW, PoS are used to make decisions(What are the Different Types of Blockchain? 
n.d.).

Public Blockchain networks provide self-governance and higher level of security 
since all the transaction information are present in all the nodes in the network which 
makes hacking a particular node impossible.

Example: Bitcoin, Litecoin.

Private Blockchain

Private Blockchain usually called Permissioned Blockchain are used within an 
organization in which the participants need consent in order to join the network. Private 
Blockchains are more centralized and the transactions are private. The enterprises 
that want to collaborate and share data can make use of private blockchains since it 
provides more efficiency and faster transactions. The code in this type of blockchain 
is precisely private and hidden which results in eliminating decentralization and 
disintermediation(3 Types of Blockchain Explained - HedgeTrade Blog n.d.). 
Here, the central-in-charge helps to achieve consensus by giving the mining rights 
to anyone in the network.

Example: Bankchain.
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Consortium or Federated Blockchain

A hybrid model between public and private Blockchain in which a number of approved 
users have control over the network. The term consortium is defined as the group of 
companies or the group of representative individuals who come together to make 
decisions for the best benefit of the whole network. The consortium blockchain allows 
only a few selected predetermined parties to verify transactions and to participate in 
the consensus process instead of allowing any user in the network in case of public 
blockchain and a single organization in case of private blockchain(The Different 
Types of Blockchains - ALTCOIN MAGAZINE - Medium n.d.).

Example: r3, EWF
In a nutshell, we can conclude that Public Blockchain is a good option where 

openness and censorship resistance is needed and Private and Consortium Blockchain 
fits where privacy and control is required.

Blockchain Version

Blockchain 1.0

Blockchain born with the concept of Bitcoin(Blockchain Version - Javatpoint n.d.). 
Blockchain 1.0 represents the application of Distributed Ledger Technology over 
cryptocurrencies for transfer of values and to confirm transactions. Bitcoin, developed 
as a decentralized, peer-to-peer digital cash system comes as a result of 20 years 
of research in cryptocurrency and 40 years of research in cryptography. A core 
breakthrough in computer science comes as a long-standing solution to the issues 

Figure 2. Versions of Blockchain(ICO InterValue - World’s First Practical Blockchain 
4.0 Project — Steemit n.d.)
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associated with digital cash. With bitcoin, users are able to receive funds in digital 
wallets immediately without waiting for days for transfers. Blockchain currencies 
assures that any transaction can be sourced and completed directly without the 
involvement of any third parties intermediary.

Blockchain 2.0

In order to overcome the issues such as wasteful mining, lack of network scalability 
that come with the concept of Bitcoin, one visionary named Vitalik Buterin extends 
this concept beyond currency and proposed a platform called ‘smart contracts’ 
where the developer’s community can build distributed applications (DApps) for the 
Blockchain network. Smart Contracts are small computer programs that are deployed 
on the Blockchain are usually triggered by events. These smart contracts can perform 
tasks automatically which in turn eliminates the need to manage time consuming 
and costly manual business processes. A most prominent example is the Ethereum 
Blockchain network. It is impossible to tamper or hack smart contracts. It reduces 
the cost of verification, execution and allows transparent definition overcoming 
moral hazard problems. This version of Blockchain successfully processes a high 
number of transactions than version 1.0.

Blockchain 3.0

Many new technologies such as NEO, IOTA and EOS want to improve the 
capabilities of Blockchain 1.0 and Blockchain 2.0. This gives birth to Blockchain 
3.0 which focuses to address the issues associated with the previous versions. For 
this, Blockchain 3.0 makes use of different protocols, techniques and frameworks. It 
avoids centralized architecture and employs decentralized storage and communication. 
The scalability problem that persisted from the first generation to second generation 
of blockchain is resolved in this version using the concept called Tangle. Various 
features that distinguishes Blockchain 3.0 from previous versions are high scalability, 
interoperability, adaptability and sustainability(Blockchain: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and Future 
n.d.)(The Future is Here – The Evolution of Blockchain - Toshi Times n.d.).

Blockchain 3.0 mainly focuses on integrating IoT devices with the Blockchain 
technology. IOTA generally called the Blockless chain was designed for the demanding 
IoT ecosystem. The following table 2 shows the comparison of blockchain version 
1.0, 2.0 and 3.0
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Blockchain 4.0

In addition to scalability and safety issues, Blockchain 3.0 lacks business level 
infrastructure. So, it could not be used for real world business. Moreover, the DApp 
developers have to work a lot in designing and programming, since everything has 
to be started from the scratch and there is no service-oriented framework on the 
base-layer ledger. The next generation of Blockchain is designed in such a way that 
it tries to solve the problems associated with Blockchain 3.0(What is blockchain 
4.0? - Quora n.d.)(TOP Network: The Harbinger of Blockchain 4.0 Era - TOP 
Network - Medium n.d.).

Blockchain 4.0, a nascent technology brings about lower costs and shorter 
development cycles, encouraging companies to make use of this technology. In the 
history of blockchain evolution, Blockchain 4.0 will be the business-accommodating 
superior public chain that can execute various use cases and applications.

Here are some of the highlights of various Blockchain 4,0 projects

Seele
• Aims to provide unity in the Blockchain platform.
• It enables users to perform cross chain communication.
• Matrix Proof-of-Work Consensus Algorithm.
• On-chain and off-chain sharing.

Table 2. A comparison on various attributes of Blockchain 1.0, 2.0, 3.0(Padmavathi 
and Rajagopalan 2019)

Attributes\Blockchain 
version

Version 1.0 
(Bitcoin)

Version 2.0 
(Ethereum)

Version 3.0 
(IOTA)

Mining Miners Miners Each node

Speed 7 TPS 15 to 20 TPS Increases as the number 
of nodes increases.

Language Stack based Turing Complete Turing Complete

Hashing Technique SHA-256 Ethash Curl

Reason Created as an alternative 
to regular money

Is developed as 
a platform which 
facilitiates peer-to-peer 
contract applications

Is designed as a 
communication 
protocolfor IoT

Data Structure Linked List Linked list DAG

Block validation time 10 minutes 14 to 15 seconds No blocks

Vulnerability
Vulnerable to brute 
force attacks and 
quantum computers

Vulnerable to quantum 
computers Quantum resistant
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• Heterogeneous Forest Network.
• Value Internet.
• 2000+ TPS.

Top Network
• Completely Permissionless
• 2-layer sharding, 2-layer lattice DAG, 3-layer network.
• PBFT-DPoS consensus algorithm
• Upto 300,000 TPS

Multiversum
• SQL-based phrase structure
• Proof-of-Integrity consensus algorithm
• Upto 6400 TPS

Metahash
• Provides reliable and quick transactions of any assets
• Multiple Proof-of-Stack consensus algorithm
• 100,000 TPS

InterValue
• Creates infrastructure for Blockchain 4.0
• HashNet Datastructure
• Counterattack to quantum attacks
• Both turing and non-turing language
• 2-layer consensus based on interaction of HashNet and BA-VRF 

acknowledgement mechanism.
• Upto 1 M TPS

Integrating IoT devices with Blockchain

According to various research reports, there are about 5 billion IoT connected devices 
today which is predicted to increase up to 50 billion devices by 2022. The IoT devices 
plays an important role in changing the current world to smart world. As the number 
of IoT devices continues to proliferate, data verification, transaction verification, 
access control all become vital. Further, the security breaches of IoT increases due to 
the gathering of data from different devices at one place, remote control of devices 
by hackers, managing the devices, lack of ability to find compromised nodes, leakage 
of sensitive data and other activities. It is an arduous task to overcome the security 
issues faced by IoT devices(Leading Blockchain Integration With IoT Devices for 
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Enhanced Security n.d.)(Blockchain IoT: How Will Blockchain Be Integrated Into 
the Growing Internet-of-Things? n.d.). The problems and security issues with IoT 
devices could be unlocked if IoT devices becomes decentralized.

Many security experts believe that Blockchain could be the silver bullet needed 
by the IoT devices to solve its issues. Blockchain when integrated with IoT could 
improve security and distributed processing power of IoT devices and also solves 
the problem of cloud-based data monopoly(Blockchain Applications in Internet of 
Things (IoT) Explained n.d.). Further, the blockchain is able to track and process 
the massive flow of data that pours from myriad of IoT devices. Blockchain and 
IoT is viewed as a perfect match since blockchain could solve many of the issues 
associated with IoT devices.

Even though many of the issues of IoT devices are solved by rapidly accelerating 
Blockchain technology, the convergence of these two blossoming technologies suffer 
from certain problems. Since the IoT devices are designed to be light weight and 
have low processing power, the integration of Blockchain in these devices poses a 
problem. Also, associated with Blockchain is the scalability issue and sky rocketing 
fees. So, many companies took convergence of these technologies on their many 
agenda and starts working on it.

(Elsts, Mitskas, and Oikonomou 2018)IOTA, the Blockchainless cryptocurrency 
for the Internet of Things is especially being designed for the integration of IoT 
devices with Blockchain technology. It is a quantum resistant Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG) which works on the top of their own ledger called Tangle. In this 
graph, nodes are the IOTA transactions and the validation corresponds to edges. 
Each transaction must validate two other transactions before joining the network. 
For validation, Proof-of-Work mechanism is used. IOTA is designed to provide zero 
fee transactions and unique verification process which is able to solve the scalability 
issues of Blockchain.

DAG differs from other blockchain in such a way that DAG works on ‘horizontal’ 
scheme and blockchain is based on ‘vertical’ scheme and also there are no miners 
and blocks in DAG, hence the name blocklesschain(Blockchain 3.0 and COTI - Next 
Generation Technology Without Mining? n.d.). The nature of graph is acyclic and 
also flows in a specific direction. The transactions in IOTA is not duplicated and 
there is no wait time for the blocks to be confirmed which in turns reduces the sky 
rocketing transaction fees. Even though, IOTA tries to be a perfect solution, there 
exists communication overhead of integrating IoT devices with IOTA blockchain.

Applications of Blockchain

It has become apparent the Blockchain technology has broken shackles and its 
application stack grows continuously from cryptocurrency to digital identity in the 
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Internet-of-Things and entered mainstream business operations across industries(Top 
10 Blockchain Technology Applications Explained In-Depth n.d.)(20 Real-World 
Uses for Blockchain Technology | The Motley Fool n.d.)(Blockchain Applications 
That Are Changing The World | Edureka n.d.).

The following are some of the real-world applications of Blockchain.

1.  Finance
2.  HealthCare
3.  Land Registry
4.  Insurance
5.  Digital Voting
6.  Global Trade
7.  Copyright and royalty protection
8.  Inheritance
9.  Drug traceability
10.  Government
11.  Supply chain monitoring

Banking

The banking sector is prone to errors and frauds, since it involves handling of money 
and highly dependent manual networks. More than 40 percent of the financial bodies 
suffer from heavy economic crimes annually. In order to keep money safe and 
secure, the financial institutes require mediators in large amount. The involvement 
of mediators lead to an increase in expenses and an increase in manual processes 
which in turn increase errors and frauds. Blockchain technology comes as a solution 
to these issues and helps improve banking services by allowing only authorized 
participants to access the data. It keeps a log of all the logging transactions thus 
preventing errors and frauds. The major areas in which Blockchain helps the 
banking sector is in making faster cross border payments, cheaper KYC and trade 
finance(Blockchain and Finance: Two Peas in a Pod - Blockgeeks n.d.)(How is 
Blockchain Revolutionizing Banking and Financial Markets - By n.d.).

Healthcare

Patient data which plays a critical role in Healthcare sector is scattered across different 
departments in the Hospital. Because of this, the data is not easily accessible at the 
time of need. In addition, the patient has to waste some time in collecting these 
data. In order to resolve these issues, Healthcare could be equipped with Blockchain 
Technology. When Health data is stored on Blockchain technology, it becomes 
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available and accessible to the health care providers as well as patients at any time 
and at any place.

Land Registry

Land registry involves the transfer of ownership of a land from seller to buyer. Since 
this process is handled on paper, it leads to many frauds and confusion. Blockchain 
aims to give crystal clear view of legal ownership by providing 100% computer-
based solution instead of paper-based titles.

Insurance

Existing insurance claim processes have high complexity and are more fraudulent. It 
takes a long time period for the customers to claim their insurance. Blockchain could 
help solve these issues and also make the process easier. Using this technology, the 
payers are able to collect the required information automatically and the customers 
are able to get their claims without any delays.

Digital Voting

Even a single vote can change the fate of a country. Voting plays a critical role in the 
future of a country. Blockchain technology, if combined with voting could make the 
voting process transparent and its immutability property make to truly count the votes.

Global Trade

Global trade refers to Exchange of goods, capital and services across different 
countries. About one-fifth of the cost of transportation is mainly spent on trade 
documentation. This is because different systems are involved for processing different 
transactions between various supply chain participants. This cost could be reduced 
with the help of Blockchain technology, because all the information that needs to 
documented are stored on blockchain and is shared by everyone in the network.

Wills or Inheritance

The wills documented on a paper may sometimes go into wrong hands and could be 
used illegally. This could be avoided by storing the wills digitally on a Blockchain 
network. With the help of smart contracts, the wills become crystal-clear and legally 
binding without leaving any space for frauds.
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Copyright and Royalty Protection

In this growing world of internet access, it is mandatory to have copyright and 
ownership laws on our digital contents. Real time and transparent royalty protection 
could be provided with the help of blockchain technology. It ensures the artists and 
the creator of the content to get their fair share on purchase of their content by others.

Drug Traceability

The problem of counterfeit drugs leads to millions of deaths every year all over the 
world. Blockchain technology proves itself as a solution to this problem by tracing 
the drugs from the point of their origin as raw products till it reaches consumers 
as end-product. The tracking of drugs is done based on their serial and/or batch 
numbers which in turns ensures that the process is transparent and the consumers 
get the right deal.

Monitor Supply Chain

It is the process of viewing the performance of the product from the place of its 
origin till it reaches the retailer. Blockchain helps doing this process in a secure and 
shared manner. If anybody wants to alter the product on its way to the customer, 
Blockchain easily identifies and reports it to the producer before the product reaches 
the customer.

Government

Government sector which work in siloes faces a lot of data transactional challenges. 
Blockchain technology boasts the power to transform these challenges and enable 
management of data in an easier and better way. Because of the use of Blockchain 
technology, the data becomes transparent and monitoring and auditing the transactions 
become an easier job.

Advantages of Blockchain

The various advantages that are associated with blockchain are as follows: (The Top 
Advantages Of Blockchain For Businesses n.d.)(5 Big Advantages of Blockchain, 
and 1 Reason to Be Very Worried | The Motley Fool n.d.)(Top five blockchain 
benefits transforming your industry - Blockchain Pulse: IBM Blockchain Blog 
n.d.)(Advantages and Disadvantages Of Blockchain Technology - DataFlair n.d.)
(Blockchain Applications and Its Future - By Roger James n.d.)
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1.  Decentralization
The lack of central data storage in Blockchain is an exciting feature of this 
technology that avoids running massive data centers for verifying transactions. 
It also ensures that, the entire network could not get compromised even if it 
falls into the hands of wrong persons.

2.  Reduced Transaction Costs
The business-to-business transactions and peer-to-peer transactions that take 
place in Blockchain network allows for verification and completion without 
the involvement of middleman. This reduces cost to both users as well as to 
the businesses over time.

3.  Efficiency
Completing a transaction using traditional paper work processes is exhausting 
and consumes a large amount of time and man power. Moreover, there are 
chances for human errors. Blockchain technology helps us to complete the 
process faster by streamlining and automating transactions. Further, the 
participants in the network need not maintain multiple documents. Instead, 
the same single digital ledger is shared by everyone in the network making 
establishment of trust easier.

4.  Traceability
Monitoring and tracing supply chain of a product from its origin is a complex 
and tedious process. But, with Blockchain, the tracking of ledger along the 
chain from its point of origin is made easier. This helps us to learn where a 
product come from and also helps to locate and correct any problems that 
come in the path of the product.

5.  Security
Blockchain technology offers high level of security, since all the transactions 
are added to the blockchain only after maximum trust verification and also 
every participant in the network is given a unique identity key linked with their 
account. In addition, the data ledgers are protected using cryptography and 
the ledgers are dependent on the adjacent block to complete this cryptography 
process. Further, the transactions are recorded in the chronological order 
making the blockchain timestamped. This makes tougher for the hacker to 
hack or disturb the chain.
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6.  Faster Processing
In case of traditional banks, it takes lot of time even days to months to initiate 
and process transactions. This is because the financial institutions across the 
world are open at different time zones and are functional only during week 
days. But, after the invention of Blockchain technology, which works 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week, the processing of transactions is done more quickly. 
That is, the process gets completed within few minutes or few seconds.

Security Issues in Blockchain Technology

1.  Majority Attack (51% Attack)
2.  Social Engineering Attacks
3.  Software flaws
4.  Malware
5.  Eclipse attacks

51 Percent Attacks

If more than 50 percent of a blockchain’s computing power is produced by a hacker, 
then it is called as 51 percent attack. In this attack, a lie could become a truth if 
it is said by more than half of the nodes present in the network. Here, the hackers 
assume control of the entire network and double-spend coins preventing others 
from creating blocks and transactions. This type of attack was first highlighted by 
Satoshi Nakamoto in Bitcoin. Smaller Blockchains have high level of risk suffering 
from this attack(What are Blockchain’s Issues and Limitations? - CoinDesk n.d.)
(5 Blockchain Problems: Security, Privacy, Legal, Regulatory, and Ethical Issues 
- Blocks Decoded n.d.).

Social Engineering Attacks

This type of attack is almost very common in all fields. Its main goal is to fetch the 
private key or login information of the user. Phishing is one of the most popular 
social engineering attacks. In phishing, a malicious actor sends the victim a mail or 
a message or sets up a website or social media and asks you to send your credentials 
immediately. If we give all our credentials to them, then it would be highly impossible 
to stop them from clearing our account.

Social engineering attacks could be prevented by not sending our credentials or 
private leys to any malicious actors and by making the participants of the blockchain 
network to be aware of such kind of attacks.
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Software Flaws

Blockchains have proven themselves to be resilient to almost all types of attacks, but 
it is inevitable that Decentralized Applications (DApps) built on top of them suffer 
from bugs. A report said that, over $24 million was lost in the blockchain network 
because of software bugs. To prevent such types of flaws, the software used by the 
blockchain network must undergo rigorous testing and review.

Malware

There are many types of malware that could cause security issues to the blockchain 
network. It could range from any malicious crypto mining software to code that could 
shut down a company’s server. The most popular malware associated with blockchain 
network is cryptojacking. It mainly deals with cryptocurrency. In this, the computer’s 
resources are taken over by unauthorized persons referred as cryptojackers. It leads 
to performance issues and increased electricity usage. It paves way for other hostile 
codes and a loss of multi million dollars to victims. Through vigilance, we could 
stop malware from its performance.

Eclipse Attacks

This attack happens in decentralized network in which the aim of the attacker is to 
eclipse a specific node or a specific set of nodes from the entire network. It could 
simply be defined as monopolizing a node’s connection from others so that the victim 
node does not receive any information from any nodes other than the attacking nodes. 
The malicious actors exploit the victim nodes in such a way that the victim nodes 
receive information only from the malicious nodes believing the incorrect state of 
the blockchain. Eclipse attack could also be used to attack the whole blockchain 
network by hijacking the mining powers of eclipsed nodes. The attacker by this 
way can easily gain enough support from the victim nodes and establish a fork to 
the true ledger. The occurrence of eclipse attacks depends on factors such as data 
structure of the network, number of connections per user and the unique IP addresses 
assigned per node.(What is an Eclipse Attack? | Radix DLT - Decentralized Ledger 
Technology n.d.)

CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes that, Blockchain a hotly debated topic could be the probable 
solution for many of the problems and loopholes faced by the current technologies. 
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This ground breaking technology bridges the gap in current technology and ensures 
safety of our personal information. The various types and versions of blockchain 
are discussed. The chapter also concludes that, if IoT and Blockchain are integrated, 
they could be called as a perfect match made in heaven that would help the users in 
handling large amounts of data, allocate and distribute processing power, improve 
connectivity globally and efficiently. A few of the interesting real-world applications 
of Blockchain are discussed. But still, there exists a lot more applications like 
immutable data back-up, distributed cloud storage, equity trading and so on. Even 
though blockchain inherent several advantages and security features, that makes the 
Blockchain records resistant to attacks, there still do exists some security risks that 
must be recognized and mitigated in order to make the future of Blockchain bright.
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ABSTRACT

Blockchain, the technology behind most popular cryptocurrency Bitcoin and 
Ethereum, has attracted wide attention recently. It is the most emerging technology 
that has changed the financial and non-financial transaction system. It is omnipresent. 
Currently, this technology is enforcing banks, industries, and countries to adopt it in 
their financial, industrial, and government section. Earlier, it solved the centralize and 
double-spending problems successfully. In this chapter, the authors present a study of 
blockchain security issues and its challenges as well. They divided the whole chapter 
into two parts. The primer part covers a holistic overview of blockchain followed by 
the later section that argues about basic operations, 51% attack, scalability issue, 
Fork, Sharding, Lightening, etc. Finally, they mention an intro about its adaptation 
(financial or non-financial) in our 24/7 life and collaboration with fields like IoT.
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INTRODUCTION

Blockchain is a neoteric technology that promises to shift routine activities from 
central parties to the actual users (decentral parties). It is seen as significantly for 
making systems more transparent and decentralised, an innovation through peer-to-
peer architecture and cryptographic methods that should make middle intermediaries 
unnecessary and empowered individuals. All entries in the ledger are immutable. 
Blockchain advantages force businesses, banks, and various other fields towards 
decentralization. Also, the potential of blockchain is far beyond and higher than any 
buzz and it will change society by enabling trust among them.

Decentralization has various positive aspects over centralized and distributed 
systems. The centralized system has central dependency which affects the overall 
system if the central hub fails. To get rid of the dependency on single-point failure 
different nodes are empowered and made self-dependent. These participants or nodes 
of the system participate and work collectively to share, verify and build trust in the 
overall system (Yli-Huumo,Ko,Choi, Park, & Scotlander, 2016).

The objective of the research to explore various aspects of blockchain. We have 
tried to cover holistic view by encompassing vital sections of blockchain like different 
consensus mechanism, issues, and challenges in detail.

The Chapter is divided into four major sections. first section introduces the basic 
characters along with the difference with relative terms. Second sections shed light 
on working, types, and consensus mechanism. Third section issues and challenges 
in detail. And lastly, issues are mentioned specific to blockchain applications.

1.1. Characteristics of Blockchain

a).  Trust: One of the main characteristics of blockchain, which is mainly invoked 
by decentralization architecture of the system. The trust factor means not trusting 
anyone in the system. It eradicates the role of the third party from the system 
and only the involved user has the power to move their asset and makes the 
system transparent. The evolution of the internet has failed to solve the trust 
factor but blockchain does successfully.

b).  Shared and Public: In order to ensure transparency, the ledger is kept public. 
Every stakeholder has a copy of the ledger. Manipulation in the ledger transaction 
can be easily identified. A change in the single entry will change the hash of 
not only the current block but also changes the hash of the previous block. For 
example, in the Banking system, the complete ledger is maintained by banks 
or government bodies and kept privately. Now due to blockchain this ledger 
does not involve any bank or government authorities. All entries are kept 
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public and any peer can directly connect to the ledger and check the validity 
of transactions.

c).  Peer verification: Firstly, the new user’s identity is verified using an 
authenticated process. Once the node becomes part of the system, it has access 
to viewing the blockchain. Any transaction initiated is checked and verified 
by another peer node in the transaction and then only added to the ledger. 
After all, the participants have been empowered to check the verification of 
the transaction as the distributed ledger of the system is shared among all.

d).  Immutability: The transactions or data saved in blockchain remains unaltered 
and indelible. This feature of blockchain makes the system incredible. 
Blockchain, instead of relying on the central authority ensures the transaction 
with the help of peer nodes. The process of verification includes the mining 
process and the validity of the transaction is done by every peer node. If the 
transaction is not approved by the majority of peer users, the transaction is 
not added to the ledger. Once the transaction is added in the block, no one has 
the authority to manipulate, alter, delete or update the transaction.

e).  Decentralization and democratic: The concept of decentralization is to 
make the system independent. It means the whole network is not controlled by 
any governing authority. The group of nodes itself regulates the network. So, 
blockchain users can directly access relevant data from the web and store their 
assets. This asset can be anything viz. cryptocurrency, important documents, 
contracts, or any other digital asset. Decentralization gives power to the 
common person on their assets. Moreover, no need to worry about single-point 
failure and data security. Data is not maintained by a single hub, every node 
in the network is having the ledger copy. This deficit the system from total 
breakdown. Lastly, the system runs on the specific algorithms which control 
scams and fraud in the system.

f).  Redundancy: The ledger is with everyone who is authorized to use the system. 
This characteristic of blockchain has increased the availability and trust among 
all unknown participants. As a result, no single point failure can exist.

g).  Enhanced Security: In blockchain there is no third-party control. So, no 
one can change the information stored on the ledger. This feature enhances 
the security power which is achieved through “cryptography”. Cryptography 
includes encryption through complex mathematics algorithms like SHA256, 
HMAC etc. that helps to secure the network from attacks. Every information 
in the block is first hashed and then saved into the ledger. Every block data 
is hashed and linked with data in the previous block. This makes all blocks 
in the chain and hence named “Blockchain”. A change in the current block 
will change the hash of the previous blocks. It is very difficult for an attacker 
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to change the hashes of all the blocks of the blockchain. So, Changing or 
tampering in data using Hash IDs become quiets impossible

h).  Consensus: This feature is extremely important for the smooth functioning 
of the blockchain. It is the core part of any blockchain architecture. Every 
blockchain is having a consensus mechanism viz. PoW (Proof of Work), PoS 
(Proof of Stake), DPoS (Delegated Proof of Security) etc.

1.2 How Blockchain is Different From Various Terms

As with any new technology, there is an enormous amount of hype and misinformation. 
The same incident happens with blockchain and various misinformation and 
misunderstanding lead to confusion among users and they fail to differentiate the 
terminology related to blockchain. Figure 2 shows how various terms are related 
to blockchain.

1.2.1. Bitcoin

Word Bitcoin got popularity before the word blockchain and most people are not able 
to differentiate between both terms. Bitcoin is the first application implemented over 
the blockchain framework. Cryptocurrencies are created on the top of blockchain 
and Bitcoin is one of the cryptocurrency (Vujičić, Jagodić, & Ranđić, 2018). Bitcoin 
cannot work without blockchain. Ethereum is another example of cryptocurrency 
that works on the top of the blockchain.

1.2.2. Cryptocurrency

S. Nakamoto proposed a framework for peer-to-peer exchanges of currency 
(Nakamoto, 2008). His goal was to invent a decentralised digital cash system. The 
by-product of this system was Cryptocurrency. Even Nakamoto missed this term 
significantly.

Jan Lansky (2018), defines six conditions for a system that will be considered 
as cryptocurrency:

1.  It does not need a middle authority such as a bank or state.
2.  It keeps track of cryptocurrency units with respective owners.
3.  The system should define the process of creating new cryptocurrency and 

ownership of these created units.
4.  One can prove exclusively cryptographically ownership of cryptocurrency 

units.
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5.  The cryptographic unit will be changed after performing transactions. Such 
transaction records can be proved by an entity by declaring the current ownership 
of these units.

6.  If two apart transactions are instructed for the same cryptographic units at the 
same time then at most one of them will take place.

Thus, cryptocurrency is the token based on the idea of Distributed Ledger and 
this facility is provided through blockchain. Cryptocurrency is referred to as a digital 
currency platform whereas blockchain is applied to store the transactions record. 
So, both are interrelated but have different roles.

1.2.3. Cryptography

Bitcoin transactions are backed by Cryptography and blockchain record cryptography-
based Bitcoin transactions (Crosby, Nachiappan, Pattanayak, Verma, & Kalyanaraman, 
2016). The Bitcoin protocol uses public-key cryptography for cryptographic hash 
functions and digital signatures (Gaurav, Kumar, Kumar, & Thakur 2020). The 
elliptic curve cryptography, which is asymmetric in nature, is a cryptographic 
algorithm used in Bitcoin (Lu, 2018). Compared to the RSA algorithm, it requires 
less computation with a smaller key size and provides more protection.

So, the cryptography algorithm is used for the transaction in financial blockchain 
and it is not blockchain rather it is a more security mechanism.

1.2.4. Linked List

Blockchain is like the linked list with some differences. Blockchain is the chain 
of blocks. These blocks are interconnected like nodes are connected in the linked 
list. Every block has a link with the previous block with a hash function whereas 
Linked list uses pointers for the same. Linked List is a linear way of arranging and 
storing records or data whereas blockchain follows Merkle Tree to store all the info 
related to the transaction. Data manipulation and tampering are nearly impossible 
in blockchain whereas linked lists permit such activities. Blockchain follows the 
only structure of Linked list which is accompanied by the hash function, mining, 
and consensus protocols (Gupta & Sadoghi, 2018).

1.2.5. Distributed Ledger Technology

DLT is an automated system that records the transactions with their details in a 
distributed fashion across several sites. DLT has no central authorities, unlike 
traditional databases (Alketbi, Nasir, & Talib, 2018). DLT has different types based 
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on usability. Some of them are DAG, Tempo, Holochain etc. blockchain is one of 
them which is most popular. Some of the well-known cryptocurrencies that use 
blockchain DLT are Ethereum, Bitcoin, Dash, Dogecoin etc.

Conclusively, blockchain is a subset and type of DLT. All blockchains are DLT 
but all the DLTs are not blockchain.

1.3. Current Trends and Practices

Now blockchain has worldwide recognition and a lot of research work has been 
done in recent years and it is still a hot topic for researchers throughout the world. 
This is only possible because blockchain is currently being used in different fields 
with great success. HealthCare, e-voting, Land- registration, Assets- registrations, 
securing supply chains of goods etc are some real-life examples of using blockchain. 
These applications encompass decentralization, immunity and transparency that 
makes it unparallel from other technologies.

Figure 1. Visualization of various terms related to Blockchain
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The United Kingdom, Denmark, Honduras, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Switzerland, 
and many others have taken footstep to unleash the hidden capabilities of blockchain 
technology. Estonia is the first country that implements blockchain-based e-voting. 
Dubai, the city of future, aims to adopt blockchain in all their transactions in a 
paperless manner by 2020. Swiss global project Health bank is a milestone in this 
field. Similarly, the U.S. has Gem and Estonia has Guard time as a healthcare project 
based on blockchain platform (Mettler, 2016). Experts relate Malta as ‘Mecca 
of blockchain’ due to their unrestricted and open regulations for blockchain and 
cryptocurrencies. Many other countries have invested a huge amount of money for 
their economy, data management security, transparency and to build trust within 
the people of their country.

2. BLOCKCHAIN WORKING, ITS TYPES & CONSENSUS

This section explores the in-depth knowledge of blockchain technology by discussing 
it’s working in detail. Highlighting its types with advantages and disadvantages in 
each type. Moreover, the core of the blockchain “consensus” mechanism types are 
elaborated with pros and cons.

2.1 Working of Blockchain

The blockchain contains a chain of blocks where each block encompasses many 
details like data, hash of the block, hash of the previous block it chained with and 
transactions logs. A node that has no parent block is known as genesis block which 
is considered as the first block in the chain of blocks. The node stores the basic 
data about the block like sender, receiver, timestamp, and the electronic cash. The 
blockchain acts as a database which records and shares information between the 
communities. Each member of the group has a true copy of all transactions and all 
members participate in the validation and updation process collectively. There is 
no central authority or moderator in the case of blockchain.

Suppose Alice wants to send some coins to Bob. She will broadcast this message 
to the network. Now Miner (one who mines the block) will select the transaction 
and check its validity. If the transaction is valid then miners will solve a complex 
mathematical puzzle and broadcast the solution. After validating the solution, the 
block will be added to the chain. Figure 1 depicts the working of blockchain.
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2.2. Types of Blockchain

Blockchain can be categorized based on the application type (financial or non-
financial), evolution type (1.0 Bitcoin, 2.0 Ethereum, 3.0 EOS). There are three 
kinds of blockchain (Table 1) on Usability basis:

a.)  Public Blockchain: Anyone can join the network after the verification and 
validation process. Everyone has access to the whole ledger. Every peer has 
equal rights, nobody can empower other peers. The first blockchain, Bitcoin, 
introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto was public and open for all. The direct transfer 
of cryptocurrency takes place between the peer nodes. Having empowered 
nodes, this public blockchain has many benefits but at the same time, if any 
way any theft occurs in the system the peer node can-not claim anywhere.

b.)  Consortium Blockchain: In this type of blockchain the peers are empowered with 
equal rights but there are some regulators which help in making the decision. 
This is the most talked and promising blockchain according to researchers.

Figure 2. Working of Blockchain technology (Nadeem, Rizwan, Ahmad, & 
Manzoor,2019).
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c.)  Private Blockchain: This blockchain is more like a centralized system. Certain 
stakeholders have all the access. Not everyone can become the part of the 
blockchain and hence only involved stakeholders have the right to access 
the ledger. The consensus is different as used in the public and consortium 
blockchain. Decision-making power is with certain owners like previously 
with banks.

With public blockchain any person can download the data, participate, and 
read the data. Public blockchains are open source and with high security using 
cryptography and consensus protocol. Consortium blockchain is run by a group 
of members. The Private blockchain is centralised in nature where a user needs 
permission to join or leave the group. Companies who wanted to create their own 
currencies started using this type of blockchain. Additionally, these blockchains 
differ in transfer rate, node rights and usage range. Examples of public blockchain 
include Bitcoin, Ethereum, private types include Multichain and Blockstack and 
consortium blockchain include Ripple and R3.

2.3. Different Consensus Mechanism

Consensus Mechanism is the protocol for legitimate transactions which is added 
to the blockchain. Through this protocol, the blockchain network agrees on a 
transaction globally. Different consensus mechanism is used by the different types 
of cryptocurrencies. For example, Proof of Work (PoS) used by Bitcoin, Ethereum, 
Proof of Stake (PoS) used by Peercoin, Ethereum (maybe in future), Delegated 

Table 1. Blockchain Types

Characteristics Public Blockchain Consortium Blockchain Private Blockchain

Read
Permission Anyone Known users Known users

Write Access Anyone Multi-selected 
organisation Single organisation

Consensus PoW (Proof of Work), 
PoS (Proof of Stake)

PoW (Proof of Work), 
PoS (Proof of Stake) PoA (Proof of Authority)

Immutability Almost impossible Could be altered Could be tampered

Transaction 
Speed Slow Lighter and faster Lighter and faster

Energy 
Consumption High Comparatively low Quiet low

Examples Bitcoin, Ethereum Ripple, R3 Multichain, 
Blockstack
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Proof Of Stake (DPOS)used by EOS, Bitshares, Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance 
(PBFT) by Hyperledger etc. Table 2 highlights the comparison among them.

a)  Proof of Work (PoW)

PoW is suggested by Satoshi Nakamoto which is considered as a first blockchain 
consensus mechanism. The consensus process is recognised as mining and the 
involved nodes are recognised as a miner. Miners mine the block. Miners bundle 
the transaction from mempool as Block and check the accuracy of all transactions 
within the block. Now they try to solve a difficult mathematical puzzle that needs 
huge computational power. This puzzle is difficult to solve but easy to verify. It can 
be solved through the ‘trial and error’ method. Random value of nonce is adjusted 
to get the required hash value. The first one to solve this puzzle will publish the 
hash value of the block and will get block rewards along with fee reward for it. This 
block will be appended in the chain.

PoW requires a lot of resources which is unsustainable and not feasible in the 
future. So many blockchains are moving to new or different consensus algorithms.

b)  Proof of Stake (PoS)

It is an environmental friendly approach as it does not solve a highly complex 
puzzle like PoW. Therefore, it consumes very less electricity to verify the transactions. 
It is a randomized process that selects validators for verifying the transactions. The 
validators are like miners who produce the blocks. The validators have to deposit 
their tokens for a certain amount of time to become eligible for producing blocks. 
The validators who deposited higher stake had the highest chance to validate a block. 
On completing the process Validators will get rewarded for their work.

It has a major disadvantage. As the rich validators will have more chance to 
validate the block so rich validators will become richer and rest validators don’t get 
enough chance to validate the block and win rewards.

c)  Delegate Proof of Stake (DPOS)

This is a very fast consensus and implemented in EOS popularly. This process 
introduces a new word ‘Delegate’ or ‘witness’. Delegate can be a person or organisation 
who will produce blocks. The user stake their coin to vote for particular delegates. 
Higher the stake, higher will be the weight of the vote. Several delegates are selected 
based on the percentage of their votes. Now, they will get a chance to produce new 
blocks in a round-robin manner and get rewarded for their work. This reward will 
be distributed among their respective electors proportional to their tokens as a vote.
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d)  Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)

This consensus mechanism is designed as a ‘fault-tolerance’ algorithm that works 
in the asynchronous and distributed system. This network reaches consensus even 
when some of the malicious components propagate wrong information or fail to 
respond. This algorithm ensures correct information to flow among the nodes and 
mitigating malicious nodes’ effects. It can tolerate malicious nodes if their number 
is less than one-third of the total nodes.

All nodes in this network are ordered in sequence. One of them is selected as 
leader or primary node and the rest are referred to as backup nodes. The primary 
node gets a message from the client and broadcasts it to the backup nodes. Now, 
backup nodes will send a message to each other including the primary node. Each 
node ensures that they get 2F+1 (F = max no of the faulty nodes) valid ‘Prepare 
messages’ including themselves. Finally, Primary and backup nodes reach on an 
agreement and reply back to the client. If the client receives F+1 replies from different 
nodes with the same results then it is considered a successful reply.

3. CHALLENGES AND ISSUES OF BLOCKCHAIN

3.1. 51% Attack

51% attack refers to an attack on a blockchain in which a group of miners controls 
more than 50% of the network’s mining hash rate or computing power (Chanti, Anwar, 
Chithralekha, & Uma 2020). This will prevent any new transaction to occur and to 

Table 2. A comparison among Consensus Algorithm

Property PoW PoS DPoS PBFT

Resource 
Consumption High Low Very Low Very Low

Nature Decentralize Decentralize Centralize Decentralize

Type Permission-less Permission-less Permission-less Permissioned

Throughput Low 
<10 tps

Average 
<20 tps

High 
>5000tps

High 
>1000 tps

Tolerated 
Power

<50% 
Computing Power

< 50% 
Stake

<50% 
Validators

<33.33% 
Malicious replica

Transaction 
Fee High Low Low Very Low

Example Bitcoin DoS EOS Hyperledger
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reverse the transaction. 51% attack can further cause double spending problems. 
The attackers surely were not able to create new coins but would compromise the 
security of the blockchain (Apostolaki, 2017).

The Dangers of a Mining Monopoly

The objective of Bitcoin (underline technology -- Blockchain) is to run a distributed 
ledger that powers permission-less peer-to-peer transactions. A 51% attack is not 
dangerous only that it can create a double-spend which causes a merchant to lose 
money, but rather it can finish the entire system. With a majority of sustained 
hash power, an invader can continuously (or periodically) invoke a blockchain 
reorganization which disturbs the reliability of the network. At the extreme, they 
can mine empty blocks forever and only lengthen the chain on their own blocks, 
shutting all others out and causing the chain to be totally impractical.

3.1.1 Previous Approaches to the Problem

• Invalidating blocks: This logical approach is used by miners to invalidate 
fishy looking blocks. The process of invalidation invokes a clean break and 
the chain extends to null or void block.

• The Threshold Paradox: Now, the vital part is to decide which block behaviour 
is suspicious and when to invalidate? Setting time limit (threshold) could be 
one option, but soon the time limit theory is discarded as due to network and 
propagation issues half of the block could be considered in invalidating zone. 
The paradoxical aspect is no matter how the big-time limit is set; the fault line 
does not withhold with the time limit.

• Block re-org depth (“automatic checkpoints”): Keep in check using block 
height and forbidden beyond re-orgs. This method also not able to fulfil 
the expectation. As any block deeper than blocks could be valid or invalid 
because of the threshold timing problem.

• Nakamoto Consensus and the Byzantine General’s Problem: “Nakamoto 
Consensus” is the original consensus used in the first application (Bitcoin) of 
blockchain. The beauty of the original proof-of-work lies in identifying the 
correct version of the ledger.

Byzantine general’s problem describes a group of generals who want to attack a city 
but is not able to coordinate their attack. In Bitcoin, each solved block as a “general” 
that the rest of the army can follow. Doing the work thus designates a miner as having 
a turn to play the role of general. It is been realized that the genius of using proof 
of work as a distributed time-stamping mechanism is very difficult to tamper with.
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3.1.2. Some Solution to - The Problem

i)  Non-fully distributed solutions: - If we consider a simple solution not to allow 
reorgs > 6 blocks, then a 6-block reorganisation, that comes at the same time 
as a new block could divide the chain. Though, it would be simple for attentive 
miners to sense the split and reset it. But, this action can’t be fully automated 
and it requires human intervention and coordination among honest miners. This 
can work as a practical matter, but this is not a wholly distributed solution.

ii)  Non-distributed solution: - It allows a group of reliable pools (3 out of 5 
signatures) to invalidate a block. This could be completed in a way where 
nodes must observe the re-org taking place; the pools can’t arbitrarily direct 
the chain.

iii)  Middle Ground: - It would be possible to get some penalty in the middle, 20, 
30, 50%… and this could create a race condition, but only at a shallow reorg 
depth. The race would soon be over, and just as important, an attacker could 
not fool honest nodes into battling each other because they would each see a 
similar penalty.

3.2. Finality

It is an affirmation, that all the committed blocks in the blockchain will not be 
revoked again if wrong data is input in the blockchain. As the transaction once added 
to the blockchain could not be altered. Finality falls back to Nakamoto Consensus. 
When the race ends and the longest chain proof of work overtakes the attacker 
chain eventually (no matter how long), it is finalized in the purest sense. The 51% 
attack is discussed by satoshi in his first white paper, elaborates that blockchain 
characteristics can be overtaken by attaining 51% of the computation power. To 
ensure the proper functioning of blockchain finality become vital. There are three 
types of finality in the blockchain

1).  Probabilistic Finality
2).  Absolute Finality
3).  Economic finality

In the probabilistic finality, chained-based protocols are used. Bitcoin’s Nakamoto 
consensus is an example of probabilistic finality, where it is recommended to wait 
for at least 6 blocks to confirm a transaction. This ensures the less likelihood of 
revert of transaction. In the case of absolute finality, a transaction is confirmed by 
PBFT-based protocols viz. Tendermint. A list of validators approves the transaction. 
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Economic finality applies monetarily cost for a block to be reverted. This type of 
finality is opted by Casper FFG.

According to Eric Brewer’s CAP theorem, in case of partition, a distributed 
system can preserve either consistency or availability. Consistency ensures the 
correct state of the system which can be attained through probabilistic finality and 
availability is favoured by absolute finality.

3.3. Scalability

Scalability is one of the main rooted issue related to blockchain. The researchers 
are trying to solve the scalability issue from its initial stage. The scalability defines 
the number of transactions per second. The very first application of blockchain is 
Bitcoin that offers maximum 6-7 transactions per second (tps) and 2nd application 
is Ethereum that offers 20 tps which is very low as compared to other application’s 
transactions. For example, Visa handles 1667 tps, PayPal process 170 tps etc (Conti, 
Kumar, Lal, & Ruj, 2018).

Scalability depends on many factors such as block size, network latency, Consensus 
algorithm, complex calculations etc. With the advancement of these factors, we have 
to compromise with security and tend more towards centralisation. Each factor has its 
own cons and pros. Scalability depends on many factors such as block size, network 
latency, Consensus algorithm, complex calculations etc. With the advancement 
of these factors, we have to compromise with security and it tends more towards 
centralisation. Now, we will discuss block size and median confirmation time that 
play a big role for scalability issue.

3.3.1 Block Size

Nakamoto suggested 1 MB Block size for Bitcoin. These Blocks contain numerous 
transactions. Generally, a Block contains approximately 1500-3500 transactions, 
given the 1 MB limit. It varies with the size of transaction details. Miners take 10 
minutes to generate a new block (Conti et al, 2018). Let’s consider some cases with 
block size to increase the scalability.

First one is to increase block size upto tolerable limit that will acquire more number 
of transactions. In this case, all nodes need to perform all the required calculations. 
Due to increase in size, it will be harder for the node to process all transactions. To 
verify the transactions, miners need more advanced resources and it will filter the 
less equipped miners and will empower the more equipped miners. Thus, it will 
lead to more centralisation. Also, it results, threat over security like 51% attack.

The second case is to increase the block size up to infinity. This case is the 
worst situation. For miners, it will be very difficult to process the transactions and 
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resources can’t be enough for it. The final case is to increase block size narrowly. 
It will amass a bit more transactions but it is not an optimal and feasible solution.

Another case is that we have several blockchain and run the different applications 
on different blockchain, i.e. no need to run all computation on a single blockchain 
rather distributes it. This approach distributed the load of single blockchain into 
many of them. So, it increases the performance but will do bargaining with Security. 
This approach will distribute the hash power in different blockchain and to avoid 
from 51% attack we need a large chain that should have all hashing power with it. 
So, scattering the hash may lead to security.

3.3.1.2 Median Confirmation Time: Another Reason for Scalability

This is one more reason that delays the transaction and generating the block. Median 
Confirmation Time is the duration of time that the user must wait as the transaction 
accepted into a mined block. It happens due to the lower transaction fee. The more 
transaction fee, the more chance to be accepted for the mining. Currently (on 19-
05-2020) 71,141,960 bytes is the aggregate size of transactions that are waiting to 
be confirmed and this is known as Mempool size.

To solve the scalability issue many approaches had been done and some new 
techniques and methods are introduced. Sharding and Lightning Network are the 
methods that tried to solve the scalability issue. Now, we will have a look over it.

3.3.2 Sharding

Sharding is a database concept to make it more efficient. In blockchain, Sharding 
splits the overhead of computation among multiple groups of shards/nodes. These 
shards keep a part of blockchain and not complete blockchain information. These 
shards work in parallel to increase efficiency that allows the network to enhance 
the scalability. Sharding based projects are Ethereum, Zilliqa, and Carding to get 
scalability solution. However, Sharding is still unproven technology in term of 
blockchain (Moubarak, Filiol, & Chamoun,2018).

3.3.2.2. Lightning Network

This technique is also called off-chain approach. In this network, no need to keep 
each record on blockchain rather it adds another layer on the top of blockchain and 
creates a payment channel between any two parties on that extra layer.

These two parties need to create a multi-signature wallet and they can access it with 
their private keys. At least one of them must deposit some amount of cryptocurrency 
into that wallet. After every payment, the amount will be deducted from the wallet 
if both do signing with their private keys. They can do any number of transactions 
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on this channel. They can use this channel as long as they need. Anyone of them can 
close the channel. After closing, the latest balance sheet of wallet that was signed by 
both parties will be broadcast to the network. Miners will check balance sheet and 
if found everything right, will release the funds to the respective parties. This will 
be considered as a single transaction on blockchain. So in this way, the Lightning 
Network can reduce the load on blockchain (Poon, Dryja, 2016).

The above discussion concludes that Satoshi Nakamoto proposed 1 MB limited 
block size in 2008. James A. Donald, First-person who interact on a forum with 
Satoshi Nakamoto, commented: “the way I understand your proposal, it does not 
seem to scale to the required size.” After a decade, scalability is still a serious issue 
for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies. The experts are trying to get an optimal and 
permanent solution but still not achieved. Block size and security are a trade-off. 
Many latest implementations are yet unproven.

Scalability Trilemma (figure 3) says that there is a trade-off between three 
important properties: decentralization, scalability, and security. Blockchain can 
have at most two of them (Tssandor, 2019).

3.4 Fork

There are basically two types of fork, Soft fork and Hard fork. Any update in the 
chain that also supports previously blocks in the chain is termed as soft fork while 
an update that does not support previous blocks and make another chain is termed 
as Hard fork. Figure 4 illustrates both concepts. The user need not to upgrade the 
node on soft fork as it is compatible with the earlier version while Hard fork is must 
to update as it is not compatible with the earlier version. The hard fork is the result 
of the disagreement between the experts or users. Hard fork disturbs the harmony 
among users (Hamida, Brousmiche, Levard, & Thea, 2017).

Figure 3. The Scalability Trilemma: - Satisfying all three at the same time is difficult.
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Many researchers are not happy with the restricted block size of the blockchain. 
They want to increase it. To achieve it, they did hard fork over blockchain and named 
it as Bitcoin Cash (BCH) in August 2017 with 8MB block size (Figure 5). Later, 
in May 2018, it fourfold and become 32 MB. As a result, it can process 61 tps. The 
worrying point is that it will generate 4.5 GB per day which need huge storage space 
and resources will be out of financial reach for common miners. Eventually, it will 
face the risk of centralisation.

Segregated Witness (SegWit) is the result of soft fork. This protocol code was 
released in 2015 and updated on Bitcoin in August 2017. Initially, Bitcoin was 
suffering from a bug called transaction malleability. This bug mutates scriptSig in 
such a way that changes the transaction identifier (txid) but not the signature and 
content. Signature is known as witness. The SegWit fixes this bug. It keeps digital 

Figure 4. Soft Fork and Hard Fork

Figure 5. BCH Fork (at block 478558)
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signature details outside and moved to the extended block while calculating the 
txid of the transaction data. So if an attacker tries to change the ScriptSig, it will 
not affect txid. The signature takes more than 50% of the transaction data. If we 
omit signature, we can process more number of transactions within a block. After 
implementing SegWit the max block size is about 4MB that results in a better 
throughput (Conti et al, 2018; Wuille, 2019).

3.5. Lack of Standardization

The numbers of users are increasing with the popularity of blockchain. Consequently, 
we have thousands of blockchain projects on different platforms with coding languages, 
consensus mechanism, protocols, and standards. So, it is a matter of concern on how 
these projects can interact with each other. Lack of interoperability creates problems 
for users and investors. The user must make n account for n platform. The ideal 
solution is to make a single account for n platforms. Standardization can unite the 
enterprises to collaborate on application development and consensus mechanism.

4. DISCUSSING BLOCKCHAIN ISSUES 
ON SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

There exist various financial and non-financial applications of blockchain that hints 
how the blockchain taking over the world. BFSI, FX, FinTech, etc. from financial 
category to Healthcare, Land Registry, Identification from the non-financial category, 
it’s all about the domination of blockchain applications. In the beginning, Banks 
and other sectors were skeptical about adapting blockchain but the scenario is now 
changed with time. Nowadays many financial and non-financial organizations and 
individuals are investing their resources in blockchain-based applications. However, 
such applications are facing various issues due to many reasons like infrastructure, 
lack of knowledge, fund, etc. In this section, some issues and challenges of basic 
financial and non-financial application will be discussed.

4.1. Voting System

The chemistry of blockchain with Voting sounds like a great solution. FollowMyVote, 
Votebook, VoteWatcher, Votem, Voatz, Agora are such projects based on blockchain 
platforms to solve the security and transparency of the Voting system. These projects 
may be norm someday but for now, many worries and vulnerabilities have to survive 
(Osgood, 2016).
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The first one is the lack of knowledge and awareness among the citizens. Another 
issue is Coercion. M Green, cryptographer and security technologist, raises the query 
over it. Someone could be convinced by intimidating to vote in a certain manner and 
there is no solution to escape from that you did not do what they wanted.

Next issue, it is in the embryonic stage so the government and people are skeptical 
over it and don’t want to be first. Although blockchain provides anonymously and 
maintaining the identity, public confidence and trust are necessary elements for 
blockchain-Enabled Voting’s success. Due to its open-source voting platform nature, 
anybody can audit his recorded vote.

4.2. Healthcare

Healthcare is another non-financial application of blockchain. Gem Health Network, 
Guardtime, healthbank, healthureum are some major and nascent projects related to 
health based on blockchain. The primer issue is the financial crisis. The healthcare 
expenses grow uninterruptedly and Hospitals and clinics are not getting an adequate 
amount of fund to maintain the infrastructure and quality services. Many hospitals 
and clinics are not able to start or afford such advanced technology’s features.

Such projects are worldwide and can be accessed from anywhere. The barrier 
is the law made by individual country. Some countries are favouring it and some 
are on the other side. The main concern is health providers and hospitals follow 
several regulations and laws. These regulations and laws should be supportive for the 
privacy of the patients (Mettler, 2016; Ahram, T., Sargolzaei, Sargolzaei, Daniels, & 
Amaba,2017).To access the health record, the patient uses a private key. If a person 
met an accident unfortunately and he is unconscious or in coma state then how the 
clinicians will come to know his health records.

The drug counterfeit issue is at its peak. According to a report, Pharmaceutical 
enterprises bear $200 million due to counterfeit drugs worldwide. A jillion of people 
died due to counterfeit drugs each year globally. Blockchain can reduce these fatalities 
with a great margin. Now a question pops up, why government and pharmaceutical 
enterprises are apathetic towards the adoption of blockchain?

4.3. Supply Chain

Despite the Supply chain is the natural application of blockchain still it is not in use 
too much. The supply chain has the potential to bring a new market and dominate 
the market. There exist thousands of e-services and they have their tied delivery 
services. Blockchain can be a boon for them.

Similarly, blockchain can track the food and diet and can analyse the effects of 
the diet. This analysis can bring reasons for illness. Which food she/he took before 
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getting unwell, it can be known through the use of food tracking (Niranjanamurthy, 
Nithya, & Jagannatha, 2018). Additionally, it can also be noticed the nourishment 
and effect of diet on the patient.

The monger or salesman can track their products and they come to know who is 
using their products. Based on various such information, they can take the decision 
and can build their market. The consumer can verify the authenticity of the product 
directly. For example, recently, Nestlé has launched open blockchain to track the 
milk. Similarly, many other companies also launched their blockchain platform to 
track their products. Nevertheless, it is not in practice at the mass level.

4.4. Banking

The Financial industry has a well-established infrastructure already and it is a grand 
challenge for the cooperate world to switch on blockchain. No doubt, it will reduce 
the cost by a big margin (Nakamoto, 2008) and provide enough security but it needs 
skilled employees and new infrastructure. It needs an adequate amount of money 
to set up the initial blockchain infrastructure. While applying it on legacy systems, 
it still faces some challenges. Due to the new infrastructure, the maintenance value 
is high. It will take some time to adapt to the new environment. Many financial 
organisations have skeptical about its adoption. However, if they have long planned 
then obviously adoption of blockchain is more fruitful (Zheng, Xie, Dai, Chen, & 
Wang, 2017).

Although there are abundant benefits of blockchain in financial applications, 
there exist some barricade and challenges as well. These challenges need to be 
addressed before implementing globally. These challenges include security, scalability, 
interoperability, cost, efficiency etc.

4.5 Regulations and Governance

Many countries consider blockchain as important assets for their country and 
some countries don’t. The economy of countries relies on a set of policies and 
regulations. The regulations vary with country. Japan was the first nation to use 
Bitcoin as cryptocurrency and presently about 2k cryptocurrencies are in the market. 
In contrary to it, the business of cryptocurrencies is considered illegal in many 
countries. Conclusively, rules and regulations of the individual country are denying 
the adoption of blockchain globally (Conti et al, 2018).

Because of the lack of standard rules and regulations, scams and market 
manipulation have been commonplace in the crypto world. As a result, we have 
myriad scams like Ponzi scheme, BitKRX, Mt. Gox etc., which stole millions from 
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investors (Conti et al, 2018; Lansky, 2018). And, investors neither claim to website 
owner nor the government.

4.7. Blockchain Integrations With IoT

Blockchain and Internet of things both are significant fields and amalgamation 
of both are opening a huge number of possibilities for the future. In this direction 
IOTA, a new blockchain IoT based platform is introduced. IOTA has the capability 
to overcome the blockchain drawbacks. Scalability and low-cost communication 
between the different things/nodes of the internet is done by maintaining a common 
ledger. Low cost communication among the things enhances and gives an insight 
into the bright future of blockchain Internet of things platforms.

Interoperability among the node persists a major drawback in the field of 
blockchain and internet of things. Progressive work is carried by a lot of researchers 
to overcome these drawbacks. (Makhdoom, Abolhasan, Abbas, & Ni, 2018). The 
advancement of new technologies has made a huge leap in recent decades. It brings 
about a drastic change in every phase of human life that is capable of intelligent 
tasks. Blockchain and internet of things (IoT) both are disruptive technologies that 
have received a lot of attention from industrial, academic and financial technologies 
(Shrestha & Kim, 2019).

In the centralized IoT system, there is a risk of loss of privacy of sensitive 
information because centralized servers can access plain text data from various 
IoT devices. There is a huge interest in implementing blockchain to the IoT system 
to ensure the privacy of IoT data and the decentralized access model (Reyna, 
Martín, Chen, Soler & Díaz, 2018). Blockchain technology is used to retrieve 
information and store this information in blocks from different IoT devices to ensure 
transparency among global users (Rathee, Sharma, Kumar & Iqbal, 2019). In the 
last decade, numerous security techniques and approaches have been highlighted. 
Blockchain plays an important role in the securing of many IoT applications (Minoli 
& Occhiogrosso,2018).

The decentralized architecture of the Blockchain-based IoT system can offer 
security and many other benefits. The benefits of the integration of IoT with 
Blockchain are Data Integrity, Transparency, Security, Decentralization, Autonomy, 
Identity Management, Immutability, Resilience, Anonymity and Cost Reduction. 
The Internet of things (IoT) systems suffer mainly from security aspects. Blockchain 
plays an imperative role in mitigating the challenges associated with security. Using 
smart contacts Blockchain can easily handle and monitor the security aspects of 
IoT systems.
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5. CONCLUSION

This chapter explains the basic knowledge of blockchain, 51% and scalability 
issues. Next, it describe the adaptation issues in specific application of blockchain. 
Blockchain encompasses a huge number of possibilities and possesses a very bright 
future. The use cases of this field are countless and the way it is been adapted by 
other technologies and industries is hyperphysical. This technology has the potential 
to do miracles in future. There are an ample amount of opportunities blockchain 
offers but at the same time, it suffers from various challenges and limitations such 
as scalability, security, and privacy, compliance and governance issues. These issues 
and challenges need to be thoroughly explored and addressed.
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ABSTRACT

This century is the time of ubiquitous, smart, and intelligent devices. These devices 
have a wide variety of applications in different fields like business, manufacturing, 
healthcare, retail, education, security, transportation, etc. Internet of things is now 
becoming the inexorable part of the all these fields. But security has always been 
a major concern in embracing these technologies. The blockchain technology is 
the next frontier for securing the internet of things. It will play a pivotal role to 
secure the communication in internet of things ecosystem. This chapter discusses 
the blockchain-enabled secure internet of things (IoT).

1. INTRODUCTION

IoT is an internet technology connecting devices, machines and tools to the internet 
by means of wireless technologies. IoT is the one of the greatest phenomena of this 
century.

“According to Gartner research, The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network 
of physical objects that contain embedded technology to communicate and sense 
or interact with their internal states or the external environment.” (Gartner, 2019)
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IoT is offering new opportunities and providing a competitive advantage for 
businesses markets. It touches everything—not just the data, but how, when, where 
and why you collect it. The things connected to internet are changing due to the 
technologies that have created internet of Things. The services are being offered by 
devices on the edge of network without the human intervention at different levels

As the data generation and analysis is indispensable to the IoT, Managing and 
handling information throughout its life cycle is a multifaceted exercise because 
data have to pass through many administrative boundaries. A serious thought is to 
be given for protection of data in its entire life cycle.

Considering IoT as system-of-system is a good practice as the different physical 
and technological components are involved in actually make up an IoT ecosystem. 
Providing business value to any organisation is not an easy task as the architect of 
these systems. The enterprise architects aim for designing integrated solutions which 
include Protocol, applications, transport, edge devices and analytical competencies 
for fully functional IoT system. With the increase of complexities, the challenges 
are posed to keep IoT secure without affecting the other system. (Internet of things 
beyond-bitcoin, 2019)

The security of data is vital as claimed by International Data Corporation (IDC) 
that 90% of organizations that implement the IoT have to suffer an IoT-based breach 
of back-end IT systems in the upcoming couple of years.

2. BACKGROUND

A blockchain is a distributed ledger that maintains a growing number of data 
records and transactions. As transactions are related to network participants, they 
are documented in blocks. They are arranged in the right sequence and assigned 
a record timestamp when they are added. It is a decentralised technology with the 
removal of intermediaries the tedious inconvenient banking process can be bypassed 
which is cost and time efficient. Cryptographic algorithms support the blockchain 
technology which ensure the prevention of data distortion and ensure high security. 
The intermediate block on the database cannot be replaces as every block has a hash 
to the previous block. A block can be extended but cannot be changed.

Generally, Blockchain Technology can be categorised in two core types- public 
blockchain and private blockchain. (Z Zheng, et al. 2017)

• In a public blockchain, everyone can read or write data. Some public 
blockchains limit the access to just reading or writing. Bitcoin, for example, 
uses an approach where anyone can write.
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• In a private blockchain, all the participants are well known and trusted. This 
is useful when the blockchain is used between companies that belong to the 
same legal mother entity.

2.1. The Problem with the Current Centralized Model

The existing IoT ecosystems rely on centralized, brokered communication models 
also known as the server/client paradigm. All devices are identified, authenticated 
and connected through cloud servers that support huge processing and storage 
capacities. Connection between devices has to be established through the internet, 
whatsoever the distance in-between is.

While this model has connected generic computing devices for many years, and 
will support small-scale IoT networks for years to come, but will not cater the need 
of growing huge IoT ecosystems of future.

Current IoT solutions faces many challenges because the networking equipments, 
large server farms and centralised clouds involves very high expenditure for 
infrastructure development and their maintenance. As the IoT devices grow to 
billions consequently it will involve a large amount of investment.

Cloud servers will remain a bottleneck and point of failure for the entire network, 
even if the economic engineering and economic challenges are overcome. No single 
platform to support IoT. Diversity of ownership of devices and the assisting cloud 
infrastructure makes machine-to machine (M2M) communication difficult.

2.2. Decentralizing IoT Networks

To have more reliable network a decentralized network is solution to the above 
discussed challenges. A standardised peer-to-peer communication architecture for 
handling billions of transactions among the devices will reduce the cost significantly 
by distributing the load of computation and storage across the billions of devices.

Nevertheless, peer- to-peer communication will solves its own issues the principal 
issue is the security. IoT security is not just about the protection of sensitive data. 
The solutions offered have to maintain the security and privacy that propose some 
form of validation and consensus for transactions to prevent hoaxing and theft.

The decentralized approach have to support three fundamental functions:

• Peer-to-peer messaging
• Distributed file sharing
• Autonomous device coordination
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The schematic diagram of decentralized approach for IOT system is shown in 
fig. 1.

3. THE BLOCKCHAIN APPROACH

Blockchain the “distributed ledger” that support bitcoin has cropped up as an 
object of deep interest in the technical industry. This technology proposes a way of 
recording transaction that is secure, transparent, auditable and efficient; as such, it 
inherent the possibility of disrupting industries and enabling new business modes. 
The technology is young and changing very fast. To avoid troublemaking surprises 
decision makes across the industries and business should focus to investigate the 
application of technology. (A. B. Gaurav, et al., 2020)

The main components in Blockchain technology are listed here-

Network of Nodes
The transactions made on a blockchain network are collectively maintained 
by the nodes of the network and are checked by a protocol. ‘Mining’ adds the 
new transaction to the ledger and the other node on the network verify the 
proof of work.

Consensus
Consensus proposes the proof of work (PoW) and verifies the action in the 
networks.

Figure 1. Decentralized approach in IOT (Datafloq, 2019)
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Cryptography
It makes hard for unauthorized users to access or tamper Data bound by a 
crypto mechanism.

Shared ledger
The ledger is made publicly available and is incorruptible which is updated 
every time a transaction is made.

Distributed database system
The database is composed of blocks of information and is copied to every 
node of the system. Every block has a list of transactions, a timestamp and 
the information which links to the previous block.

Smart contract
It is used to verify and validate the participants of the network.

4. CHALLENGES TO SECURE IOT DEPLOYMENTS

Irrespective of the role your business has over the network, you need to know how 
to get advantage from this new technology that proposes such highly varied and 
rapidly changing opportunities.

Managing the large amount of existing and proposed data is a complex task. The 
aim of turning the huge data into valuable information is tedious and complicated 
because of many challenges. Mitigating IoT risks through existing security technology 
is not enough. The goal is to have data secure at the right place, right time and in 
right format. Figure 2 shows the transition of approach from centralized model to 
decentralized model in IOT infrastructure (Datafloq, 2019)

a.  Dealing with the Challenges and Threats

It is anticipated that more businesses will deploy security solutions for protection 
of IoT devices and services in future. As the number of online devices shall be 
increasing the organisation involved in the business have to broaden their scope of 
security.

Businesses have to adopt security as per the capabilities and risk associated with 
the devices involved. Business Intelligence presumes that spending on security 
solutions of IoT devices to increase five times in the next four years
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b.  The Optimum Platform

Providing solutions to the IoT need unparallel collaboration, coordination and 
connectivity for each piece in the system. Though it is possible, but cost and time 
parameters make it difficult, until and unless new approach is applied.

5. IS BLOCKCHAIN THE ANSWER TO IOT SECURITY?

Security is the ongoing issue for IoT. The huge market offers the ample amount of 
risk for device hacking in the unregulated market. We are talking of smart cars and 
smart homes, then the individual’s privacy and security is a real concern. The data 
that is collected, processed and passed among IoT device over network the security 
becoming a huge concern (V. Kumar, et al., 2017).

Among many security recommendations for IoT devices, like biometric, two factor 
authorization one of the potential answer is blockchain IoT security. Blockchain is 
quite familiar for bitcoin and Ethereum, offering solution for the security of IoT. 
It provides protection against data tempering, locking access to Internet of Things 
devices and allowing compromised devices to be shut down in an IoT network. 
Hyundai has recently backed HDAC (Hyundai Digital Access Currency) a start-up 
specifically designed for IoT security. It has help creating a permissioned private 
network.

“Some of the distinguishing characteristics of the HDAC are as follows (a) PoW 
mining algorithm which lessens mining monopolization (b) Three minute blocks 
(c) Has a private/public/permissioned blockchain” @ ecurrencyholder.

Figure 2. Transition from centralized model to decentralized model
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Thomas Hardjono, Chief Technology Officer of MIT Connection Science advised 
there is need of infrastructure development for managing devices and data access. 
He proposed a blockchain based IoT framework known as ChainAnchor in one of 
his publication. The proposed framework handles device security by activation and 
security layers supported by manufacturers, data providers and third parties. The 
layer of access in this framework keeps away the unauthorised devices or bad actors 
from the network. It also contains cases for safely selling and removing devices 
from blockchain.

There are many issues apart from the blockchain IoT security like the issue of 
processing power. Many IoT devices lack the power required. The present blockchains 
are unable to control if a group of miners control more than 50% of the network’s 
mining hash rate. The wide spread network of nodes in a blockchain make it very 
difficult, but the processing power of an IoT blockchain at home can easily hacked.

Yes the IoT security definitely continue to evolve as regulations to their 
development. But the possibility of security system of a blockchain IoT security 
hold the great potential in present scenario.

6. THE BLOCKCHAIN AND IOT

Blockchain technology provide the solution to settle the issues of Privacy, reliability 
and scalability in the Internet of Things. The blockchain technology could be the 
only technology in present era that is needed by the IoT industry. Because this 
technology can provide the processing of billions of transaction, trace the billions 
of devices over network and can make coordination among the large network of 
devices, thereby saving significantly for IoT industry. Moreover, the decentralized 
approach would remove the single point failure, making a more reliable ecosystem 
for devices over network. The data of the users would be more secure on the network 
as the blockchain technology uses cryptographic algorithm. (Choi, S. et. al., 2018 
& Kumar, V., & Thakur, R. S. 2017)

The ledger cannot be tampered and altered easily by malicious users as the ledger 
is not lying at single location, as there is no single line of communication that can 
be intercepted. Moreover, blockchain has proven it worth in the financial services 
through cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, where the trustless peer-to-peer messaging 
is made possible without the intervention of third party.

It not surprising that blockchain technology has been embraced quickly by the 
enterprise IoT technologies. This is all because of the capabilities like decentralized, 
trustless and autonomous that has made it a fundamental element of IoT solutions.

Fig.3 describes the universal digital ledger in distributed transaction ledger for 
various IOT Transactions (Datafloq, 2019)
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The blockchain can create an indisputable record of the past of smart devices 
over the IoT network. There is no centralized control or authority required for the 
functioning of autonomous devices. This results in the opening of the doors to a series 
of IoT set-ups that were really difficult, or even beyond imagination to implement.

Implementing the blockchain to the maximum capabilities, IoT solutions can 
empower trustless and secure messaging among devices in an IoT network. The 
message is treated as financial transaction in a bitcoin network in this framework. 
The smart contracts are used for the message exchange after the agreement between 
the two parties.

This condition can provide the control from distant location, in order to control 
the flow of water based on the conditions in the crop, the communication can directly 
be established with the irrigation system. On the similar lines data exchange can 
make adjustment based on the weather conditions in different fields.

Implementing the blockchain will make true autonomous smart devices capable 
of financial exchanges and data transfers without the intervention of centralized 
party. The blockchain provides this autonomy because nodes in the network verify 
and validate the transactions of their own without depending on centralized authority

In this context, the smart devices can be imagined to place orders for repairing 
its parts without the intervention of human or third party. Likewise, smart vehicles 
will be able to deliver a complete report about the replacement of most important 
part after arriving at a workshop.

One of the most exciting competencies of the blockchain is the capability to 
maintain an exact trusted and decentralized ledger of all transactions in a network. 

Figure 3. Distributed transaction ledger for various IOT Transactions (Datafloq, 2019)
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This ability is necessary to assist many agreements and regulatory requirements of 
industrial IoT applications without relying on centralized authority.

7. RESOLVING IOT SECURITY ISSUES 
WITH BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

7.1 The Problems of a Centralized IoT Network

The present IoT ecosystem is the centralized model. In this model the different devices 
are connected, recognized and verified through cloud services that provide high 
computation and storage capabilities. The internet is the fundamental requirement for 
information passage. A very high cost in term of infrastructure and maintenance of 
integrate IoT solutions is involved in the centralized model. (Zhao, S., et al., 2019).

The number of IoT devices is also one of the important issue to be undertaken. The 
cost involved when the number of internet connected devices reaches to millions, the 
communication channels will also be increased, resulting in the issue of scalability, 
economics and engineering.

Even if these issues are resolved one more issue is the cloud services which can 
disturb the entire network. Henceforth, IoT devices security will be even more difficult.

Applying centralized model to small sized IoT can be successful in saving 
cost because there would not be the problems of scalability and maintenance. 
Nevertheless, large IoT ecosystems will encounter these associated issues. Which 
calls for a decentralized framework.

Different areas of economy are investing largely in blockchain technology. The 
various countries of the world, corporations and universities have found reasons to 
invest in this technology.

7.2 Protecting IoT With a Decentralized Blockchain Approach

The most important emerging trend is the unification of blockchain and the Internet 
of Things. To solve the most of the security issues the decentralization of an IoT 
network is the solution. Though the decentralization, autonomy, trustworthiness and 
scalability potentially make it a component of the overall IoT ecosystem. (Bahga, 
A., & Madisetti, V. K., 2016).

When we are considering the Internet of Things, the Blockchain technology can 
be implemented for the successful connection, tracking, and coordination of millions 
of smart devices. The blockchain technology investment by the IoT industry can 
guarantee the appropriate management of data at various levels.
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The integration of Blockchain technology into IoT networks can offer more 
security and privacy because this technology is based on cryptographic algorithms. 
The transactions are recorded orderly and carefully by which the connected devices 
history can be recorded.

Merging this with the fact that there is no need of central authority for the 
implementation of blockchain technology you will see the integration potentials 
and benefits are really limitless.

7.3 Two Basic Setups

There are two main schemes for using blockchain technology for providing IoT 
network security. In first scheme, a company integrates its connected devices to get 
and transmit data, then it connects them to a blockchain network. This technology 
smart devices exchange messages, make order and complete transactions. In the 
second scheme, the Ethereum smart contacts are employed by a company for 
automation of the process. This provides endless and safe exchanges of messages 
between connected devices like blockchain based financial transactions.

8. CONCLUSION

The implementation of a blockchain technology decentralized approach to an entire 
IoT network can help in different ways to secure the IOT infrastructure. It will 
guarantee proper security by ensuring the privacy and protection of data at all levels. 
In addition, blockchain technology can help resolve scalability issues and provide an 
effective functioning of the system and can solve the economic issues of the world.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Block: It is a container data structure which contain series of transactions. Each 
transaction within a block is digitally signed and encrypted and verified by the peer 
node of blockchain network.

Blockchain: It is a decentralized computation and information sharing platform 
that enables multiple authoritative domains, who don’t trust each other, to cooperate, 
coordinate and collaborate in a rational decision-making process.

Internet of Things: Internet technology connecting devices, machines and tools 
to the internet by means of wireless technologies.

Private Blockchain: All the participants are known and trusted. This is useful 
when the blockchain is used between companies that belong to the same legal 
mother entity.

Public Blockchain: Everyone can read or write data. Some public blockchains 
limit the access to just reading or writing. Bitcoin, for example, uses an approach 
where anyone can write.
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ABSTRACT

The internet of things (IoT) has become a guiding technology behind automation 
and smart computing. One of the major concerns with the IoT systems is the lack 
of privacy and security preserving schemes for controlling access and ensuring the 
security of the data. A majority of security issues arise because of the centralized 
architecture of IoT systems. Another concern is the lack of proper authentication 
and access control schemes to moderate access to information generated by the IoT 
devices. So the question that arises is how to ensure the identity of the equipment or 
the communicating node. The answer to secure operations in a trustless environment 
brings us to the decentralized solution of Blockchain. A lot of research has been 
going on in the area of convergence of IoT and Blockchain, and it has resulted in 
some remarkable progress in addressing some of the significant issues in the IoT 
arena. This work reviews the challenges and threats in the IoT environment and how 
integration with Blockchain can resolve some of them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advancements in networking technologies have led to an increased 
number of devices or things being able to connect to the Internet, which forms the 
Internet of Things, commonly known as IoT. Some of the leading IoT applications 
are Smart-grid, smart-homes, Industrial IoT, smart healthcare, etc. At a high-level, 
a typical IoT ecosystem consists of devices like sensors that collect data, actuators, 
and other devices that perform control and monitoring specific to the application 
area, communication infrastructure guided by the network protocols and local or 
centralized storage (cloud) that collects data from different devices and processes it 
for further analysis. The data generated by the various IoT devices is characterized 
by its vast volume, heterogeneity, and dynamic nature. Each device in an IoT 
environment has a unique identifier associated with it. A review work Colakovic and 
Hadialic (2018) gives a detailed and technical description of IoT and its enabling 
technologies. To build a sustainable IoT ecosystem that can adapt and perform well 
in a particular application area is a challenging task. With various smart solutions 
using a large number of devices, the problem of maintaining security for private or 
user data in the centralized cloud storage is a very tedious task that needs significant 
attention. The stakes are high if the private data falls into the hands of malicious 
entities. Another issue that draws concern is the resource and energy constraints of 
devices, which make it challenging to run massive cryptographic algorithms that 
strengthen the security of the data generated. The other challenges that need to be 
dealt with in specific situations such as a disaster are the fault tolerance and recovery 
of devices located at remote locations. Also, the diverseness in the IoT application 
areas and the uncertainty about the technology and the solutions offered creates a 
lack of trust in these solutions. Thus the need for a decentralized solution to ensure 
the security in an IoT ecosystem is an essential requirement of any IoT application.

The concept of Blockchain has been very active in cryptographic and security 
since its revelation in 2008. The remarkable advancements made in the Blockchain 
research have made cryptocurrencies a reality using BitCoin. The BitCoin with a 
current value of 5431.43 USD and holding around 5.7 million blocks is continuously 
increasing at a rapid rate with the help of more hashing power and mining pools. 
Software giants like Linux Foundation are already hacking the potential of Blockchain 
by researching on applications like HyperLedger (Blummer et al., 2018). With the 
Software industry predicting a promising future for the blockchain technology, it 
is essential that we investigate in detail the applicability of Blockchain in IoT to 
address the main security issues and how far it can be successful in solving them.

When Blockchain meets IoT, some of the expected benefits with this convergence 
are the building of trust between entities, completeness, consistency, and integrity 
of stored data, immutability or tamper-proof preservation of private data, reduction 
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in expenses and thereby cheaper solutions, enhanced security and faster processing 
of Big Data.

The major objectives of the review work presented in this paper are:

• To investigate the security issues and challenges currently present in IoT 
applications.

• To highlight the decision criteria for applying Blockchain in IoT.
• To survey the scope of solutions that can be achieved through the convergence 

of Blockchain with IoT.
• To demarcate what IoT applications need and what distributed ledger 

technology (DLT) can offer.
• To present the state of the art in the integration of Blockchain with IoT.
• To identify and categorize IoT applications based on the issues addressed by 

Blockchain in the particular application area.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the security 
challenges in IoT, Section 3 presents the functioning of Blockchain, and Section 4 
describes the need for using Blockchain in IoT. Section 5 discusses state of the art 
and the existing surveys and research that has gone in integrating Blockchain and 
IoT Blockchain; it analyses by taking some application domains of IoT where the 
application of Blockchain has succeeded in bringing trust and security among the 
different parties involved.

II. CHALLENGES AND SECURITY THREATS 
IN THE IOT ECOSYSTEM

Fig. 1 shows the primary security issues at different levels of IoT layered architecture. 
Safeguarding the device-level security of IoT objects is a cumbersome job considering 
the whole IoT assets and the possible vulnerabilities they hold. IoT applications 
should be developed, keeping in mind the design considerations such as storage 
space, computational power, physical security, communication bandwidth, cost, 
and latency. The total absence or the lack of regular firmware updates for the 
installed devices makes it easy for the attackers to exploit the weaknesses in them. 
The data generated by the devices can be leaked during transmission. The recently 
instigated Mirai botnet attack, which was one among the biggest distributed denial-
of-service (DDoS) attacks in which malicious aggressors intruded into the network 
by manipulating IoT devices, which were poorly secured, emphasizes the need for 
strengthening the device-level security in the IoT domain (Fruhlinger, 2018). The 
low level of security and the high connectivity among the devices made it easy 
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for the attackers to manipulate a few of the devices to obtain the data and make 
it dysfunctional. A malware named Mirai was installed in the IoT devices using 
network data from a ”zombie network” through Telnet and elementary dictionary 
attack procedures. Those devices whose security was compromised became part of 
the botnet, which was then exploited to continue the DDoS attack.

Figure 1. Security Challenges at different levels of IoT layered architecture
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To provide end-to-end host security at the transport layer, Transport Layer 
Security (TLS) and Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) can be used, thus 
ensuring host anonymity. Nevertheless, the problem with solutions like TLS and 
VPNs is that it proves to be unsuitable for many applications because they are not 
scalable (Miraz,2019). The existing solutions suggest the usage of the Secure Socket 
Layer (SSL) protocol encrypts the user’s data while relaying to the cloud storage. 
This can be used for ensuring secure communication between the devices and the 
cloud. At the application level, ensuring integrity becomes a significant problem 
as more and more data gets aggregated from different devices. However, in the IoT 
management level, as shown in Fig.1, while user-data resides in the cloud servers, 
there is a chance of it getting shared between or even sold to various companies, 
violating the user’s rights for privacy and security and further driving public distrust. 
In most cases, the devices may require the end user’s private data such as name, 
location, cell number, etc. or social media account information, which can expose 
a lot about the user to any malicious attacker who gets it. Thus, there is a lack of 
trust in the level of privacy offered by centralized infrastructures like a cloud. 
Ferrag et al. (2018) surveys a few privacy-preserving schemes and points out the 
technical flaws in them. The usage of privacy-aware ids during user-to-device and 
machine-to-machine communication is suggested in (Elrawy et al. 2018) for avoiding 
sensitive information tracking. Many researchers have proposed several security risk 
models and threat models for IoT. In Abdul-Ghani et al. (2018), IoT attacks have 
been systematically modeled, and the security goals have been analyzed. An attack 
taxonomy and the corresponding measures to tackle them have been listed. The 
attacks in the IoT environment have been broadly aligned as Physical-device based 
attacks, Protocol-based attacks, Data at rest-based attacks, and Application-based 
attacks. The work by Pongle and Chavan (2015) surveys the attacks on RPL and 
6LoWPAN (IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks). In Kouicem 
et al. (2018), the authors have highlighted the significant challenges of deploying 
modern cryptographic mechanisms in different IoT applications as mobility, 
heterogeneity, resource constraints, lack of proper standardization, and scalability. 
In Elrawy et al. (2018), the authors have surveyed the intrusion detection systems 
(IDS) for IoT based systems. They claim that IDS can be a potential solution to 
reducing the network-level attacks on RPL (Routing Protocol for low power and 
lossy network). It has been shown that IDS can also reduce the chance of a DoS or 
DDoS attack that aims to disrupt the system by bombarding requests. Bassi et al. 
(2013) describes the trust factor as a fundamental quality of any IoT system, which 
depends mainly on the performance in M2M communications and the computational 
performance and interoperability of the IoT systems. A comprehensive solution to 
create a secure IoT environment should be an automatic data processing real-time 
platform that encompasses services like data encryption and authentication, thus 
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promising data integrity, access control, privacy, and it should be scalable and less 
expensive. The ability to promptly detect and isolate the devices whose security has 
been compromised is a much-needed requirement to ensure device-level security in 
any IoT application. The emergence of Blockchain has paved the way for exploring 
its potential in providing some or all of these security services in the IoT system.

III. BLOCKCHAIN CONCEPTS

Although numerous papers have elaborated on the techniques and concepts of 
Blockchain and smart contracts, we must highlight the basics. Fernandez-Caramez 
and Fraga-Lamas (2018) gives a good description of the blockchain functioning.

A blockchain is a distributed ledger of immutable records that are managed in a 
peer to peer network. All the nodes in the network ensure the integrity and correctness 
of the Blockchain through consensus algorithms. This method of placing trust in a 
network of nodes strengthens the security of the Blockchain. Blockchains can be 
classified into public, private, or consortium based on whether the membership 
is permissioned or permissionless. In public blockchains, any user can become a 
member. There are no membership restrictions, and they are only pseudo-anonymous. 
Bitcoin and Ethereum are good examples of public blockchains. However, private 
blockchains are owned and operated by a company or organization, and any user 
who wants to join the network has to request for membership through the concerned 
people.

Thus there is only partial immutability offered. Private and consortium blockchains 
are faster in transaction processing compared to the public counterparts, due to the 
restricted number of members. Examples of some permissioned blockchains are 
HyperLedger (Fabric Blummer et al., 2018, Hyperledger, 2017) and R3 Corda (Brown 
et al., 2016). Some private blockchains impose read restrictions on the data within the 
blocks. Consortium blockchains are owned and operated by a group of organizations 
or a private community. Blockchain users use asymmetric key cryptography to sign 
on transactions. The trust factor maintenance within a distributed ledger technology 
(DLT), can be attributed to the consensus algorithms and the key desirable properties 
achieved thenceforth. Wüst and Gervais (2018) gives a good description of these 
properties. Some of them are Public Verifiability, Transparency, Integrity. The main 
terminologies in Blockchain are discussed below:

A.  Terminologies in Blockchain:
1.  Blocks: The transactions that occur in a peer-to-peer network associated 

with a blockchain are picked up from a pool of transactions and grouped 
in a block. Once a transaction has been validated, it cannot be reverted 
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back. Transactions are pseudonymous as they are linked only to the user’s 
public key and not to the real identity of the user. A block may contain 
several hundreds of transactions. The block-size limits the number of 
transactions that can be included in a block. Fig.2 shows the general 
structure of a block in a blockchain. A block consists of the version no., 
hash of the previous block, the Merkle root tree to trace the transactions 
in the block, hash of the current block, timestamp and nonce value. A 
blockchain starts with a genesis block.

2.  Mining: Mining is a process in which the designated nodes in the 
blockchain network called miners collect transactions from a pool of 
unprocessed transactions and combine them in a block. In mining, each 
miner competes to solve an equally difficult computational problem of 
finding a valid hash value with a particular no. of zeroes that is below 
a specific target. In Bitcoin mining, the number of zeroes indicates the 
difficulty of the computation. Many nonce values are tried to arrive at 
the golden nonce that hashes to a valid hash with the current difficulty 
level. When a miner arrives at this nonce value, we can say that he has 
successfully mined a block. This block then gets updated to the chain.

3.  Consensus: The consensus mechanism serves two main purposes, as 
given in Jesus et al. (2018): block validation and the most extensive 
chain selection. Proof-of-Work is the consensus algorithm used in 
Bitcoin Blockchain. The proof-of-stake algorithm is much faster than 
Proof-of-Work and demands less computational resources. The Ethereum 
blockchains use a pure proof-of-stake algorithm to ensure consensus. 
Besides Proof-of-Work, there are other consensus algorithms such as 
Proof of Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT), proof- of activity, etc. 
Anwar(2018) presents a consolidated view of the different consensus 
algorithms. Proof-of-Work is a kind of a signature which indicates that 
the block has been mined after performing computation with the required 
difficulty level. This signature can be easily verified by the peers in the 
network to ensure a block’s validity. The longest chain is always selected 
as the consistent one for appending the new block.

4.  Smart Contracts: They are predefined rules deployed in the Blockchain 
network that two parties involved in a settlement must agree to priorly. 
Smart contracts were designed to avoid disagreement, denial, or violation 
of rules by the parties involved. They are triggered automatically in the 
Blockchain, on the occurrence of specific events mentioned in the rules.

B.  Overall functioning:
Users connect to the Blockchain and initiate a transaction signed with their 
private key. This transaction is sent to a pool of transactions where it resides 
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until it is fetched into a block by a miner. The miner then generates a new block 
after gathering transactions from the pool and computing the valid hash of 
the block. When a miner succeeds in generating a new block, the new block 
is broadcast to the nodes in the P2P network. All nodes in the network verify 
the block using a consensus algorithm, and upon successful validation, update 
it to their copy of the chain, and the transaction attains completion.

IV. WHY DO WE NEED BLOCKCHAIN IN IOT?

According to Agrawal et al. (2018), the major barricade in the decentralized 
environment of IoT is the lack of privacy and security of sensitive data that is 
transferred when connected devices communicate with each other or with the 
cloud. Data shared cannot be securely encrypted due to the lack of computational 
power and energy to run encryption algorithms. Thus ensuring data privacy and 
security is a requirement in any IoT application. The authors in Agrawal et al. 
(2018) have modeled a security solution using Smart Contracts and Blockchain to 
ensure continuously secured user-device communications in a smart city and smart 
home scenario. Using IoT hubs or edge nodes that enable the constrained device to 
connect to the Blockchain (Agrawal et al., 2018), thus mitigating the necessity to 
become full nodes, they have tackled the issue of resource and energy constraints. 
Also, in a distributed environment like blockchain possibility of detecting attacks 
and restraining further damage is easy since achieving consensus among peers is a 

Figure 2. Structure of a Block in a Blockchain
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necessary condition. Introducing Blockchain in IoT would eliminate the possibility 
of attacks like DDoS attack, device spoofing, impersonation, injecting malicious 
code, side-channel attacks, etc. Another reason is that the much-needed security 
services such as confidentiality, accountability, integrity, and availability come 
along when we use Blockchain to ensure trust in IoT data. M2M communication 
between IoT devices can be authenticated. Malicious nodes can be identified and 
isolated. Recently companies like Chronicle in San Francisco have started using 
blockchains in their pharmaceutical supply chain for delivering gene therapy drugs. 
Using a secure IoT platform, they can confirm the quality of drugs and ensure that 
they don’t get damaged or go wrong while in transit. In Miraz (2019) the authors 
emphasize on the point, “Where IoT is often viewed as a convergence of operational 
technology (OT) and information technology (IT), Distributed Ledger Technology’s 
(DLT) role as an enabler of the IoT lies in its ability to forge trust, not only at the 
product level but across an ecosystem of non-trusting constituents.”

To determine whether Blockchain is essential in a particular IoT application 
domain, Ferrag et al. (2018) presents a flow diagram. The consolidated thoughts 
of it can be briefed as follows: If an IoT application requiring a decentralized 
security framework demands verification of records between multiple parties who 
do not trust each other nor a centralized third party and the documents need to be 
synchronized among these entities, then Blockchain can be applied to arrive at 
a presumed consensus. However, it should be noted that though the democratic 
blockchain platform can be used to limit the implications of attack by promoting 
easier detection, it cannot be taken as an ultimate solution to ensuring IoT security.

Blockchain should not be applied in IoT for merely performing transaction 
processing or as a substitute for a replicated database requirement. If a traditional 
database can solve the problem or if all participant trusts a centralized authority, 
then there’s no need for Blockchain in such a scenario. Blockchain should not be 
used in applications where raw data needs to be gathered in real-time as these incur 
high latency overheads.

V. STATE OF THE ART AND EXISTING RESEARCH 
IN BLOCKCHAIN BASED IOT (BIOT)

Quite a lot of research papers have been written on the convergence of Blockchain 
with IoT. Blockchain technology, in its current form, cannot be directly absorbed 
into the IoT domain as most of the IoT applications operate in real-time, and the 
introduction of Blockchain increases latency, demands high computational power 
and bandwidth. However, some real implementations though at their nascent level 
Gundersen (2011) and Hanada et al. (2018) have shown results of a promising future 
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that can be achieved through the convergence of the two technologies. Hence, research 
continues to delve deep into its use cases, such as the applicability of smart contracts 
to resolve the majority of the existing business matters like a violation or bypass 
of policies, forgery, frauds, etc. Many IoT applications may have the requirement 
of tracking and keeping the participating entities updated on the essential activities 
that occur in the system. A lot of discrepancies arise in business transactions while 
procuring products and services, e.g., selling counterfeit products or cheating a 
manufacturer by demanding payment before the completion of the required service, 
etc. These discrepancies can be taken care of using sensory data linked with smart 
contracts. With smart contracts, organizations can safely ascertain funds for current 
and future operations, the trust factor now being ensured. Bodkhe et al. (2020) survey 
various consensus algorithms and their applicability in a Cyber-physical system. They 
also address the challenges and security issues in various CPS application domains.

Dai et al. (2019) discuss the main opportunities that arise in the IoT ecosystem 
when it is converged with Blockchain, namely: Enhanced interoperability, improved 
security, traceability, and reliability of IoT data, Autonomic interactions of entities 
in IoT system. It also describes the architecture of Blockchain of things consisting 
of data sublayer, network sublayer, consensus sublayer, incentive sublayer, and 
service sublayer. Makhdoom et al. (2019) discuss methods, like Sharding to reduce 
transaction processing time, to overcome the challenges associated with the integration 
of Blockchain and IoT.

Hang and Kim (2019) introduce an IoT platform to assure data integrity of data 
sensed by IoT devices. It uses HyperLedger Fabric along with a proof of consensus 
method to achieve consensus. The solution is appropriate to be used in a resource-
constrained environment. Rejeb et al. (2019) highlight the emerging research areas 
that arise with the integration of IoT with Blockchain as Scalability, Security, 
Immutability, and Auditing, Effectiveness and Efficiency of Information flows, 
Traceability and Interoperability and Quality

Maroufi et al. (2019) discuss the main challenges in blockchain and IoT integration. 
Its introduction helps to build a decentralized, scalable, secure, immutable ledger. 
The heterogeneity of IoT solutions is one of the main challenges involved with the 
convergence of the two technologies. Panarello et al. (2018) categorize the utility 
of Blockchain in smart environments into two: Device manipulation and data 
manipulation. Data manipulation uses Blockchain as a history keeping system, and 
device manipulation uses smart contracts to make autonomous decisions based on 
business logic.

Atlam et al. (2018) describe the comparison between Blockchain and IoT and 
elaborates on the benefits such as publicity, decentralization, resiliency, security, speed, 
cost minimization, immutability, and anonymity, of converging the two technologies. 
Yu et al. (2018) discuss various application domains for the integration of IoT and 
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Blockchain and the main security challenges it solves in an IoT ecosystem. It also 
gives a view of the Blockchain and IoT integrated framework addressing each layer 
in the IoT architecture in detail.

Minoli and Occhiogrosso (2018) categorize the different frameworks for IoT 
blockchain integration into categories such as end-to-end blockchains, Analytics/
storage-level, Gateway-level, Site-level, and Device level. A fast payment system 
for Blockchain backed edge IoT systems is proposed, which ensures security and 
reliability (Hao et al., 2018). The different phases of the protocol, such as Prepare 
Phase, Deposit Phase, Fast Payment Phase, Transfer Phase, are described. To prevent 
double spending problem, a Broker is designated with a pool of deposits. The Broker 
is responsible for The system ensures security and punishes Brokers. In case they 
violate the rules of the system. 

The potential of Blockchain to resolve problems in ensuring trust in the clinical 
trials in the healthcare industry has been discussed in many papers. Blockchain can 
not only provide automatized solutions but also establish trust among the different 
stakeholders such as patients, drug dealers, hospitals, and lab staff and also protect 
data privacy. According to Benchoufi and Ravaud (2017), Blockchain enables 

Figure 3. Relationship between offerings of blockchain and security requirements
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the patients to ensure trust in their private data through access control policies. A 
proof-of-concept methodology for collecting consent from the concerned people is 
explained in this context to enable differential privacy. Some of the companies that 
are currently working on converging the technologies of Blockchain and IoT are:

• Robonomics (Lonshakov et al., 2018): Robonomics platform implements 
DApp for smart cities and industries

• IoTeX (Dagher and Adhikari, 2018): It is an IoT-oriented blockchain platform 
that provides application-specific services such as scalability, isolating nodes, 
deploying applications.

• IoT Chain (Alphand et al.,2018): Uses a lite OS, the Practical Byzantine Fault 
Tolerance (PBFT), and CPS technology.

• Filament (2018) a startup that’s working towards the goal of building a 
smart economy has their Blockchain solution kit that consists of hardware 
and software technologies which can be integrated into edge nodes and IoT 
devices to ensure a secure transaction execution environment (TEE) through 
Ethereum or HyperLedger blockchains. A hardware plug and play device has 
been built to enable tracking of events in autonomous vehicles such as vehicle 
tracking, charging, and making M2M payments. The main functional aspects 
associated with it are: assigning secret identities to IoT devices, hardware 
acceleration to reduce computational latency, manage M2M transactions, 
built-in quality assessment and compliance audit system and key management 
systems used to connect to Blockchain and obtain Carbon credits, encryption 
support for ECDSA (Elliptic curve Digital Signature Authentication), ECDH 
(Elliptic curve Diffie Hellman) and SHA-256 with HMAC option. With this 
technology, IoT devices can securely communicate valid attested data, which 
can be verified.

• Xage: A California based cyber-security startup founded in 2016, exploits 
Blockchain for connecting industrial machines from oil-wells to smart 
meters. The perk that comes with decentralization is that the security of 
every device connected will have to be compromised to obtain control of 
the data in Blockchain. The security of M2M communication at the network 
and transport layer is secured as they happen over the Blockchain. The Xage 
Security Fabric provides a comprehensive solution for modern industrial 
operations. The main features of the fabric include: safeguarding all 
equipment from the latest IoT devices to vulnerable legacy systems, identity 
management, single sign-on, and access control. The company provides two 
new innovative mechanisms to ensure security: hierarchical tree system and 
super-majority consensus (Xage, 2019).
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• Grid+ (Daley, 2019): Using the Ethereum blockchain, it grants consumers 
permission to access low powered, energy-saving IoT devices.

• Hypr (Daley, 2019): Being a New York-based company, it stores unique 
biometric login information such as palm, face, eye, a voice in Blockchain, 
and implemented a DLT digital key to allow homeowners to have single-
point access to smart doors and smart entertainment centers.

• ShipChain (Lawrence, 2020): The Company combines a ship and trace platform 
based on Blockchain with information from near field communication (NFC) 
tags that observes and shares the temperature of goods throughout the supply 
chain, thus providing visibility and trust between producers, transporters, and 
consumers.

• Chronicled (Daley, 2019): The San Francisco based Company focuses on 
tracing and managing the supply chain for pharmaceuticals and food supply 
using Blockchain. It uses IoT enabled shipping containers and sensors for 
this.

• Netobjex (Daley, 2019): The Company created a standard mechanism for 
M2M communication for IoT devices. It uses IoToken to enable customers 
in a restaurant to pay their bill, and in drone delivery, it marks the point of 
delivery and the transaction for payment.

• Some of the companies like BIMCHAIN, Briq, ULedger, Hunter Roberts 
OEG & Gartner Builders, Probuild, Tata Steel, Lifechain by Costain are 
working towards the integration of Blockchain & IoT in the construction 
sector to improve verification of identities and keep track of the progress of 
their work (Mazhanda, 2019).

• Eight companies namely, Cisco, Asterix, Radiflow, Xage Security, Sumo 
Logic, BlackRidge Technology, TDi Technologies, Spherical Analytics, have 
been selected by the National Cybersecurity Center of Excellence (NCCoE) 
for working towards securing Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT). The main 
reasons for introducing Blockchain in IIoT is to secure M2M communication, 
authenticating, and authorizing a transaction.

Ellervee et al. (2017) presents a good comparison of some blockchains and 
describes the scope of Blockchain, clearly defining what Blockchain can do and what 
it cannot. Users and block validators or miners represent the actors in the Blockchain. 
It also describes the processes that occur in the system like network discovery, 
creating transactions, signing, issuing assets, mining, and assigning permissions, 
platforms (permissioned or permissionless), and data models. Fig. 3 represents the 
outline of how we can manipulate Blockchain to ensure security. The figure helps in 
understanding the relationship between offerings such as immutability, provenance, 
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etc. and which aspect is needed to satisfy the specific security requirements in user 
applications.

In the following, we present some use-cases, that provide an overview of how 
Blockchain can be integrated into IoT. We have classified them based on the functional 
aspects of Blockchain that they utilize and present a sample system model wherever 
necessary. Some general issues, such as usage of Blockchain for authorization, access 
control, device identification, data security, secure M2M communication, have been 
mentioned in various research papers. However, their practical implementation is 
still in question. Hence these use cases are not discussed in detail.

A. Blockchain to ensure Privacy, Security, Non-Repudiation 
and Identification and Isolation of malicious nodes

Generally speaking, privacy is a primary concern in any IoT application. Here, we 
present some major IoT applications where the loss of confidentiality can result in 
catastrophes and describe how Blockchain can help in avoiding it. We have highlighted 
the lack of privacy in IoT and described its reasons in detail in Section II.

1)  Intelligent Transport System: In an intelligent transport system (ITS), we 
have vehicles communicating with one another to exchange safety messages 
and navigation information in real-time such as road conditions, navigation 
information, traffic jams, accident cases, etc. When vehicles communicate 
with one another, they share information such as location and user’s personal 
information to identify each other. Hence privacy-preserving schemes are 
required to protect such sensitive data. Similarly, messages circulated in the 
network can also be forged. To avoid this and improve trusted communication 
in VANETs, we look into the applicability of Blockchain in ITS and to what 
extent it succeeds in solving the problem of Privacy, Security, and Trust.
System Model: The system model has been explained pertaining to the framework 
mentioned in Singh and Kim (2017). Here the actors are the vehicles. In this 
work, Blockchain has been put to use in a vehicular network of autonomous 
vehicles as a secure data-sharing framework. Here the distrust is between 
vehicles spreading the information and vehicles receiving this information and 
using it to perform actions such as taking a lane diversion. Certain vehicles 
have been designated as Miner nodes based on their willingness to contribute 
to the network. Consensus achieved in Blockchain helps to ensure trust in the 
navigation message disseminated and to decide which autonomous vehicle 
can cross an intersection. The framework implemented has negligible latency 
associated with it.
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Other use-cases of Blockchain in ITS is for vehicle leasing, parts provenance, 
vehicle tax payment, ride-sharing, performing automatic payments at parking areas 
and fuel station, or charging station in case of electric vehicles.

The works in Li et al. (2018), Singh and Kim (2017) and Huang et al. (2018) 
present different methodologies by which Blockchain has been used in VANETS and 
intelligent transport systems for secure communication and transaction processing. 
In Singh and Kim (2017), the issues identified in smart vehicle communication are 
lack of trust, reliability, and data privacy. The authors have introduced a unique 
identifier called Intelligent Trust Point (IV-TP) similar to a Bitcoin id to ensure 
privacy in inter-vehicular communication. They have also brought out a proof of 
driving consensus protocol to maintain consensus. In Yuan and Wang (2016), the 
authors have elaborated on the design of a blockchain-based framework for ITS. 
They have presented a seven-layer conceptual model and considered the integration 
of Blockchain with ITS for creating a parallel transportation management systems 
(PTMS). A ride-sharing Dapp called La’zooz has also been exemplified. The authors 
of Lu et al. (2018) investigate the privacy-preserving schemes that can be applied 
in VANETs to ensure trust and anonymity. They have validated the entity-centric 
model, which is based on a reputation mechanism to judge the trustworthiness of a 
vehicle and data-centric model in which trust in the message propagated is computed 
through various metrics. Finally, they have used a protocol that places faith in a 
message using a mixture of these two techniques. They have formulated a proof of 
presence to arrive at a consensus. However, the model proposed by them assumes 
that the road-side units have adequate computing power. Hanada et al. (2018) 
studies a decentralized application (DApp) using Blockchain and smart contracts 
for automatic gasoline purchases in a smart transport system.

They have used smart contracts to counter the problems that affect the aspects 
of trust and transparency in the services provided by IoT applications.

For making this clearer, let’s take the example of a fuel station that delivers its 
services based on smart contracts and IoT. Consider an interface between the fuel 
pump and the customer’s car. The entities involved in the IoT ecosystem are the 
sensors that sense the level of fuel in the car and the fuel pump that stops when the 
fuel is filled. A DApp developed for

performing transactions between the IoT nodes can be deployed on the car kit 
and the fuel pump. The fuel station can then verify payment deposited, and based 
on this, it can circulate the fuel consumption details to a smart contract. A list of 
fuel stations based on the user’s current location can be checked in the DApp for 
filling gas.

In Li et al. (2018), CreditCoin, a privacy-preserving incentive announcement 
network based on Blockchain, has been proposed to report traffic issues and accidents 
using VANETS. It includes two components: the announcement protocol and 
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incentive mechanism. In this system, the users who complete successful missions 
are rewarded with credit coins, which actively allows consistent traffic incidents to 
be reported and verified.

Hîrţan et al. (2020) propose a reputation system that focuses on preserving the 
privacy of users in an Intelligent Transport System in the cities of San Francisco, 
Beijing, and Rome. It introduces a consensus mechanism for traffic data sharing, 
that uses the reputation of the node and the validated answer received from each 
node in the cluster to achieve consensus in a system of unreliable nodes.

The introduction of Blockchain in ITS helps tackle the privacy concern by 
introducing anonymity and dynamic heterogeneous key management schemes for 
ensuring the security of messages in transit.

2)  Smart Homes and Smart Buildings:
System Model: A typical home network in smart homes of the future, consists of 

smart doors and gates, smart lights, smart walls, wearable devices, smart 
ventilation system, smart home appliances such as refrigerator, AC, Washing 
machine, etc., smart gardening system, smart surveillance and intrusion 
detection system (IDS), smart garage, smart washrooms and toilets, smart 
baby and old people tracker and smart whatnot. These devices communicate 
with each other and with the user to enhance comforts and living experience. 
Normally, a smart device in a home network may have shared users, and to 

Table 1. Solutions Offered by Blockchain in Various Applications in IoT
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2 Smart Grid ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

3 Smart Healthcare ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 Supply chain management ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 Intelligent Transport 
Systems ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

6 Smart homes & Buildings ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

7 Industrial IoT & Smart 
Manufacturing ✓ ✓ ✓
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personalize the experience, it may be configured with the user profile of its 
current user, and this data may be shared with other devices for understanding 
user’s choices. However, this collaborative data collection and decision making 
in the home network comes at the cost of compromising privacy. Hence we use 
Blockchain to secure the communication between IoT devices. The data in the 
block consists of the data exchanged between devices, transaction information 
in case devices perform transactions with the outside world.

The private details of a user can be manipulated by attackers who hack into these 
devices to perform malicious activities. The stakes are high, including detecting the 
presence of people at home. Apart from this dangerous compromise in privacy, we

also need to take care of the security of devices as they relay information about 
the location of the smart home for various application purposes. Ensuring device 
security is another major challenge in a smart home ecosystem. Most vendors do 
not provide regular security updates for the firmware in smart devices, which leaves 
vulnerabilities. Hence it is necessary to confirm the security of the connected network 
of devices installed in a smart home be firmly ascertained. Even more critical is 
ensuring the security and privacy of devices in smart buildings where numerous 
employees work.

For this, Dorri et al. (2017) have proposed a scheme using shared keys with a 
particular lifetime to allow only trusted devices to communicate in a smart home 
network. Each device in the home network is registered with a home miner. The smart 
homes are connected to an overlay that enables provide hierarchical and distributed 
processing. Leiding et al. (2016) presents an access control mechanism that can be 
applied to Blockchain-based home networks where Security access managers (SAM) 
are used to identify malicious nodes and prevent them from generating any further 
transactions in the network. This strategy can be very useful to enable device-level 
trusted interoperability in smart homes and smart buildings and also in other use-case 
scenarios such as ITS, in general. Zhou et al. (2018) and Bastos et al. (2018), the 
authors have used smart contracts and Blockchain to bring about a secure solution 
for securing communication in a home network.

3)  Smart Healthcare:
System Model: When we talk about smart healthcare, it is characterized by 
the vast volume of data from heterogeneous sources varying from wearable 
devices that track the personal health status of the user to the Doctor’s diagnosis 
and evaluation data and prescriptions. Electronic Health Records are used to 
integrate and store all this data in digital form. However, since patients may visit 
different hospitals for different types of diseases and treatments, this data gets 
fragmented and inconsistent. If we use a central database to store and access 
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this data, it invites security and privacy problems as the data may be accessed or 
modified by unauthorized parties. Many such cases are stated in papers where 
the patient data is sold to people in return for money and personal benefits. 
Hence there’s a need for controlling access to such important information to 
ensure that patients receive proper healthcare services.

Numerous techniques have been proposed on Blockchain to promote a trusted 
medical data-sharing platform. Most solutions define a publisher-subscriber or 
patient-requester relationship between the communicating entities involved (Rifi 
et al., 2018, Shen et al., 2019). In Rifi et al. (2018), the author have proposed and 
implemented a method using edge servers to overcome the computational power 
constraint in a smart healthcare data collection network. They have defined the main 
actors in their network as publishers who are the patients whose health is monitored 
using sensors and subscribers who require the publisher’s data to perform health 
monitoring and diagnosis. The subscribers who can have access to the health data 
are added by the publisher to their corresponding address. Thus only subscribers 
authorized by the publisher gain access to the health data. The patients are monitored 
within the premises of their smart home. The smart home has a local gateway that 
connects to an edge server for performing computationally intensive tasks. Using 
three types of smart contracts, namely: Publisher contract, client contract, and 
subscriber contract, they have defined the terms and permissions of each actor in 
the system. For ensuring privacy, the subscriber id and publisher id are verified. In 
MedChain, a Blockchain-based health data sharing system that uses session keys to 
safeguard the privacy is introduced (Rifi et al., 2018). In this, a healthcare provider 
collects data from the sensor devices and performs the mining process. Sessions 
are used to grant access to the requester of the data.

Ray et al. (2020) discuss Blockchain use cases in healthcare like accessing medical 
records, EHR claim and bill assessment, Clinical Research, Drug Supply Chain 
Management, IoBHealth, a dataflow architecture bringing together Blockchain and 
IoT is proposed, for accessing, storing and managing e-healthcare (EHR) data. Uddin 
et al. (2020) propose a three-layer architecture for leveraging Blockchain in eHealth 
services consisting of Sensing Layer, Edge processing layer, Cloud layer. A patient 
agent (PA) software implements a lightweight blockchain consensus mechanism 
and uses a task offloading algorithm for preserving privacy.

4)  Smart Manufacturing and Industrial IoT:
System Model: The evolution of Industrial IoT (IIoT) and smart cognitive and 
autonomous robots, augmented reality technologies in the manufacturing sector 
has led to the emergence of the 4th Industrial revolution. This has created a 
huge impact on the manufacturing sector. Smart factories are becoming a 
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reality with companies like Ubirch bringing automatization through smart 
strategies like a machine as a service, predictive maintenance, and verification 
of the condition of manufactured products. Smart devices aid manufacturing 
in design, manufacture maintenance, and supply of products. With IoT, the 
factory can be transformed into an ecosystem where everything is connected, 
well-monitored, secured and monetized. The advantages of this connected 
environment are: the quality of products can be ensured, and machines and 
services can be shared. In this shared, connected ecosystem, when machines 
engage in M2M communication, trust, security, and privacy become at stake. 
Hackers can target the surveillance or the machines for disrupting the factory 
operations.

Blockchain can be used to perform trusted communication and ensure privacy and 
security in the transactions performed in distributed manufacturing. Xu et al. (2019) 
and Liu et al. (2019) describe the security frameworks developed using Blockchain 
for IIoT. In Xu et al. (2019), a Blockchain-based Service Scheme is presented. A 
non-repudiation scheme is proposed, which works based on a homomorphic hash 
function to ensure whether a particular service promised is delivered or not. In 
Wan et al. (2019), presented a Blockchain-based security framework for ensuring 
privacy and security in a smart factory. They have given a layered division to the 
framework as the Sensing layer, Firmware layer, Management hub layer, Storage 
layer, and application layer. They have used a blacklist- whitelist mechanism to 
track and isolate malicious nodes and ensure privacy. They have shown how a 
lightweight private blockchain can be used to trace the operations of machines and 
M2M communications. They have combined two models: Bell-La Padula (BLP) 
model and Biba model to build the data security model using a dynamic identity 
verification mechanism.

B. Blockchain for Provenance, Accountability, 
Traceability, and Transparency

1)  Blockchain for Smart Grid: Blockchains are used in Smart-Grid networks for 
secure trading of sustainable energy. The evolution of micro-grids and smart-
grids have enabled small-scale production and selling of power. Provenance 
and accountability are the guiding factors that need to be brought into the 
transactions in the energy-trade microgrid network for efficient interoperability.
System Model: The working of a smart-grid network in a city can be explained 
like this. Excess renewable energy such as solar energy or wind energy produced 
at homes can be stored in batteries, which can later be sold to other homes in 
the neighborhood or companies. A smart-meter installed keeps track of the 
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energy units produced or consumed in real-time and relays this information to 
the energy distributor for monitoring and billing. With smart-grids becoming 
a reality, there is a need for a secure energy-trading platform to establish trust 
and track transactions that occur in the smart grid network.

The state of the art of applying Blockchain to micro-grids and smart-grids brings 
us to the Brooklyn Micro-grid solutions offered by LO3 Energy (Gundersen, 2011). 
The smart-contracts linked to the local grid are used to tokenize the extra energy and 
decide where to buy the electric power from. The energy sharing market consists 
of four main concepts: Tokenization, P2P Markets, Prosumers, and Community 
Micro-grids, and Energy-service Companies (CMESC). Tokenization involves 
converting surplus energy to energy credits. The P2P markets are a network of 
nodes established in the smart-grid between neighbors and prosumers to energy-
producing companies. Prosumers are called so because of the dual role they play 
as producers and consumers in the energy trading system. In Pieroni et al. (2018), 
Blockchain is applied for securing communication, transactions, and tokenization 
of energy. A Smart energy blockchain application prototype has been implemented 
in the work that connects to the Blockchain in the P2P network. Li et al. (2017) has 
given a good demonstration of the smart-grid detailing the entities involved as Smart 
meters, energy nodes, and energy aggregators. Using a consortium blockchain, a 
unified blockchain for the energy credits transferred has been presented, which can 
be deployed in the Industrial IoT ecosystem. This enables the user to trace their 
transaction history and transact with trusted prosumers or companies efficiently. 
Daghmehchi Firoozjaei et al.(2020) propose a privacy-preserving hybrid blockchain 
framework called Hy-Bridge, which uses subnetworks that preserve the privacy of 
IoT users in a microgrid. It separates transactions of the power grid from those of 
the micro grid. It has three layers IoT user layer, platform layer, and enterprise layer.

2)  Smart Cities: A waste management system for a future smart city is presented 
in Lamichhane et al. (2017), which is characterized by smart garbage bins(SGB) 
involving the sensors that detect and alerts the garbage collection service when 
the bin is full, actuators and smart locks to lock the SGBs. The different entities 
involved in the system are citizens, Municipality, Waste management operators 
who dispatch driverless vehicles that perform garbage collection, recyclers 
who recycle the waste to obtain rewards. Blockchain can be used to record 
operations and trace the transactions associated with garbage collection and 
recycling. In Nagothu et al. (2018), collaborative smart surveillance has been 
presented which uses access control rules specified in the smart contracts to 
restrict access of unauthorized nodes at fog level to connect to a cloud node 
containing Blockchain that stores surveillance data in various places in a smart 
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city. In Nikouei et al. (2018), the authors have proposed an authentication scheme 
integrated into the Blockchain is used to share and aggregate the surveillance 
data in two trustless domains at the edge and fog level.

3)  Smart Supply Chain Management:
System Model: A smart supply chain consists of smart objects which have a 
unique identity and are connected through wireless technologies. They can 
store information about their conditions like temperature, humidity, etc. and 
communicate to the Internet through wireless technologies. Then there are 
suppliers, distributors, transportation services, and consumers. In a conventional 
supply chain environment, the condition of the products is not traced at each 
checkpoint. Hence huge loss is encountered by the buyers. Sometimes products 
transported get tampered or replaced. Thus to ensure the security of manufactured 
products throughout the supply chain, we need an automated decentralized 
system that helps to track and assess the quality of product real-time.

Blockchain has been employed in a food supply chain system to overcome this 
problem. In Lin et al. (2018), Blockchain-based food traceability is proposed. This 
system enables to ensure food safety by tracking the food product and storing its 
condition at each stage. Through smart contracts which it establishes between buyer 
and seller, it provides a transparent system to the buyer, which allows them to verify 
and ensure the quality of the food they buy. Blockchain and IoT sensors together 
provide both parties provenance, traceability, trust, and transparency. Through this 
system, the seller can also identify at which stage in the supply chain the product 
suffered damage so that they can take remedial methods to avoid the same in the 
future. They can also determine whether the product has been tampered by scanning 
the RFID and tracing the sensor values collected, which are stored as metadata 
in the blocks. Table I summarizes the most relevant security services offered by 
Blockchain in each IoT application discussed so far.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The applications discussed in the previous section, depict a bright future for the 
convergence of Blockchain and IoT. However, the inclusion of Blockchain always 
introduces the probability of a 51% vulnerability. The papers surveyed predict this 
as far from the possible case. Lightweight algorithms being researched extensively 
might help in tackling energy and power constraints in IoT environments. However, 
there’s a need for developing a unified blockchain framework for IoT applications. 
Also, though many initial research works claim that Blockchain is impregnable, there 
have been many incidents of breach of security of Blockchain like key tampering 
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attacks, Sybil attack, etc. which have been elaborated in (Ferrag et al. 2018). Since 
the Blockchain in its current form cannot guarantee ultimate security, research needs 
to focus on identification and resolution of flaws so that developers can build more 
successful secure versions of Blockchain, which, when integrated with IoT, can 
provide a secure and safe environment for the application users.

VII. CONCLUSION

The IoT applications face a lot of challenges in terms of security, which can be 
solved using Blockchain. We have iscussed the major security issues in IoT and 
exemplified how the application of Blockchain can help in addressing these issues. 
Many research texts that were surveyed have applied Blockchain to IoT applications 
without actually ensuring whether it is necessary. Careful assessment needs to be 
done before applying Blockchain for a particular application. We have analyzed 
the need for using Blockchain in a particular application area. We have presented 
the decision criteria and mentioned where it can be used and what offerings it can 
provide and what it cannot. Also, we have explained a general system model and 
supportive use cases that can help in the integration and development of Blockchain-
based secure IoT solutions.
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ABSTRACT

In today’s world, security has become a major issue in our lives, and in this era, one 
cannot trust the government for handling their lifetime savings. That’s where the 
bitcoin comes to our lives. In this chapter, the authors try to understand one of the 
famous innovative payment methods (Bitcoin), how it is used and the data structure 
(Merkle tree) that is used in it. Also, they discuss one of the most recent attacks 
that involved the use of bitcoin (Wanacry). Further, they try to understand how this 
hack succeeded in stealing 10,800 euros that is 8,74,290 rs from the hospital with 
the help of bitcoin. They also discuss the various bitcoin companies now emerging 
with their own security measures against such hacks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world security had become a major issue in our lives and this era, one 
cannot trust the government for handling their lifetime savings. That’s where the 
bitcoin comes to our life. A currency that is not controlled by any government or 
bank and thus the most secure way of doing the transaction. Through this chapter 
we will explain the overall aspect of bitcoin how it’s being implemented, how much 
secure it is and how it will be in the future.

1.1 Cryptocurrency:

Let’s break the above word into two simple words “Crypto” &” Currency”. Crypto 
is a Greek originated word which means secret and currency (we all know!). Now if 
we combine this it becomes a secret currency. So what does a secret currency means? 
The secret currency here is regarded as a digital way of completing transactions that 
are nearly untraceable and are secure. Bitcoin is generally considered as the first 
cryptocurrency (Nakamoto, 2008 and Gord, 2016).

1.2 Why use Cryptocurrency-

Cryptocurrency like every other currency can be used for doing transactions but 
what makes cryptocurrency different is that it is decentralized. Now you would be 
thinking what does that mean? Simply, we can say that it can be said as the currency 
that is not issued by any government and is encrypted. But then how it is better than 
other currency? The answer to this is since cryptocurrency are not issued by any 
government, the governments do not have the right to take it away from you. This 
is the major advantage of cryptocurrency. Also in terms of security these currencies 
are way better than other currencies because they are very difficult to trace.

Figure 1. Bitcoin Logo [1]
https://en.bitcoin.it/w/images/en/2/29/BC_Logo.png
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1.3 Blockchain

Before moving on to bitcoin we first need to understand what is blockchain (Zheng 
et al, 2017). Simply, a blockchain can be compared to the record or ledger of 
transactions being carried out. But in a way more complex method. Blockchain is 
a combination of a consensus algorithm, the protocol that the network implements 
and a group of nodes running that protocol. Hence this has to be differentiated from 
a database as ‘database’ is just a piece of software but the blockchain is an online 
encrypted transfer method consisting of an algorithm (Pilkington, 2016).

What makes blockchain more authentic is that each entry in the blockchain is 
immutable. This means one any entry of record is placed in ledger it cannot be 
removed replaced or re-entered. Blockchains follow very strict protocols so that 
none of its users can break the rule or use it against their advantage.

Let’s see how it works:-

1.  Every system that carries out the transaction is being considered as a node.
2.  Nodes can be compared to account holders of the bank.
3.  Each time a new node is added a majority of nodes first validate the new node.
4.  Once the new node is validated it needs to download the entire digital ledger 

and sync with it.
5.  Now each transaction that gets appended to a block (and the block subsequently 

to the blockchain) then the newly added node will have a copy of it and is in 
sync with the entire network.

The blockchain can be simply explained as a data structure where each block is 
linked with each other like a doubly linked list. Now for those of u who don’t know 
what is doubly linked list, it is just a simple array of letter post which contains the 
address from where they were sent and the address to where they are going to be 
sent. Each blockchain solution has its level of encrypted algorithm. It depends on 
the network and the domain for which it’s being used (Dhillon V. 2016 & Dhillon 
V. et al 2017).

1.4 Bitcoin

Blockchain systems use incentives like digital currency or redeem codes for 
transactions. It ensures that none of the participants can do betray or cheat other 
participants. Bitcoin was one of the first digital currency which implemented the 
method of the blockchain. Now if you have little knowledge about linked list then 
you would know that the structure of node remains the same for an element of a 
linked list. Bitcoin also consists of nodes usually know as blocks. These blocks 
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usually contain the address of the previous cell and the next cell and other data like 
a digital fingerprint.

Bitcoin Block Structure:- 

The above picture gives us an idea about the bitcoin block structure.

Let’s see each of the parts briefly:
Magic Number: - the memory allocation for these magic number is 4 bytes. Now 

u would be thinking what does it contain? The magic number contains the identifier 
for the blockchain network or in simple language u can say it as an index of a record.

Block Size:- As the name says it indicates the size of the block generally its 
maximum size is fixed to 1 MB. But there proposals being made to increase the 
size by 2 MB. Since bitcoin was developed with consideration of scalability factor 
there won’t be any problem while increasing the block size.

Version:-
Again as the name suggests each node of bitcoin follows a typical version of the 

bitcoin protocol and the information about the version is mentioned in this protocol. 
Also, the memory allocated for storing the version is 4 bytes.

Figure 2. Bitcoin Block Structure
https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/1600/1*7hIidBDLF8bKpIlI0Pp2Rg.jpeg
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Previous block hash:
Lets again break the terms “PREVIOUS BLOCK” & “HASH”. Now we all know 

what does previous block mean. But what does hash means?
Hashing simply can be said as creating and assigning an index for particular 

data. How hashing assigns an index to data makes it much faster to search through 
the database for those of you who know about the time complexity it can reach to 
big O (1).

To know the meaning is clear you would ask what data does it stores?
The previous block hash stores the digital fingerprint(hash) of the previous block. 

Like every other hashing, it involves a hashing function that considers input as version, 
blocks size, the magic number, etc. to generate the digital fingerprint. We won’t be 
going on depth in it but u can refer to the references links to study more about it.

Merkle Root:

Now coming to the most important part of bitcoin that is data structure. We 
should never forget that in every complex program there is always a data structure 
that plays a key role. Now for those of you who studied data structure, it is the hash 
form of the binary tree. If we want to explain the Merkle tree in one line it can be 
defined as a hash of all the hashes.

Figure 3. Merkle Tree Diagram
https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/800/1*is44KCZhz3HXcPGgp8JERw.jpeg
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Every summary of the transaction is stored in blocks (nodes). These blocks then 
become part of what we earlier studied blockchain. This also makes sure that once a 
block is connected to the blockchain it becomes immutable like strings which means 
it can’t be changed by anyone. That is why blockchain is considered reliable. The 
decentralization of blockchain always makes sure that whatever transaction takes 
place is surely transparent.

The point that we should remember is that a Merkle tree doesn’t store the data (list 
of all transactions) rather it stores a hash (digital fingerprint) of all transactions as a 
tree structure. This makes the search of transaction easier as we are using hashing. 
Also, the generated hash values by the algorithm are encrypted which makes sure 
that no one can hack or penetrate transactions.

Now since we know now a little bit about the implementation of bitcoin lets 
discuss some of the terms related to it. As we all know bitcoin is a digital currency 
thus at a time many people can do transactions. Now the problem is what if two-
person does the transaction at the same time how does the system decide what to 
do next? To answer these questions we move to our next term FORKING.

FORKING

In cryptocurrency, there is one rule that always and always there would be only one 
path from the last added block to the first block (Genesis). When two blocks are 
created around the same time only one of the block is accepted and the other block 
is treated as an orphan block. Later when one of the blocks is linked to blockchain 
the remained block (orphan block) gets picked up by another block and thus each 
transaction gets successfully included in the network.

2. Literature Review

A purely peer-to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be 
sent directly from one party to another without going through a financial institution. 
Digital signatures provide part of the solution, but the main benefits are lost if a 
trusted third party is still required to prevent double-spending. Authors proposed a 
solution to the double-spending problem using a peer-to-peer network. The network 
timestamps transactions by hashing them into an ongoing chain of hash-based proof-
of-work, forming a record that cannot be changed without redoing the proof-of-work. 
The longest chain not only serves as proof of the sequence of events witnessed but 
proof that it came from the largest pool of CPU power. As long as a majority of 
CPU power is controlled by nodes that are not cooperating to attack the network, 
they’ll generate the longest chain and outpace attackers. The network itself requires 
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minimal structure. Messages are broadcast on a best effort basis, and nodes can leave 
and rejoin the network will accepting the longest proof-of-work chain as proof of 
what happened while they were gone (Nakamoto, 2008).

Before moving to our next topic lets discuss some history of bitcoin. You may 
ask why history matters here. The most probable answer is that history tells what 
the necessity for the evolution of the technology was.

Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies aren’t much old. Bitcoin wasn’t the first originated 
cryptocurrency, there were many attempts trying to develop cryptocurrency but all 
of them were failed because of the improper system. The cryptocurrency before the 
bitcoin was somewhat centralized and that’s why most people either fear to buy or 
don’t have the trust in them Antonopoulos (2014).

Bitcoin was able to resolve this problem by making itself decentralized. Thus, 
got famous.

Now you may also want to ask what was the need of the crypto-currency itself ? 
The answer to this is very simple people wanted a currency that cannot be controlled 
by the government. Victims of strong banking rules and government regulations 
wanted a currency in which neither bank can interfere nor the government. Also, 
cryptocurrency was highly demanding in the dark world (dark web) which somewhat 
decreased its popularity initially.

Figure 4. Notable electronic payment systems
https://www.valuewalk.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/Bitcoin-And-Cryptocurrency-Technologies-1.
jpg
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Satoshi Nakamoto – the founder(s) of bitcoin
It would be bad if we discussed the history of the bitcoin without talking about its 

founder(s). A very little information is known about the bitcoin founder(s) Satoshi 
Nakamoto (Nakamoto, 2008) it is even not sure that there was only one person or 
group of people behind it. All we know is about a pseudo name which according 
to media leads to different people. There is no straight forward answer even after 
these many of the evolution of cryptocurrency. The problem that it was difficult to 
trace the founder(s) is that all of the people involved in discussions of bitcoin used 
anonymous mail ids were made it nearly impossible to figure who are the people 
behind this. One of the reasons that can be given for them being still anonymous is 
that it may be possible that they would keep a lot of bitcoin for themselves and don’t 
want any government or private organization to gain access to their money. Whatever 
may be the reason the bitcoin founder(s) is as hard to track as the currency itself!

MOTIVATION

The reason we were motivated to write this chapter was that even today many people 
are unaware of cryptocurrency. We wanted to make readers aware of the power of 
cryptocurrencies in their financial lives. Also what excited us was the ideology of 
the founder of bitcoin and how they implemented it in their cryptocurrency. One of 
the major reasons was also to make readers aware of how cryptocurrencies can be 
used in illegal ways so that they can always take precautions while putting their life 
savings on buying cryptocurrencies. In the technical part what motivated us was the 
implementation of cryptocurrencies data structure and the concept of the blockchain.

Figure 5. anonmity across world
https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/800/1*k9EH4bSrWvJ0s-w0igB0yg.jpeg
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BITCOIN AND DARK WEB

As soon as bitcoin came in the market it became a highly demanding currency in 
the dark web. But before moving forward for those who are new let me explain the 
term dark web. The dark web comprises the rest 96% percent of the web which we 
cannot access directly through our normal web browser (Why ?). Because of its dark!, 
meaning that there are websites that involve illegal activities such as selling drugs, 
cocaine, fake passports, and even human trafficking. Yes! people even do human 
trafficking through the web. The dark web always liked the bitcoin because bitcoin 
is near untraceable. That’s the reason why bitcoin’s popularity was declined initially.

One of the famous examples of this is the Silk Road which is famous for illegal 
activities like selling drugs and fake passports. There is even a recent link was 
paying some bitcoin will get GRE, TOFEL and sat scores at the top!. But these 
cannot be accessed directly you need to have a specific browser (TOR browser) to 
gain some access. We won’t be going much on this topic but we can conclude that 
one of the biggest markets of the cryptocurrencies is dark web. Remember there are 
many things hidden from you if you start exploring dark web you’ll find it out but 
I won’t recommend that not until you have enough experience. Below I am pasting 
the actual screenshot of the silk road.

Now since we know a little bit about dark web lets move on to our next segment

Figure 6. Silk road website
https://theearloflemongrab.files.wordpress.com/2013/01/silk-road3.png?w=549
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WannaCry and bitcoin
Let’s start by talking about what is WannaCry? It was a massive large scale 

ransomware attack that made the loss of up to 4 billion dollars to companies, hospitals, 
and other individuals. Let’s try to understand how this attack got successful at such 
a large scale.

The ransomware attack exploited the vulnerability of Window’s Server Message 
Block (SMB) whose exploit by was created by the NSA(National Security Agency)

The NSA named the exploit is Eternal Blue. Rather reporting the vulnerability 
to the Microsoft NSA wanted to use it for their profit. Later on, a group of hackers 
named “THE SHADOW BROKERS” released the exploit publicly. This exploit came 
under the radar of WannaCry developers. The WannaCry was written on Microsoft 
visual C++ so that there won’t be any compatibility issues while attacking.

The WannaCry virus first tries to find a kill switch (a simple way of force shut 
down) if it is not found the ransomware encrypts your data and then tries to exploit 
the SMB (SERVER MESSAGE BLOCK) vulnerability to spread itself in other 
networks. The WannaCry virus comes itself with a self-transporting mechanism 
to spread itself. When it found its host it uses the eternal blue exploit and double 
pulsar tool to gain access to install and execute itself. Wannacry virus came with 
a display window like below where it asks it, users, to pay through the bitcoin and 
that’s where our main part comes. Below is the picture of the display window you 
will get if you are attacked by a ransomware.

Figure 7. NSA logo
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8d/Seal_of_the_U.S._National_ Security_Agency.
svg
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Before the Microsoft could eventually stop WannaCry was able to spread rapidly 
and we all know how much it cost. Now the major problem was that WannaCry 
attacked not only private organizations but hospitals. If the hospital loses it’s patient’s 
dose record it would the situation of life and death for patients that was the reason 
most of the hospitals paid the ransom.

WannaCry ransomware asks the user to pay through bitcoin. Now the problem 
was that bitcoin ledgers were public but from whom to whom the transaction goes 
was untraceable. That means suppose if the victim paid the attacker the ransomware 
we can see how many bitcoins are getting exchanged but we neither can track the 
attacker nor the victim.

The attackers exploit the advantage of bitcoin and that’s why the ransomware was 
completely successful. It was the bitcoin at the end which made sure the attacker’s 
identity remained secured. It is just like the money is floating in front of you but 
cannot see from where it is originating and where it is ending.

Figure 8. Example of WanaCry decrypt affected computer screen
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/1/18/Wana_Decrypt0r_screenshot.png
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Although the ransomware was stopped by Microsoft emergency patches it still 
cost a lot of damage. After discussing this you may want to ask whether it’s a good 
idea to continue cryptocurrency. Well, the answer to that can still be given as big 
YES! Because at the initial stage it was the NSA and the companies and who didn’t 
respond to the situation properly. The NSA could have stopped it if they reported it 
to Microsoft, the hospitals and companies could have prevented It by continuously 
updating their software. At least I still believe cryptocurrency is still good. You 
have the right to disagree:).

The below map shows the countries that got initially affected by ransomware.

Whatever the attack cost it wasn’t the last attack to be implemented. After 
many attacks were being carried out to big organizations some demanding only a 
single bitcoin to some demanding a huge amount that made companies stop their 
protection. Whatever happened the interesting part was that during 2017 when these 
ransomware attacks were continuing bitcoin price increased at a much higher rate 
whether it was for good or for bad.

Figure 9. Countries that got affected with ransomware
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/2/20/Countries_initially_affected_in_
WannaCry_ransomware_attack.svg/300px-Countries_initially_affected_in_WannaCry_ransomware_
attack.svg.png
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The above picture shows the stock price of bitcoin in 2017.

The above picture shows the comparison of bitcoin stock price with other 
respective years.

Figure 10. Stock price of bitcoin
https://static.coindesk.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/coindesk-bpi-chart-22.png

Figure 11. Bitcoin stock price during 2009-2017
https://en.bitcoinwiki.org/upload/en/images/thumb/e/e0/Transactions_per_month.png/450px-
Transactions_per_month.png
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CONCLUSION

We will finally conclude this chapter by discussing the future of bitcoin. Bitcoin no 
doubt is one of the safest cryptocurrency but can it be implemented for mass usage 
well, for now, it may. Why? The answer is simple because of the cost of systems 
required to download every single transaction of bitcoin is usually high and as the 
bitcoin mining becomes expensive it may lead to freezing of the mining system.

The second important reason is that there is no proper authority to prevent the 
misuse of the bitcoin. That is the reason why bitcoin is usually preferred by the dark 
web. Also, the dark web requires anonymity which bitcoin provides in somewhat 
way you can say that bitcoin is helping criminals to perform the crime. One of the 
biggest examples for this can be what be discussed in the earlier silk route. This the 
reason why bitcoin has a low image in common public.

The third important reason can be given is the anonymous creators themselves. 
No one knows much about the founders of bitcoin does no one can estimate how 
much bitcoin would they owning. Any of the founders may suddenly come out reveal 
their bitcoins and may cause huge inflation in price.

The fourth reason is that bitcoin isn’t cheap. In the time of writing this chapter 
one bitcoin worth’s up to 3,963.78 United States Dollar or 2, 74,176.64 Indian Rupee 
thus not everyone can purchase bitcoin.

Thus we can say that maybe in future bitcoin can be a major currency but for 
now, it is not. I hope that you would have got some knowledge about bitcoin and 
security through this chapter.
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ABSTRACT

Wireless communication networks are highly prone to security threats. The major 
applications of wireless communication networks are in military, business, healthcare, 
retail, and transportations. These systems use wired, cellular, or adhoc networks. 
Wireless sensor networks, actuator networks, and vehicular networks have received 
a great attention in society and industry. In recent years, the internet of things (IoT) 
has received considerable research attention. The IoT is considered as future of the 
internet. In the future, IoT will play a vital role and will change our living styles, 
standards, as well as business models. The usage of IoT in different applications 
is expected to rise rapidly in the coming years. The IoT allows billions of devices, 
peoples, and services to connect with others and exchange information. Due to the 
increased usage of IoT devices, the IoT networks are prone to various security attacks.

IOT – SECURITY

Every connected device creates opportunities for attackers. These vulnerabilities 
are broad, even for a single small device. The risks posed include data transfer, 
device access, malfunctioning devices, and always-on/always-connected devices. 
The main challenges in security remain the security limitations associated with 
producing low-cost devices, and the growing number of devices which creates more 
opportunities for attacks.

Security Spectrum: The definition of a secured device spans from the simplest 
measures to sophisticated designs. Security should be thought of as a spectrum of 
vulnerability which changes over time as threats evolve. Security must be assessed 
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based on user needs and implementation. Users must recognize the impact of security 
measures because poorly designed security creates more problems than it solves. 
Example: A German report revealed hackers compromised the security system of 
a steel mill. They disrupted the control systems, which prevented a blast furnace 
from being shut down properly, resulting in massive damage. Therefore, users must 
understand the impact of an attack before deciding on appropriate protection.

1.1 Challenges 

Beyond costs and the ubiquity of devices, other security issues plague IoT: 

i.  Unpredictable Behaviour – The sheer volume of deployed devices and their 
long list of enabling technologies means their behaviour in the field can be 
unpredictable. A specific system may be well designed and within administration 
control, but there are no guarantees about how it will interact with others. 

ii.  Device Similarity – IoT devices are fairly uniform. They utilize the same 
connection technology and components. If one system or device suffers from 
a vulnerability, many more have the same issue.

iii.  Problematic Deployment – One of the main goals of IoT remains to place 
advanced networks and analytics where they previously could not go. 
Unfortunately, this creates the problem of physically securing the devices in 
these strange or easily accessed places. 

iv.  Long Device Life and Expired Support – One of the benefits of IoT devices 
is longevity, however, that long life also means they may outlive their device 
support. Compare this to traditional systems which typically have support and 
upgrades long after many have stopped using them. Orphaned devices and 
abandon ware lack the same security hardening of other systems due to the 
evolution of technology over time (Weyrich & Ebert, 2015).

v.  No Upgrade Support – Many IoT devices, like many mobile and small 
devices, are not designed to allow upgrades or any modifications. Others offer 
inconvenient upgrades, which many owners ignore, or fail to notice. 

vi.  Poor or No Transparency – Many IoT devices fail to provide transparency with 
regard to their functionality. Users cannot observe or access their processes, 
and are left to assume how devices behave. They have no control over unwanted 
functions or data collection; furthermore, when a manufacturer updates the 
device, it may bring more unwanted functions (Weyrich & Ebert, 2015). 
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vii.  No Alerts – Another goal of IoT remains to provide its incredible functionality 
without being obtrusive. This introduces the problem of user awareness. Users 
do not monitor the devices or know when something goes wrong. Security 
breaches can persist over long periods without detection.

2. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS IN IoT

All the devices and people are connected with each other to provide services at any 
time and at any place. Most of the devices connected to the internet are not equipped 
with efficient security mechanisms and are vulnerable to various privacy and security 
issues e.g., confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity, etc. For the IoT, some security 
requirements must be fulfilled to prevent the network from malicious attacks. Here, 
some of the most required capabilities of a secure network are briefly discussed.

Resilience to attacks: The system should be capable enough to recover itself 
in case if it crashes during data transmission. For an example, a server working in 
a multiuser environment, it must be intelligent and strong enough to protect itself 
from intruders or an eavesdropper (Evans, 2011). In the case, if it is down it would 
recover itself without intimation the users of its down status. 

• Data Authentication: The data and the associated information must be 
authenticated. An authentication mechanism is used to allow data transmission 
from only authentic devices. 

• Access control: Only authorized persons are provided access control. The 
system administrator must control access to the users by managing their 
usernames and passwords and by defining their access rights so that different 
users can access only relevant portion of the database or programs. 

• Client privacy: The data and information should be in safe hands. Personal 
data should only be accessed by authorized person to maintain the client 
privacy (Evans, 2011). It means that no irrelevant authenticated user from 
the system or any other type of client cannot have access to the private 
information of the client.

2.1 Iot Security, Privacy, Threats and Challenges

The era of IoT has changed our living styles. Although the IoT provides huge benefits, 
it is prone to various security threats in our daily life. The majority of the security 
threats are related to leakage of information and loss of services. In IoT, the security 
threats straightforwardly are affecting the physical security risk. The IoT consists of 
different devices and platform with different credentials, where every system needs 
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the security requirement depending upon its characteristics. The privacy of a user 
is also most important part because a lot of personal information is being shared 
among various types of devices. Hence a secure mechanism is needed to protect 
the personal information. Moreover, for IoT services, there are multiple types of 
devices that perform communication using different networks. It means there are 
a lot of security issues on user privacy and network layer. User privacy can also be 
uncovered from different routes. Some security threats in the IoT are as follows:

1)  E2E Data life cycle protection: To ensure the security of data in IoT environment, 
end-to-end data protection is provided in a complete network. Data is collected 
from different devices connected to each other and instantly shared with other 
devices. Thus, it requires a framework to protect the data, confidentiality of 
data and to manage information privacy in full data life cycle. 

2)  Secure thing planning: The interconnection and communication among the 
devices in the IoT vary according to the situation. Therefore, the devices must 
be capable of maintaining security level. For example, when local devices 
and sensors used in the homebased network to communicate with each other 
safely, their communication with external devices should also work on same 
security policy.

3)  Visible/usable security and privacy: Most of the security and privacy concerns 
are invoke by misconfiguration of users (Atzori, Iera & Morabito, 2010). It 
is very difficult and unrealistic for users to execute such privacy policies and 
complex security mechanism. It is needed to select security and privacy policies 
that may apply automatically.

2.2 Security Threats in Smart Home

Smart home services can be exposed to cyber-attacks because majority of the service 
provider do not consider security parameters at early stages. The possible security 
threats in a smart home are eavesdropping, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attacks and leakage of information, etc. Smart home networks are threatened by 
unauthorized access. The possible security threats to smart home are discussed as 
follows (see Fig. 3). 

1)  Trespass: If the smart door lock is effected by malicious codes or it is accessed 
by an unauthorized party, the attacker can trespass on smart home without 
smashing the doorway as shown in Fig. 4. The result of this effect could be in 
the form of loss of life or property. To get rid of such attacks, passwords should 
be changed frequently that must contain at least ten characters because it is 
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very difficult for attackers to break the long password. Similarly, authentication 
mechanism and access control may also be applied (Atzori, Iera & Morabito, 
2010).

2)  Monitoring and personal information leakage: Safety is one of the important 
purposes of a smart home. Hence there are a lot of sensors that are used for 
fire monitoring, baby monitoring, and housebreaking, etc. If these sensors 
are hacked by an intruder then he can monitor the home and access personal 
information as shown in Fig. 5. To avoid from this attack, data encryption 
must be applied between gateway and sensors or user authentication for the 
detection of unauthorized parties may be applied. 

3)  DoS/DDoS: Attackers may access the smart home network and send bulk 
messages to smart devices such as Clear To Send (CTS) / Request To Send 
(RTS). They can also attack targeted device by using malicious codes in order 
to perform DoS attacks on other devices that are connected in a smart home 
as shown in Fig. 6. As a result, smart devices are unable to perform proper 
functionalities because of draining resources due to such attacks (Adolphs 
et al., 2015). For avoidance from this attack, it is very important to apply 
authentication to block and detect unauthorized access.

4)  Falsification: When the devices in smart home perform communication with 
the application server, the attacker may collect the packets by changing routing 
table in the gateway as shown in Fig. 7. Although the SSL (secure socket layer) 
technique is applied, an attacker can bypass the forged certificate. In this way, 
the attacker can misinterpret the contents of data or may leak the confidentiality 
of data. To secure the smart home network from this attack, SSL technique 
with proper authentication mechanism should be applied. It is also important 
to block unauthorized devices that may try to access smart home network.
The IoT is a concept that depicts future where the physical objects connected 
to internet communicate with each other and identify themselves for other 
devices. The IoT system consists of smart objects, smartphones, tablets and 
intelligent devices etc. as shown in Fig. 3. Such systems use RFID, Quick 
Response (QR) codes or wireless technology to perform communication 
between different devices (Adolphs et al., 2015). The IoT helped to build 
connections from human to human, human to physical objects, and physical 
object to other physical objects. As per appraisal from IDC, there will be 30 
billion internet connected devices by 2020. This rapid growth of internet data 
needs more valuable and secure network.
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Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

Figure 3. Examples of IOT

Figure 4.
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2.3. IoT Challenges

The security concern is the biggest challenge in IoT. The application data of IoT 
could be industrial, enterprise, consumer or personal. This application data should 
be secured and must remain confidential against theft and tampering. For example, 
the IoT applications may store the results of a patient’s health or shopping store. The 
IoT improve the communication between devices but still, there are issues related 
to the scalability, availability and response time. Security is a concern where the 
data is securely transmitted over the internet. While transporting the data across 
international border, safety measure act may be applied by government regulation 
such as Health Insurance Portability and Accountability (HIPA) act. Among different 
security challenges, the most important challenges relevant to IoT are discussed. 

1)  Data Privacy: Some manufacturers of smart TVs collect data about their 
customers to analyze their viewing habits so the data collected by the smart 
TVs may have a challenge for data privacy during transmission.

2) Data Security: Data security is also a great challenge. While transmitting 
data seamlessly, it is important to hide from observing devices on the internet 
(Ackoff, 1971).

3)  Insurance Concerns: The insurance companies installing IoT devices on 
vehicles collect data about health and driving status in order to take decisions 
about insurance. 

4)  Lack of Common Standard: Since there are many standards for IoT devices 
and IoT manufacturing industries. Therefore, it is a big challenge to distinguish 
between permitted and non-permitted devices connected to the internet.

5)  Technical Concerns: Due to the increased usage of IoT devices, the traffic 
generated by these devices is also increasing. Hence there is a need to increase 
network capacity, therefore, it is also a challenge to store the huge amount of 
data for analysis and further final storage.

6)  Security Attacks and System Vulnerabilities: There has been a lot of work 
done in the scenario of IoT security up till now. The related work can be divided 
into system security, application security, and network security (Ackoff, 1971).
a)  System Security: System security mainly focuses on overall IoT system 

to identify different security challenges, to design different security 
frameworks and to provide proper security guidelines in order to maintain 
the security of a network.

b)  Application security: Application Security works for IoT application to 
handle security issues according to scenario requirements.
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c)  Network security: Network security deals with securing the IoT 
communication network for communication of different IoT devices. In 
the next section, the security concerns regarding IoT are discussed. The 
security attacks are categorized into four broad classes.

2.4 ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF 
ATTACKS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

The IoT is facing various types of attacks including active attacks and passive attacks 
that may easily disturb the functionality and abolish the benefits of its services. In 
a passive attack, an intruder just senses the node or may steal the information but 
it never attacks physically. However, the active attacks disturb the performance 
physically. These active attacks are classified into two further categories that are 
internal attacks and external attacks. Such vulnerable attacks can prevent the devices 
to communicate smartly (Fan, Wang, Zhang & Lin, 2014). Hence the security 
constraints must be applied to prevent devices from malicious attacks. Different 
types of attack, nature/behaviour of attack and threat level of attacks are discussed 
in this section. Different levels of attacks are categorized into four types according 
to their behaviour and propose possible solutions to threats/attacks. 

1)  Low-level attack: If an attacker tries to attack a network and his attack is not 
successful. 

2)  Medium-level attack: If an attacker/intruder or an eavesdropper is just listening 
to the medium but don’t alter the integrity of data. 

3)  High-level attack: If an attack is carried on a network and it alters the integrity 
of data or modifies the data. 

4)  Extremely High-level attack: If an intruder/attacker attacks on a network by 
gaining unauthorized access and performing an illegal operation, making the 
network unavailable, sending bulk messages, or jamming network (Fan, Wang, 
Zhang & Lin, 2014). The Table I presents different types of attacks, their threat 
levels, their nature/behaviour, and possible solution to handle these attacks.

3.KEY ISSUES IN CYBER SECURITY AND PRIVACY

The Internet has grown from a useful research tool for universities into a fundamental 
utility, as important as electricity, water and gas. Wherever there is a valuable 
resource, there is also crime which seeks to gain value from the illicit use of that 
technology, or to deny the use of that resource to others. The interconnected nature 
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of the Internet means that Internet resources can be attacked from any location in 
the world, and this makes cybersecurity a key issue. Cybersecurity revolves around 
three main themes. 

Confidentiality is about keeping data private, so that only authorized users (both 
humans and machines) can access that data. Cryptography is a key technology for 
achieving confidentiality. 

Authentication is about verifying that data has not been tampered with, and that 
the data can be verified to have been sent by the claimed author. Non-repudiation 
(i.e., avoiding denial by a sender that they actually sent a message) is sometimes 
considered separately, but we include it here as a subset of authentication (Fleisch, 
2010).

Access refers to only allowing suitably authorized users to access data, 
communications infrastructure and computing resources, and ensuring that those 
authorized users are not prevented from such access. 

The Information Security Breaches Survey is an annual cyber threat report 
commissioned by the UK Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and 
conducted by Price Waterhouse Coopers. The latest survey in 2015 shows that security 
breaches are on the rise; 90% of large organizations experienced cyber breaches in 
2015 compared to 81% in 2014, and 74% of small businesses also suffered security 
breaches, indicating a double-digit year-on-year growth rate of 14%.

Now that the Internet has become a mission-critical component of modern 
business, cybersecurity has become an indispensable component of information 
systems (Gubbi, Buyya, Marusic & Palaniswami, 2013). However, as cybersecurity 
is enhanced, cybercrime is evolving to be more extensive, more destructive and 
more sophisticated. In Smart Homes, the ability of householders to manage their 
systems securely requires trusted and intuitive automated systems to assist in network 
management (Fleisch, 2010). Without such systems, the security and privacy threats 
of the Smart Home are likely to outweigh the advantages. 

Table 1. Different Types of Attacks and Threat
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IoT Application Domains A number of application domains are particularly 
amenable to improved productivity through the deployment of IoT technology. 
Factory and plant automation applications are often grouped under the heading 
of Industrial Internet of Things. Xu et al. review this application area. Reliability, 
including through redundancy, security, and suitability for harsh environments are 
some of the key issues.

The networking of biomedical instruments and databases in hospitals has the 
potential to dramatically improve the quantity and availability of diagnostic and 
treatment decisions. It also has substantial implications for rural and remote clinics, 
providing ready access to specialist opinions. Extending medical instrumentation to 
the home has improved quality of life and reduced hospital readmissions.

The last two decades have seen a surge in the use of electronics in automobiles, 
based on dozens of networked microprocessors. The next stage of development 
will be communication between vehicles, and between vehicles and infrastructure. 
Standardization, security and cost are major drivers. 

Transport and Logistics are already heavy users of RFID tags for the tracking 
of shipments, pallets and even individual items. The research direction here is 
into smart tags which can log and report transport conditions such as shock, tilt, 
temperature, humidity and pressure. Here the key driver is low cost, as well as orderly 
communication to hundreds or thousands of tags simultaneously.

IoT technology is having disruptive impacts on a very broad range of 
industries including entertainment, dining, public transport, sport and fitness, 
telecommunications, manufacturing, hotels, education, environmental science, 
robotics, and retail. In many of these industries, IoT is becoming a key enabler 
of innovation and success, (Fleisch, 2010) and industries are willing to invest in 
new technologies. Specialist IT support can be provided on staff or from external 
providers to ensure that the security and availability of their systems is sufficient 
for their business needs. 

3.1 IoT and the Smart Home 

This chapter deals with a very different environment—the Smart Home. Professional 
system design, installation and setup may be available when the smart electronics 
are included as part of a new home build. However, in most cases, Smart Home IoT 
technology is likely to be retrofitted to an existing home piece by piece as needs 
arise. Often, there is no ongoing professional support in either the design or operation 
phases of the IoT deployment in the Smart Home. While there are some reasonably 
widespread specialized Smart Home standards, such as X.10 powerline-carrier 
communications, these lack any type of security, and were designed before these 
home control networks were connected to the Internet . There are now a plethora of 
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networking standards that can be used in a home (Zwave, Insteon, Bluetooth, Zigbee, 
Ethernet, Wifi, RS232, RS485, C-bus, UPB, KNX, EnOcean, Thread) . Each has 
its strengths and weaknesses, and expecting a heterogeneous network with many 
different protocols to be efficiently and securely managed by a non-expert presents 
significant challenges. 

The Smart Home potentially provides additional comfort and security, as well 
as enhanced ecological sustainability. For example, a smart air conditioning system 
can use a wide variety of household sensors and web-based data sources to make 
intelligent operating decisions (Fleisch, 2010) rather than simple manual or fixed-
schedule control schemes. The smart air conditioning system can predict the expected 
house occupancy by tracking location data to ensure the air conditioner achieves the 
desired comfort level when the house is occupied and saves energy when it is not. 

In addition to enhanced comfort, the Smart Home can assist with independent 
living for the ageing. The Smart Home can assist with daily tasks such as cleaning, 
cooking, shopping and laundry. Low level cognitive decline can be supported 
with intelligent home systems to provide timely reminders for medication. Home 
health monitoring can signal caregivers to respond before expensive and disruptive 
hospitalization is needed. However, none of these benefits is likely to be taken up 
if the Smart Home system is not secure and trusted.

3.2 Security Threats in the Smart Home 

Although the Smart Home is a very different environment, the overall nature of 
security threats is similar to other domains. 

Confidentiality threats are those that result in the unwanted release of sensitive 
information. For example, confidentiality breaches in home monitoring systems 
can lead to the inadvertent release of sensitive medical data. Even seemingly 
innocuous data, such as the internal home temperature, along with knowledge of the 
air conditioning system operation parameters, could be used to determine whether 
a house is occupied or not, as a precursor to burglary. Loss of confidentiality in 
things such as keys and passwords will lead to unauthorized system access threats. 

Authentication threats can lead to either sensing or control information being 
tampered with. For example, unauthenticated system status alerts might confuse 
a house controller into thinking that there is an emergency situation and opening 
doors and windows to allow an emergency exit, when in fact allowing illicit entry 
(Bauk, Dlabač, & Škurić, 2018). One issue that will be raised later is automated 
software updates—if these are not appropriately authenticated problems can arise. 

Access threats are probably the greatest threats. Unauthorized access to a system 
controller, particularly at the administrator level, makes the entire system insecure. 
This can be through inappropriate password and key management, or it could be by 
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unauthorized devices connecting to the network. Even if control cannot be gained, 
an unauthorized connection to a network can steal network bandwidth, or result 
in a denial of service to legitimate users. Since many Smart Home devices may 
be battery operated and wirelessly networked with a low operational duty cycle, 
flooding a network with requests can lead to energy depletion attack—a form of 
denial of service.

3.3 Vulnerabilities 

A significant vulnerability is networked system accessibility. Because modern Smart 
Home systems are connected to the Internet, attacks can be conducted remotely, 
either by direct access to networked control interfaces, or by downloading malware 
to devices (Bauk, Dlabač, & Škurić, 2018).

System physical accessibility is also an issue. For both wireless and power-line 
carrier technologies, the networks can be physically accessed from outside the house, 
even if the house itself is securely locked. 

The next vulnerability is constrained system resources. Device controllers have 
traditionally been small 8-bit microcontrollers with very limited computational and 
storage resources, limiting their ability to implement complex security algorithms. 

System heterogeneity is a vulnerability. Devices come from many manufacturers, 
with different networking standards and different software update capabilities. Often 
the devices have little or no documentation about their internal software, operating 
systems, and installed security mechanisms. 

Fixed firmware is another issue. There are very few smart home appliances which 
provide any regular software update service to patch security vulnerabilities. One 
suspects that there is currently little Incentive to continually patch software to stay 
ahead of security vulnerabilities for devices costing a few dollars. 

Slow uptake of standards is a vulnerability. While some proprietary systems, such 
as a health monitoring sub-system, may have well-designed standards-compliant 
security, most current Smart Home devices implement few, if any, security approaches 
(Bauk, Dlabač, & Škurić, 2018).

We consider the largest vulnerability to be the lack of dedicated security 
professionals who can manage the complexities of a Smart Home network. Few 
householders can afford professional ongoing home network management assistance. 
Instead, amateur householders need to be able to self-manage their systems simply, 
safely and securely.
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3.4 Vulnerability Example

As an example, a householder might assume that their web cam is only accessible by 
users who have been given its host name and port number. However, with the help 
of Internet device–scanning search engines such as Shodan (https://www.shodan.
io) and Censys (https://censys.io) which legitimately search for accessible sensors, 
many devices are suddenly known and visible.

The conventional search engines such as Google and Bing crawl the Internet by 
retrieving webpages and follow the hyperlinks in those pages to index webpages, 
pictures or some popular file types. Internet device–scanning search engines, on 
the other hand, work like a network scanner, scanning the open ports of Internet 
nodes and indexing the header or banner information returned by connected devices; 
the headers or banners of the reply often include the device type, model, vendor, 
firmware version and other information. Apart from HTTP and HTTPS protocols, 
Internet device–scanning search engines use a variety of protocols (FTP, SSH, DNS, 
SIP and RTSP, etc.) to connect to the open ports of nodes. To facilitate access, 
these search engines also provide an application programming interface (API) to 
access their search results programmatically. Attackers can take advantage of these 
search engines to find vulnerable devices on the Internet. For example, using the 
search keywords “has_screenshot:true port:554” in Shodan will return a list of home 
surveillance cameras with their IP addresses, geographic locations and screenshots, 
as shown in Figure 1.

3.5 Some Existing Security Support for IoT

Due to their low cost, IoT computing devices generally are not as powerful as 
traditional desktop and laptop computers. Most IoT devices are low energy, use a 
low-end microcontroller and have limited memory. Such controllers are well-matched 
to the requirements of standalone controllers in a washing machine or air conditioner

However, these characteristics have made the move to networked IoT controllers 
more challenging as the existing Internet protocols are not typically designed for these 
embedded devices. Several Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) working groups 
have been created to tackle these problems. IETF standardization work on IoT has 
played a vital role in the establishment of the necessary light-weight communication 
protocols for constrained environments over the existing IP network. These include 
IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN: RFC 6282) , 
IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low power and Lossy Networks (RPL: RFC 6550) and 
Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP: RFC 7252) (Ackoff, 1971). Figure 2 
shows the comparison between IETF IoT and TCP/IP protocol stacks. Once devices 
are connected to the Internet, any of the security threats on the Internet could also 
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compromise the security and privacy of IoT. In the following sections we review 
the current security implementations for these standard IoT protocols. 

3.6 LoWPAN and Security

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has defined the 802.15.4 
standard for wireless personal area networks (WPANs). IEEE 802.15.4 defines how 
the physical and media access control layers should operate under the low-bandwidth, 
low-cost, low-speed and low-energy conditions typical of these networks. As such, 
6LoWPAN is a light-weight protocol designed by the IETF to allow IPv6 packets 
to be transferred over IEEE 802.15.4 wireless networks

The Internet Protocol Security (IPsec) suite has defined Authentication 
Headers (AH) and Encapsulating Security Payloads (ESP) to enable data integrity, 
confidentiality, origin authentication and anti-replay protection for IPv6 packets 
(Fan, Wang, Zhang & Lin, 2014). The authors in proposed compressed AH and 
ESP features for 6LoWPAN to implement IPsec and thus provide end-to-end secure 
communications between wireless devices.

An enhanced authentication and key establishment scheme for 6LoWPAN 
networks (EAKES6Lo) has been proposed by the authors in . EAKES6Lo is divided 
into two phases to improve the security of 6LoWPAN networks. The two phases 
are: (1) system setup; and (2) authentication and key establishment. In Phase 1, 
the symmetric cryptography mechanism Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
is used to encrypt the data transfer in the network. To verify the integrity of the 
data, hash function Message Digest Algorithm 5 (MD5) or Secure Hash Algorithm 
(SHA) is employed. In Phase 2, six messages will be exchanged to finalize the 
authentication and key establishment process and establish a mutual authentication. 
Thus, 6lowPAN provides a template for secure wireless communications, even for 
resource-constrained devices.

3.7 RPL and Security

Routing protocols are a core component of conventional networks, and this also 
applies to 6LoWPAN networks. RPL is an optimized IPv6 routing protocol designed 
by IETF especially for Low power and Lossy Networks (LLNs) and is primarily 
used by 6LoWPAN networks. RPL is a distance-vector routing protocol, and its 
mapping topology is based on a Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph 
(DODAG) structure. A generic topology authentication scheme called Trust Anchor 
Interconnection Loop (TRAIL) for RPL has been presented in (Fan, Wang, Zhang & 
Lin, 2014). TRAIL can prevent the topological inconsistency attacks from spurious 
nodes by discovering and isolating the forged nodes. A round-trip message has been 
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used by TRAIL to validate upward path integrity to the root node and help the nodes 
in the tree get genuine rank information. The innovation of TRAIL is that each node 
in the tree can validate its upward path to the root and detect any fake rank attacks. 
In the DODAG tree, it is essential for nodes to select their correct parent nodes, 
since every node except the root must have a parent node. The RPL rank is used 
to describe a node’s position in the tree topology. In the authors present a secure 
selection scheme to help a child node to choose an authentic parent node. In its 
selection algorithm, a node’s threshold value will be calculated based on average 
and maximum rank values from its neighbour nodes to exclude spoofing nodes 
from becoming its parent.

3.8 CoAP and Security

CoAP is a HTTP-like application layer protocol designed for constrained device 
networks. As there are some special requirements such as group communications 
in IoT networks, CoAP provides multicast support which HTTP does not have. To 
better suit the low-bandwidth connections and low-computational-power device 
environments, the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) protocol is adopted by CoAP. UDP 
is a simpler, low-latency and connectionless transport layer protocol compared with 
its counterpart Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). CoAP is a stateless protocol 
and is based on the client-server architecture model. It uses request/response-style 
operations to exchange messages between the client and server. Similar to HTTP, 
CoAP is also based on a representational state transfer (REST) model, where each 
resource on the server has its own Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), a client can 
access a resource by making a request to the server, and the request can be one of 
these four methods: GET, POST, PUT and DELETE

Nowadays, Transport Layer Security (TLS: RFC 5246) is the predominant 
encryption protocol for HTTP, but the implementation of TLS is overcomplicated 
for the resource-confined IoT devices. To secure communications, CoAP employs 
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS: RFC 6347) (Fleisch, 2010) as its 
security protocol. DTLS offers the same security services that TLS provides. The 
main difference between TLS and DTLS is that TLS is based on the TCP protocol 
and DTLS is based on the UDP protocol. The CoAP specification has defined four 
different security modes. A device can be in one of four security modes: NoSec, 
PreSharedKey, RawPublicKey and Certificate. Again, IETF standards provide secure 
mechanisms for secure web-based communications within constrained networks.
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3.9 Future IoT Security Directions

As indicated by the above three examples, there is already significant work 
underway to secure mission-critical IoT applications. A lot of effort has gone into 
developing IP-compatible secure communications networks which are suitable for 
resource-constrained devices, and which use state-of-the-art security techniques. 
However, many of these techniques require careful, unified, system-wide design, 
and experienced network engineers to design and maintain a secure IoT system. 
The emphasis of our work is not on this style of “technical” security, but rather it 
is on the system management aspect of Smart Home security, i.e., how to properly 
install and maintain the security enabled by these powerful tools

3.10 A Suitable Smart Home Architecture for Security

There have been many different proposals for Smart Home architectures, each of 
which have particular security issues. Three of the most important and popular 
architectures are middleware, cloud and gateway architectures. The next sections 
investigate the security issues and implementation difficulties for these architecture 
styles (Bauk, Dlabač, & Škurić, 2018).

3.11 Middleware Architectures and Security

Middleware is a software layer that sits between the low-level layer of devices and the 
high-level application layer. It usually provides a common interface and a standard 
data exchange structure to abstract the complex and various lower-level details of the 
hardware. When the middleware receives a request from a higher-layer application, 
it converts the high-level standardized resources access request to the corresponding 
device-specific methods. When the device responds back to the application, the 
middleware processes the low-level methods and data transformations, and then 
sends the related abstract commands and data back to the application. The application 
does not need to know the underlying details of the different implementations of 
the hardware, it can just simply invoke the commands and functions provided by 
the middleware. Security and privacy protection should be considered at all levels 
of the middleware, from the lower hardware interaction level to the higher common 
interface level.

VIRTUS Middleware is a middleware solution based on the open eXtensible 
Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) protocol. It adopts the Simple 
Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) protocol for authentication and the 
Transport Layer Security (TLS) for data security and privacy. Secure Middleware 
for Embedded Peer-to-Peer systems (SMEPP) (Atzori, Iera & Morabito, 2010) is 
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a middleware focusing on providing peer-to-peer security communication between 
smart nodes. Before a device can communicate with others, it needs to join a 
group by providing a valid credential. There are three different security levels, 
but only level 1 and level 2 take up the security mechanisms. There is no security 
implementation under level 0. SMEPP implements pre-shared key cryptography 
under level 1 and public-key cryptography under level 2 for group admission. On the 
other hand, SMEPP adopts authentication under level 1 and authentication together 
with encryption approach under level 2 to protect data security.

While middleware has been extensively used in corporate systems with desktop-
class machines to manage complex heterogeneous networks, currently proposed 
IoT middleware solutions require substantial additional complex software layers 
and cryptographic routines to be implemented on devices which have neither the 
memory nor the computational power to host them. Apart from the performance 
problems, another concern for middleware architecture is that the coding defects in 
middleware inadvertently introduced by developers may potentially pose security 
threats to the IoT devices. So we reject middleware solutions as presently infeasible 
for many IoT-class devices.

3.12 Cloud Architectures and Security

Collaboration between devices is an important aspect of IoT. Such interoperable 
functions require high processing power which most IoT devices are not capable 
of. To solve the performance problem of IoT devices, researchers have proposed 
cloud-based solutions for IoT. The cloud has the resources to monitor, collect, store 
and process data from IoT devices (Adolphs et al. 2015) By analyzing this data, 
the cloud can trigger actions according to user-defined policies to achieve complex 
Smart Home control. The cloud-based architecture of IoT is also known as the 
Cloud of Things (CoT).

The authors in propose an IoT cloud architecture based on the IETF’s CoAP 
protocol . The architecture consists of three decoupled stages which are the network, 
protocol and business logic stages. Each stage includes an incoming event queue, 
a thread pool and an event handler that processes the stage logic. The lightweight 
DTLS is used by this architecture as its security protocol for authentication and 
communication

A secure scheme for the Home Area Network (HAN) based on cloud computing 
has been introduced in . A Home Management System (HMS) manages devices and 
policies, and provides the access point for users. In the paper, the authors implement 
the HMS functions in the cloud and the HMS interfaces with the cloud services 
(Fan, Wang, Zhang & Lin, 2014). This scheme employs symmetric key encryption 
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to apply confidentiality between end-to-end communications and each smart object 
is assigned a unique key.

The cloud-based solution removes the need for a separate home controller and 
provides a good way for IoT to connect and cooperate; however, it replaces the need 
for local computation with a need for substantial Internet communication. Due to the 
resource-limited nature of IoT, large amounts of raw data generated by IoT devices 
have to be transferred to the cloud without pre-processing; therefore, devices in 
the home need a high-speed, low-latency, always-on Internet connection, but such 
always-on high-speed Internet connections are not always available, especially in 
rural or remote areas. Control latency is increased, especially if the servers are 
overseas or the network is congested.

All devices must be accessible via the Internet which presents a broad attack 
surface, and each device needs to have sufficient resources to implement full network 
security protocols. Denial of service attacks, based on limiting access to the broader 
Internet, or occasional network outages may cause mission-critical tasks such as 
home healthcare and physical security systems to fail. Furthermore, because users 
do not have the full control of their cloud services, they have to trust cloud providers 
to implement appropriate and sufficient security measures for their data, but it is 
not always the case. Because cloud-based systems fail without always-on network 
connectivity, we do not believe that they can provide a secure and available Smart 
Home system by themselves, and they also expose all network devices to network 
attacks (Fan, Wang, Zhang & Lin, 2014).

3.13 Gateway Architectures

An IoT gateway is a relatively resource-rich network processor working on the same 
LAN with the other IoT endpoints. It can not only be a central management point to 
deal with the coordination of IoT devices, but it can also improve interconnection 
and interoperability between smart devices from different manufacturers. In addition, 
it can act as a bridge to connect the local IoT infrastructure to the cloud. Since the 
gateway has more computing power and resources, high computation and memory-
rich tasks can be offloaded from IoT devices to the gateway. In terms of security, 
the gateway can centralize user authentication and apply access control to guard 
against unauthorized access or modification of restricted data. It also acts as a 
firewall to protect the smart devices and privacy from cyber threats, and to reduce 
the attack surface.

In the authors present an integrated access gateway (IAGW) architecture to 
support various application nodes through standard interfaces for Smart Home 
environments. The architecture comprises the ubiquitous sensor networks layer, 
the network layer and the service layer. IAGW includes a security module to 
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implement the authentication, authorization and encryption. One of the benefits of 
this architecture is that it has a Quality of Service (QoS) module to prioritize traffic 
and guarantee resources for mission-critical operations.

A systematic concept called Server-Based Internet-Of-Things Architecture 
(SBIOTA) is a proposed gateway server to provide an effective, efficient, secure 
and cooperative integration solution for IoT. This conceptual architecture includes a 
novel auto-configuration service on the gateway to facilitate the device’s deployment 
and management process so that a device can be plugged into a network and be 
fully functional on that network with a minimum of manual configuration. Its 
initial approach is that the authentication and communication between the gateway 
and devices take place through a separate network port or a short-range antenna 
physically adjacent to the server. Before connecting the devices to the network, the 
user needs to place them in physical proximity to the gateway to be authenticated 
and exchange related information to ensure only legitimate devices are allowed to 
connect to the network.

4. IoT − IDENTITY PROTECTION

IoT devices collect data about their environment, which includes people. These 
benefits introduce heavy risk. The data itself does not present the danger, however, 
its depth does. The highly detailed data collection paints a very clear picture of 
an individual, giving criminals all the information they need to take advantage of 
someone. 

People may also not be aware of the level of privacy; for example, entertainment 
devices may gather A/V data, or “watch” a consumer, and share intimate information. 
The demand and price for this data exacerbates the issue considering the number 
and diversity of parties interested in sensitive data. 

Problems specific to IoT technology lead to many of its privacy issues, which 
primarily stem from the user’s inability to establish and control privacy

4.1 Consent 

The traditional model for “notice and consent” within connected systems generally 
enforces existing privacy protections. It allows users to interact with privacy 
mechanisms, and set preferences typically through accepting an agreement or limiting 
actions. Many IoT devices have no such accommodations. Users not only have no 
control, but they are also not afforded any transparency regarding device activities. 
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4.2 The Right to be Left Alone 

Users have normal expectations for privacy in certain situations. This comes from 
the commonly accepted idea of public and private spaces; for example, individuals 
are not surprised by surveillance cameras in commercial spaces (Fleisch, 2010) 
however, they do not expect them in their personal vehicle. IoT devices challenge 
these norms people recognize as the “right to be left alone.” Even in public spaces, 
IoT creeps beyond the limits of expected privacy due to its power. 

4.3 Indistinguishable Data 

IoT deploys in a wide variety of ways. Much of IoT implementation remains group 
targeted rather than personal. Even if users give IoT devices consent for each action, 
not every system can reasonably process every set of preferences; for example, small 
devices in a complex assembly cannot honor the requests of tens of thousands of 
users they encounter for mere seconds. 

4.4 Granularity 

Modern big data poses a substantial threat to privacy, but IoT compounds the issue with 
its scale and intimacy. It goes not only where passive systems cannot, but it collects 
data everywhere. This supports creation of highly detailed profiles which facilitate 
discrimination and expose individuals to physical, financial, and reputation harm.

4.5 Comfort 

The growth of IoT normalizes it. Users become comfortable with what they perceive 
as safe technology. IoT also lacks the transparency that warns users in traditional 
connected systems; consequently, many act without any consideration for the potential 
consequences (Fleisch, 2010).
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ABSTRACT

In recent years, blockchain technology has attracted considerable attention. As 
blockchain is one of the revolutionary technologies that is impacting various industries 
in the market now with its unique features of decentralization, transparency, and 
incredible security. Blockchain technology can be used for anything which requires 
their transactions to be recorded in a secure manner. In this chapter, the authors 
survey the importance of the blockchain technology and the applications that are 
being developed on the basis of blockchain technology in area of IoT and security.
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BLOCKCHAIN IN IOT

Decentralized Framework for IoT Digital Forensics 
for Efficient Investigation: A Blockchain-based

Jung Hyun Ryuet.al.(2019) proposed 2 outlines the diagram of proposed advanced 
legal sciences system for IoT condition. The proposed structure is partitioned 
into three layers: cloud; blockchain; and IoT gadgets. For the most part, in an IoT 
domain, gadgets speak with the cloud. By 2020, the quantity of IoT gadgets is 
relied upon to increment to 26 billion . For this situation, it is practically difficult 
to examine countless IoT gadgets utilizing existing advanced measurable strategies. 
Figure 2 shows a review of proposed computerized criminological structure for 
IoT condition in this paper. Each IoT gadget stores information produced during 
the time spent speaking with different gadgets in the blockchain as an exchange. 
The IoT condition incorporates every little condition utilizing IoT gadgets: sensors; 
keen vehicle; savvy building; shrewd industry; brilliant home; brilliant matrix. In 
these conditions, cybercrime can happen whenever, and legitimate criminological 
system for it must be built up. In the IoT gadget classification, gadgets have different 
purposes, administrations, makers, advances, and information types. IoT gadgets send 
and receivelarge measures of information paying little heed to gadget client’s will. 
For this situation, if the current criminological strategy is applied to every gadget 
framing an enormous number of connections, the examination turns out to be very 
difcult. Along these lines, in the proposed structure, the information created during 
the time spent correspondence of each IoT gadget are put away as an exchange in the 
blockchain. The computerized scientific agent abuses the put away trustworthiness 
of squares and the simplifed chain of guardianship process.

Secure Firmware Update for Embedded Devices 
in an IoT Environment: A Block chain Based

Boohyung Leeet.al.,(2017) In this paper, we center around a safe firmware update 
issue, which is an essential security challenge for the implanted gadgets in an IoT 
domain. Another firmware update conspire that uses a blockchain innovation is 
proposed to safely check a firmware adaptation, approve the accuracy of firmware, 
and download the most recent firmware for the installed gadgets. In the proposed 
plot, an inserted gadget demands its firmware update to hubs in a blockchain arrange 
and gets a reaction to decide if its firmware is modern or not. If not most recent, the 
implanted gadget downloads the most recent firmware from a distributed firmware 
sharing system of the hubs. Indeed, even for the situation that the variant of the 
firmware is upto-date, its respectability, i.e., accuracy of firmware, is checked. The 
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proposed conspire ensures that the inserted gadget’s firmware is state-of-the-art while 
not altered. Assaults focusing on known vulnerabilities on firmware of installed 
gadgets are in this manner moderated.

Blockchain Mechanisms for IoT Security

MatevžPustišeka(2018) et.al.,present three potential designs for the IoT front-end 
BC applications. They vary in situating of Ethereumblockchain customers (nearby 
gadget, remote server) and in situating of key store required for the administration 
of active exchanges. The functional limitations of these structures, which use the 
Ethereum arrange for believed exchange trade, are the information volumes, the 
area and synchronization of the full blockchain hub and the area and the entrance 
to the Ethereum key store. Consequences of these tests demonstrate that a full 
Ethereum hub isn’t probably going to dependably run on a compelled IoT gadgets. 
In this manner the design with remote Ethereum customers is by all accounts a 
feasible methodology, where two sub-alternatives exist and contrast in key store 
area/the executives. Likewise, we proposed the utilization of designs with an 
exclusive correspondence between the IoT gadget and remote blockchain customer 
to additionally diminish the system traffic and improve security. We anticipate that 
it should have the option to work over low-power, low-bitrate portable innovations, 
as well. Our exploration explains contrasts in compositional methodologies, yet 
ultimate conclusion for a specific record convention and front-end application design 
is at emphatically dependent on the specific planned use case.

Securing Academic Certificates Through Block Chain

One of the incredible promising application of the blockchain innovation is that it 
can serve as a decentralized, changeless, and completely secure store for a wide 
range of benefits not just as a currency That is the thing that makes it intriguing 
likewise for public sector use.A University can safely store its scholarly archives 
utilizing block chain technology. The accompanying fundamental necessities were 
set up before the venture of putting the academic certificates on the blockchain 
starts a) the process should involve no other services or products other than the 
Bitcoinblockchain, b) the process should allow someone to authenticate a University 
of Nicosia certificate without having to contact the University of Nicosia, and c) 
The process should allow someone to complete the process even if the University of 
Nicosia, or more likely their website, no longer existed. The University of Nicosia 
is a private university, but this use case is just as relevant for a public university. 
The process of storing the academic certificates on the blockchain followed these 
steps Hash of the individual certificates. A hash of an certificate is at the center 
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of the procedure. A hash function is a single function that accepts any arbitary 
information as input and produces a string with a fixed number of characters .The 
index document containing the hashes of all the individual declarations is published 
on the University of Nicosia home page. But if this was all, there would be no use 
for the blockchain. For the procedure to be genuinely decentralized individuals ought 
to have the option to find a copy of the index document anywhere on the web and 
compare it to the index document on the blockchain.

Discover a duplicate of the list record anyplace on the web and contrast it with 
the list archive on the blockchain. The check procedure is done in two stages; one for 
confirming the file archive and the second for confirming the specific endorsement: 
Verifying the file report. Guarantee that a legitimate record report from the University 
of Nicosia is utilized. The hash of the file archive ought to be equivalent to the hash 
put away on the blockchain, in the predefined time period. Check the declaration. 
When the file archive has been checked, a SHA-256 hash of the declaration (in pdf) 
ought to be contrasted with the hash of a similar authentication recorded in the list 
report. On the off chance that the hash esteems are comparative, the declaration is 
real. Obviously, the examination of the hash esteems just ensures the legitimacy of 
the testament, not that the individual who sent the authentication is equivalent to 
the individual on the declaration.

That must be approved in different manners. The utilization case above has given 
one potential utilization of the Bitcoinblockchain innovation for open segment. 
All associations giving declarations, licenses and so forth could profit by the new 
innovation, as this utilization case appears. The utilization case from the University 
of Nicosia has highlighted a few difficulties that ought to be researched more top to 
bottom so as to show up at a best practice for putting away declarations and licenses 
on the blockchain. The Bitcoin innovation fits the meaning of an advanced stage 
and the attributes of a data framework can likewise be found in the innovation, as 
appeared in table 3. Its scattered and disseminated “possession” is in accordance 
with the focal trait of an II. Introduced base is another key component in a data 
framework and indicates specialized and non-specialized components delineating the 
system impacts deciding the improvement of the foundation . The introduced base 
for this situation is the authoritative, monetary, and lawful components overseeing 
the present open help II. The legitimate elements are of exceptional significance, as 
is likewise examined in a large number of the distributions recorded in area three. 
Be that as it may, the lawful and regulatoryfactors examined in these papers are 
for the most part about controlling the cash and the installment framework. The 
utilization case portrayed above, and comparable employments of Bitcoin, gets away 
from these concerns since the installment part is only an essential reaction and not 
simply the objective. That is the situation with all utilization cases having a place 
with purported “keen agreements” utilization of Bitcoin. The money is utilized 
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uniquely as a token in these cases. A data framework without direct Government 
control may appear to be unnerving for open part. While considering Bitcoin as an 
intriguing innovation with regards to eGovernment we have to survey history and be 
helped to remember the “fight” between worldwide system gauges toward the finish 
of the 1980s, start of 1990s. Governments had the decision between the controlled 
OSI convention and the Internet convention, and the greater part of them picked 
the OSI convention. USA’s Government OSI Profile – GOSIP – turned into the 
standard for some other countries’ OSI profiles, for example NOSIP – Norwegian 
OSI Profile. Web’s ascent in prominence made it a true standard that before long 
invade the OSI convention, not least on the grounds that the OSI norms attempted to 
convey working and interoperable administrations (in the same place.). Web turned 
into the national and worldwide standard for worldwide correspondence not as a 
result of national needs, however notwithstanding them. This is something to hold 
up under at the top of the priority list while considering an innovation that utilizes 
the equivalent appropriated model that Internet itself.

In each popular government, the security of a political decision involves national 
security. The PC security field has for 10 years considered the potential outcomes 
of electronic democratic frameworks, with the objective of limiting the expense of 
having a national political decision, while satisfying and expanding the security 
states of a political race. From the beginning of fairly choosing up-and-comers, 
the democratic framework has been founded on pen and paper. Supplanting the 
conventional pen and paper conspire with another political decision framework is 
basic to restrict misrepresentation and having the democratic procedure recognizable 
and obvious . Electronic democratic machines have been seen as defective, by the 
security network, principally dependent on physical security concerns. Anybody with 
physical access to such machine can undermine the machine, in this way influencing 
all votes cast on the previously mentioned machine. Coming up next are the jobs 
and parts recognized for an e-Voting framework.

BLOCK CHAIN FOR EDUCATION

Patrick Ochejaet.al.,(2019), It is a typical practice to give a synopsis of a student’s 
learning accomplishments in type of a transcript or authentication. Be that as it 
may, point by point data on the profundity of learning and how learning or lessons 
were directed is absent in the transcript of scores. This work presents the principal 
pragmatic usage of another stage for monitoring learning accomplishments past 
transcripts and authentications. This is accomplished by keeping up advanced hashes 
of learning exercises and overseeing access rights using keen agreements on the 
blockchain. The blockchain of learning logs (BOLL) is a stage that empower students 
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to move their taking in records starting with one organization then onto the next in 
a protected and undeniable arrangement. This principally takes care of the chilly 
beginning issue looked by learning information logical stages when attempting to 
offer customized understanding to new students. BOLL empowers existing learning 
information logical stages to get to the taking in logs from different organizations 
with the authorization of the students as well as establishment who initially have 
responsibility for logs. The fundamental commitment of this paper is to examine 
how learning records could be associated across establishments utilizing BOLL. We 
present a diagram of how the usage has been done, examine asset prerequisites, and 
look at the focal points BOLL has over other comparative instruments.

Guang Chen et.al(2018)., Blockchain is the center innovation used to make the 
cryptographic forms of money, as bitcoin. As a major aspect of the fourth modern 
insurgency since the innovation of steam motor, power, and data innovation, 
blockchain innovation has been applied in numerous zones, for example, money, 
legal executive, and trade. The current paper concentrated on its likely instructive 
applications and investigated how blockchain innovation can be utilized to take 
care of some training issues. This article previously presented the highlights and 
points of interest of blockchain innovation following by investigating a portion of 
the current blockchain applications for training. Some imaginative utilizations of 
utilizing blockchain innovation were proposed, and the advantages and difficulties 
of utilizing blockchain innovation for instruction were additionally talked about.
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ABSTRACT

“Blockchain” as the name suggests is the chain of blocks. It is the chunk of digital 
information (blocks) that are connected through the public databases (Chain). It is 
nothing but the newer version of file organisation. Blocks store digital information 
like actual record of any transaction, details of involve entities in the transaction, 
time stamps, and other metadata of the transactions. Blocks also have unique 
ids, which are known as hash. Blockchain technology is built using peer-to-peer 
networking. Anyone who is on network can access the blocks. There is no centralised 
community to control the blockchain. It is operated by miners, the peoples who lend 
their computing power to the network to solve the complex computation algorithm 
problems. These blocks are stored in multiple computers. Due to its distribution and 
decentralisation, the validation process is broadcast in nature, which provides it 
“the trusted approach”. Blockchain enables security and tamperproof capabilities 
for storing data and smart contracts. Any tampering of data attempted by a node 
or user in a block changes the hash of the block. The blockchain technology has 
the capability to face and provides the solution to fight with the problem of risk and 
security concern online. In 2008, a mysterious white paper titled “Bitcoin: A Peer 
to Peer Electronic Cash System”, by visionary Satoshi Nakamoto gave birth to the 
concept of blockchain. The chapter explains the structure of blockchain technology 
in detail and enlighten the aspects that make blockchain technology the secure 
concept of today’s world.
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INTRODUCTION

“Blockchain” as the name suggest is the Chain of Blocks. The Chunk of digital 
information (Blocks) which are connected through the public databases (Chain). 
It is nothing but the newer version of the File organisation. Blocks stored digital 
information like actual record of any transaction, details of involve entities in the 
transaction, timestamps and other metadata of the transactions. Blocks also has 
unique id which is known as hash.

Blockchain technology is built using peer-to-peer networking. Anyone who is 
on network can access the blocks. There is no centralised community to control the 
Blockchain. It is operated by miners; the peoples who lend their computing power to 
the network to solve the complex computation algorithm problems. These blocks are 
stored in multiple computers. Figure 1 shows step by step working of Blockchain.

Step1: Whenany online transaction like purchasing through Amazon occurred and 
successfully completed the details of transaction is recorded.

Step2: The next step is verification. The details of the transaction verified through 
network of computers. Thousands of computers connected through global 
network are utilised for verification process. Which involves verification of 
purchased article details, transactiontimestamp, cost and parties involved in it.

Step3: After transaction details verified it stored in block with digital signatures of 
involved parties. One block may contain many verified transactions. The block 
also have the hash key which gives the unique identification to the block. This 
block is then added to existing chain of block. So in this way the blockchain 
grows. Once the block is added to blockchain it is publically available for all.

Each computer which is connected to the blockchain network has their own copy 
of blockchain and whenever new block added on it the copy of each computer is 
updated. That means all the computers of the blockchain network have the same copy 
of network and each time whenever any block is access or added the verifications 
are done by all connected computers. As we know it is easy to hide from one’s eye 
but difficult to hide from all’s eyes. This 360 degree verification of public network 
makes blockchain very secured.

Concept of Blockchain Technology and its Emergence

Blockchain, the underlying technology behind cryptocurrencies has its origin that 
stem from a problem of verifying timestamp digitally in the late 1980s and early 
1990s. In 1990, Haber & Stornetta published a paper titled ‘How to Timestamp a 
digital Document’. In this paper, they proposed to create a hash chain by linking 
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Figure 1. Blockchain Generation
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the issued timestamps together so that the documents get prevented from being 
either forward dated or back dated, (Haber,1990). Then, Wei Dai one of the noted 
researchers, introduced the concept of b-money which is used to create money through 
solving computational puzzles and decentralized consensus. But this proposal lacks 
implementation details (Dai, 1998). A concept called “reusable proofs of work” 
was introduced by Hal Finney. This concept combined the ideas of both b-money 
and computationally difficult Hash cash puzzle by Adam Back for the creation of 
cryptocurrency.

Block chain technology is having the focus of Ecommerce developer due to its 
quality of exchange of value units without the need of intermediaries (Nakamoto, 
2008). It allow us to secure our digital assets like art or digital data from sensors on 
a marketplace (Draskovic and Saleh, 2017), or allowing property owners to transfer 
their land without a notary (Kombe et al., 2017). Technology is also get used to 
address several other scientific problems (Dhillon, 2016; Golem, 2016; Wolf et al., 
2016; Breitinger and Gipp, 2017; van Rossum, 2017; Androulaki et al., 2018) like 
trust problems in the form of malicious behavior in peer-review processes (Stahel 
and Moore, 2014; Degen, 2016; Dansinger, 2017), lacking quality and redundancy 
of study designs (Belluz and Hoffman, 2015), and the restriction of free access to 
scientific publications (Myllylahti, 2014; Teplitskiy et al., 2017; Schiltz, 2018).

Blockchain Concept

As the world requirements more transformation and digitization, everybody is 
prepared to receive and adapt new technologies (Dorri et. al. 2016). Blockchain, a 
new troublesome technology was introduced with its very first modern application 
termed Bitcoin. The term Blockchain is simply well-defined as the chain of blocks 
containing encrypted material stored on a decentralized distributed network. This 
developing technology influences various industries amazingly and its application 
grows numerously. Blockchain, a shared ledger in which all the data are recorded 
digitally has a common history and is available to all the participants in the network. 
This eliminates any fraudulent activity or duplication of transactions. Blockchain 
is a chain of blocks. Each block covers encrypted information and hashed sticks 
to previous block, making it problematic to retroactively alter without adapting 
the entire chain. The first block is called genesis block. Every block contains two 
components Block header and Block Body.

Block Header

The various components present in the block header is version, Hash of previous 
block, Merkle root, Timestamp,Target,Nonce.
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Public Blockchain

It is a decentralized network in which only the transaction information is totally 
available to the public. In this type of Blockchain, any user can link the network 
at any time and they can pile, send and receive data at anywhere and at any time. 
This feature of Public Blockchain network types it call as Permission less network. 
The participants in this network gets incentivized and rewarded using the token 
associated with them. Many decentralized consensus devices such as PoW, PoS are 
used to make decisions.Public Blockchain networks provide self-governance and 
higher level of security since all the transaction information are present in all the 
nodes in the network which makes hacking a particular node impossible.

Private Blockchain

Private Blockchain usually called Permissioned Blockchain are exploits within a 
institute in which the members need consent in order to join the network. Private 
Blockchains are more centralized and the transactions are private. The originalities 
that want to collaborate and share data can make use of private blockchains since it 
offers more efficiency and faster transactions. The code in this type of blockchain 
is precisely private and hidden which results in eliminating decentralization and 
disintermediation. Here, the central-in-charge helps to achieve consensus by giving 
the mining rights to anyone in the network.

Consortium or Federated Blockchain

A hybrid model between public and private Blockchain in which a number of approved 
users have control over the network. The term consortium is defined as the group 
of companies or the group of illustrative individuals who come together to make 
decisions for the best benefit of the whole network. The consortium blockchain allows 
only a few selected predetermined parties to verify transactions and to participate in 
the consensus process instead of allowing any user in the network in case of public 
blockchain and a single organization in case of private blockchain,(Pilkington, 2016).

Security framework:
Generally redundancy of data is the main source and responsible for generate 

inconsistency issues in data. But this property is well utilised in Blockchain. The 
inconsistency generated due to redundancy works as indicator for alteration of block 
data. Whenever any block data changes the hash key automatically changed which 
recursively generate inconsistency with trailing blocks.

So if anyone wants to edit block data it indirectly required to alter the hash details 
of all blocks connected to block chain, which may involve to alteration of millions 
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of computers’ blockchain which is very complex to handle. The longest blockchain 
i.e. Maximum users agreed upon blockchain has been the accepted block chain. This 
technique known as consensus which accept the longest blockchain when multiple 
copies of blockchain are available.

By storing data across its network, the blockchain eliminates the risks that 
come with data being held centrally. Blockchain deploy the encryption methods to 
strengthen the security of data. After user name password the OTP method is also 
failed to secure the user data. In blockchain the existing methods are exploiting in a 
way which overall improved the security of blockchain. The combination of public 
key and private key worked on blockchain for implementing the security policy of 
blockchain. Anyone who wants to see the block can see it publically but retrieval 
of data from block is only possible with the help of private key. If any owner forget 
the private key of his block it will never be accessible to anyone including himself.

Blockchain and IOT: Security Review

In the era of smartness, smart mobile phone, smart infrastructure, smart devices 
and smart machines are the leaves of tree named IoT. The heavy acceptance and 
developments in the area of IoT also attracted hackers as vulnerability of digital 
data increases. The ecosystem of IoT work in decentralised manner (Atzori et.al., 
2010). Data is generated and shared throughout the network and not controlled by 
any specific device. Due to this distributed data approach, data availability and 
efficiency of connected devices’ service become more rapid, well-organized and 
reasonable. Rather than working with clod computing or other storage solutions 
nowadays IoT devices are preferring use of distributed database technology through 
blockchain concept, (Giusto et. al. 2014).

Conferring to various research reports, there are about 5 billion IoT connected 
devices which is forecast to upsurge up to 50 billion devices by 2022. The IoT 
devices shows an important role in changing the current world to smart world. As 
the number of IoT devices continues to proliferate, data and transaction verification, 
access control all become important (Christidis et al., 2016). Further, the security 
holes of IoT upsurges due to the collection of data from various devices at one place, 
controlling remotely of devices by hackers, handling the devices, lack of ability to find 
compromised nodes, leakage of sensitive data and other activities. It is an arduous 
task to overcome the security issues faced by IoT devicesThe problems and security 
issues with IoT devices could be unlocked if IoT devices becomes decentralized.

Many security experts believe that Blockchain could be the silver bullet needed 
by the IoT devices to solve its issues. Blockchain when integrated with IoT could 
improve security and distributed processing power of IoT devices and also solves the 
problem of cloud-based data monopolyFurther, the blockchain is able to track and 
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process the massive flow of data that pours from myriad of IoT devices. Blockchain 
and IoT is viewed as a perfect match since blockchain could solve many of the issues 
associated with IoT devices.

Even if many of the matters of IoT devices are resolved by rapidly accelerating 
Blockchain technology, the convergence of these two blossoming technologies suffer 
from certain problems. Since the IoT devices are designed to be light weight and 
have low processing power, the integration of Blockchain in these devices poses a 
problem. Also, associated with Blockchain is the scalability issue and sky rocketing 
fees. So, many companies took convergence of these technologies on their many 
agenda and starts working on it.

(Elsts, Mitskas, and Oikonomou 2018)IOTA, the Blockchainless cryptocurrency 
for the Internet of Things is especially being designed for the integration of IoT 
devices with Blockchain technology. It is a quantum resistant Directed Acyclic 
Graph (DAG) which works on the top of their own ledger called Tangle. In this 
graph, nodes are the IOTA transactions and the validation corresponds to edges. 
Each transaction must validate two other transactions before joining the network. 
For validation, Proof-of-Work mechanism is used. IOTA is designed to provide zero 
fee transactions and unique verification process which is able to solve the scalability 
issues of Blockchain.

DAG differs from other blockchain in such a way that DAG works on ‘horizontal’ 
scheme and blockchain is based on ‘vertical’ scheme and also there are no miners 
and blocks in DAG, hence the name blocklesschain. The nature of graph is acyclic 
and also flows in a specific direction. The transactions in IOTA is not duplicated and 
there is no wait time for the blocks to be confirmed which in turns reduces the sky 
rocketing transaction fees. Even though, IOTA tries to be a perfect solution, there 
exists communication overhead of integrating IoT devices with IOTA blockchain.

Following features of Blockchain technology makes more efficient for using in 
IoT also shows in figure2:

Decentralization

As architecture of IoT and Blockchain is very similar, that is the reason that 
decentralisation concept of blockchain boosted the use of it in IoT. Blockchain 
provides the solution for IoT for managing the data and working of all connected 
devices without any third party. So failure of any device in a network of things never 
results in unavailability of data.
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Privacy

Deployment of blockchain networks concepts in IoT, enhance the privacy of individual 
device data. As devices are connected in internet, any hacker can easily access the 
device and can manipulate the data, but due to using of Blockchain technology its 
consensus protocol prevent such alteration of data records.

Cost

Use of Blockchain Database is major reason for making IoT devices more affordable. 
Due to cost reduction IoT devices and technology has been implemented in many 
other domain easily. As no third party is required to maintain and verify the data 

Figure 2. Features of Blockchain, enhancing efficiency of IoT
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cost is effectively diminishes. The connected nodes itself taking part in validating 
the data.

Trustless

Trustless concept of blockchain makes IoT more secure. Decentralised database 
allows verification through its connected smarted nodes which prevents devices 
and data to be hack by malicious elements.

Eccentricity

As conventionally devices or sensors connected in network are controlled by some 
central device. But block chain allows the eccentric behaviour of devices in network 
and devices can automatically responses and interact with other devices without 
third party interference.

Vulnerability

As data in blockchain is open for all. Vulnerability of data and devices helps to 
prevent the theft of devices from IoT. As IoT devices connected through Blockchain 
can be easily identified and tracked as as the location and management data about the 
device all the time can be kept and made reachable through a distributed database.

CONCLUSION

Decentralisation of authority and data is the biggest feature of the blockchain. The 
versatile technology behind blockchain gifted the IoT and other network based 
applications more powerful, efficient and secure. Nowadays researcher and engineers 
are deploying blockchain in many domain to enhance the data security. Above 
discussed features of blockchain not only make IoT application powerful but also 
helps in every area to strengthen the power of applications.
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ABSTRACT

Blockchain, as the name suggests, is a linear chain of blocks. It is a digital ledger 
that holds information on transactions taking place over the web. So every block 
contains data in the form of coding that is organized in a chronological manner. In 
2004, a concept called “reusable proofs of work” was introduced by Hal Finney. 
In 2009, a mysterious white paper titled “Bitcoin: A Peer to Peer Electronic Cash 
System,” by visionary Satoshi Nakamoto gave birth to the concept of blockchain. 
This is a survey of blockchain technology that first provides a short introduction of 
the blockchain, discussing its advantages and followed by possible limitations and 
their possibilities for the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Blockchain

There are numerous blockchain definitions by different authors, and as pointed 
out in (V. L. Lemieux, 2016), there is no single, internationally agreed definition; 
therefore, it is important to understand the main parts of the blockchain.

Don & Alex Tapscott gave definition of blockchain in 2016, “The blockchain is 
an incorruptible digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed 
to record not just financial transactions but virtually everything of value”.

Blockchain is a new technology, often referred to as the Internet of Value. 
Blockchain technology is known- how is a chain of “blocks” that incorporate data. It 
accommodates a continuously growing list of immutable blocks using a distributed 
database system. Blockchain permits a transparent way of communication and 
transaction for end-users and providers to connect directly without the need for 
agents. Blockchain has come to be one of the most talked-about technologies in the IT 
world. From a mere concept a few years ago, blockchain technology is already being 
used by companies in large-scale industrial implementations. Despite the technology 
that the innovation itself is progressive, there are certain boundaries of blockchain 
that have sprung up. These blockchain restrictions don’t make the technology less 
revolutionary, however, they have raised questions about its effectivity and reliability.

Figure 1. Blockchain Technology
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The Blockchain is replicated among the nodes in the Blockchain network. Any 
node in the network can read the transactions. Figure 2 shows the structure of a 
Blockchain.

The structure of blockchain technology is represented by a list of blocks with 
transactions in a particular order. Two vital data structures used in blockchain include:

• Pointers — variables that keep information about the location of another 
variable

• Linked lists — a sequence of blocks where each block has specific data and 
links to the following block with the help of a pointer

Types of Blockchain Explained

Blockchain can serve the following purposes for organizations and enterprises:

• Cost reduction
• History of data
• Data validity & security

ADVANTAGES OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

• Disintermediation and trustless trade
Two social affairs can make an exchange without the oversight or intermediation 
of an outcast, solidly decreasing or despite massacring counterparty possibility.

Figure 2. Blockchain
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• Empowered clients
Customers are accountable for every one of their information and trades.

• High-quality information
Blockchain information is finished, reliable, convenient, exact, and generally 
accessible.

• Process respectability
Clients can assume that exchanges will be executed precisely as the convention 
summons expelling the requirement for a trusted outsider.

• Transparency and changelessness
Any sort of transactions whether modifying or reversal can be shown to 
customers as all the transactions are permanent, which means they can’t be 
adjusted or erased.

• Faster Transactions
Interbank Transactions can possibly take days for clearing the cheques 
and demand drafts, particularly outside of working hours. With the use of 
Blockchain, all interbank transactions are carried out within a short span of 
time. Customers can use E-Banking, M-Banking, and UPI, etc for any sort of 
transaction even at home.

• Lower exchange costs
By taking out outsider middle people and overhead expenses for trading 
resources, blockchains can possibly extraordinarily diminish exchange charges.

1.2 Blockchain Limitations

Blockchain technology has already spread its roots in various industries and 
domains including asset management, retail, monetary-use cases, digital currencies, 
e-contracts, decentralized exchanges, and more. However, like every other technology, 
blockchain isn’t perfect. There are certain implementational, operational, and 
maintenance-related barriers that limit the effectiveness of blockchain technology.
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Here are some current issues that clearly point to blockchain limitations:

1.  Weak performance
Being distributed in nature, blockchain technology will always be slower than 
centralized databases. Whenever a new block gets added to the blockchain, it 
has to carry out all the processes that a regular database does. However, it also 
has to carry out additional processes that affect its performance.

2.  Signature verification
Every blockchain transaction must be digitally signed and verified using a 
public or private key cryptography scheme. This signature verification process 
is very complex to compute and this consumes time.

3.  Redundancy
In a blockchain network, for every node to be processed, it has to traverse and 
process every intermediate node independently to reach the target node. In 
contrast, a centralized database system can process nodes in parallel without 
any dependencies from the other nodes. Thus, the redundancy involved in 
blockchain technology affects its performance.

4.  Energy and resource consumption
A blockchain network grows at an unprecedented pace, which will consume 
heavy resources. Every block in a blockchain network needs to be thoroughly 
validated and mined by the miners. As the blockchain network grows, the 
miners need to validate the blocks in a network also needs to be increased. 
Every miner needs a supercomputer or similarly powerful hardware resources 
to mine the blockchain. All these entail heavy energy consumption.

5.  Security Pitfall
With the growing number of nodes or blocks in blockchain technology, the 
vulnerabilities associated with the entire blockchain also increases. Among 
all the possible security flaws that can affect the blockchain network, there 
is one unavoidable security flaw. If more than half of the computers working 
as nodes in a blockchain network validate something then that’s considered 
to be true. Do it follows that if more than half the nodes in a network tell a 
lie, then the lie will be considered as truth by the entire blockchain network. 
This is known as the 51 percent attack, which is an unavoidable security flaw 
in blockchain and its applications and may well be the most serious of all the 
blockchain limitations.
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6.  System failures
Human error is also a very common means of system failures. This applies 
even to blockchain technology. The blockchain as a whole can be considered 
to be a database, and every block can be considered a storage container, but 
still, the data that goes into the blockchain network is fed by humans. This data 
needs to be of good quality as there is no practical mechanism that monitors 
the data that is being transmitted in a blockchain network. The data stored in 
a blockchain is not inherently trustworthy and can contaminate the data of 
the entire network.

7.  Attaining consensus
In a decentralized technology like blockchain, every transaction made must 
ensure that every block in the blockchain network must reach a common 
consensus. Depending on the network size and the number of blocks or nodes 
involved in a blockchain, the back-and-forth communications involved to attain 
a consensus can consume a considerable amount of time and resources.

8.  Limited expandable and storage issues
As mentioned above, blockchains have consensus mechanisms that make it 
mandatory for every participating node to verify a transaction. This limits the 
number of transactions that can be made in a given time. Although there are 
solutions such as distributed ledger technology (DLT) to increase the number 
of transactions that can be made per second, there has to be a limit on the rate 

Figure 3. Blockchain pitfall
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of transactions made in a blockchain network. Because a blockchain is an 
immutable distributed chain of blocks, the size of the blockchain grows at a 
very rapid pace, and this can cause serious storage concerns.

9.  Lack of Technical knowledge:
Despite Blockchain’s increasing popularity, still many investors aren’t aware 
of all the technical terms and also there is no proper documentation that helps 
users to get detailed knowledge. Due to which, investors are unable to ask 
questions directly or get their doubts resolved.

10.  Manual errors:
Manual errors can lead to outdated log information or even create a mismatching 
data while entering the data into the database. To make sure the data entered 
is correct, that data needs to be validated. Due to which, the phrase ‘garbage 
in, garbage out’ is used in the context of the blockchain.

11.  Unsurpassed energy required:
The programs that run blockchain have a lot of mathematical calculations 
that need to be done and which is not at all possible without the heavy energy 
consumption required by powerful computers.

1.3 Future Possibilities of Blockchain:

Blockchain technology is a growing invention that includes a chain of blocks. 
A Blockchain is a distributed or a digital ledger, which is primarily created to 
record the details of each financial and non-financial transaction. The absolute and 
permanent data is stored in a distributed database. The entire record is completely 
transparent which means that anyone who is linking to the network is able to view 
the transactions. Fundamentally, the Blockchain technology is the combination of 
three technologies, i.e. private key cryptography, P2P network, and the program. 
Blockchain technology has shown its revolution in the field of information registration 
and distribution which removes the requirement for an intermediary expert to enable 
digital relationships.

Blockchain technology has provided the most popular product, i.e. Bitcoin 
which is a type of cryptocurrency and functions as a public ledger for all transactions 
happening on the network. It has resolved the problem of double-spending, 
unauthorized spending, and thus increasing security. It also helps to remove the need 
for an intermediary expert. Since there has been a substantial increase in the number 
of cyber-attacks recently, Blockchain technology helps to attract a varied audience.
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The future of Blockchain in Finance Industry:
Blockchain technology has a great future worldwide. An incredible scope of 

Blockchain technology has been observed in the financial field. The financial 
organizations were not able to sufficiently handle the heavy workload after 
demonetization and thus brought out the problems of having a centralized specialist 
for handling the financial transactions. As a result, the RBI is inspiring banks to 
encourage digitization. They have also released a statement that emphasized the 
probability of Blockchain to fight faking and the chances of bringing about particular 
modifications in the working of financial markets, collateral identification, and 
payment system. Incorporating Blockchain with financial transactions gives out 
amazing benefits, such as a significant amount of time and money that could be 
saved, including a drastic reduction in time needed for processing and validating 
transactions. The blockchain functions on a distributed database that makes the 
operations smoothly, ensuring tight security, and made it safe from cyber-attacks.

After recognizing the benefits of Blockchain Technology, several financial 
institutions have started spending considerably in this particular field. Blockchain 
can also help in shortening the flow of black-money and dealing with the extensive 
money cleaning in the economy because each address used for transactions is stored 
forever on the databases, making all the transactions provable and responsible. The 
government is observing Blockchain as a way to explore a range of options that 
may help to apply a fitter control on the nation’s economy.

Figure 4. Blockchain in Finance Industry
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Blockchain Technology is one of the most consistent technologies when it requires 
to keep track of financial properties. Blockchain technology has attracted many 
companies who want to add the distinct features of it to their security structures. Many 
studies have been carried out for digital currencies and blockchain technology, which 
represents that both of these technologies will be continuing to disrupt the world.

Apart from financial industries, blockchain technology also has a bright future 
in other sectors. Let us have a look at the future scope of Blockchain technology 
in different sectors:

I.  Blockchain in Digital Advertising: Presently, digital advertising faces a lot of 
challenges like domain fraud, bot traffic, lack of transparency and long payment 
models, due to the issue like incentives are not affiliated. Because of this the 
promoters and publishers feel they are dropping the deal. Blockchain has 
provided a solution to carry transparency to the supply chain as it fetches trust 
in a trustless environment. Blockchain allows the right companies to succeed, 
by decreasing the number of bad players in the supply chain. Publishers can 
also gather a vast percentage of the total advertisement dollars arriving in the 
ecosystem. The Blockchain technology is still in its beginning; however, this 
technology should stay here, and all advertisement companies are observing 
how blockchain will help to enhance their business.

II.  Blockchain in Cyber Security: Though the blockchain is a public ledger, 
the data is verified and encrypted using innovative cryptography technology. 
In this manner, the information or data is less likely to be attacked or altered 
without authorization.

Figure 5. Blockchain in Digital Advertising
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III.  Blockchain will remove the requirement of the third party: With the help 
of Blockchain technology, basically, it is possible to impact a varied range of 
processes and techniques. It eliminates the need for a trusted third party in 
the transactions. Well, most prominent organizations in the world exist today 
to function as a trusted third party, for instance, SWIFT, and the Depository 
Trust Cleaning Company. Corporate chances flourish for companies that can 
build applied Blockchain technologies aiming for particular transactions, like 
the mortgage industry. The existing mortgages needed a complicated web of 
title searches, title insurance, and uncountable minor transaction fees which are 
required to keep the system running. These systems occur because traditionally, 
the transfer of land has been a process that requires a significant amount of 
belief in the old records. The Blockchain technology was going to address all 
these concerns, and a particular property’s ledger consists of a verifiable and 
validated transactions history, lowering the necessity of institutions to provide 
risk modification and trust services.

IV.  Governments will provide their digital currencies: It is confirmed that the 
paper money at its last phase, but it is also found that the authorized currency 
is facing severe competition by cryptocurrencies. In 2017, it is observed that 
the price of Bitcoin has flown which was never seen by any single service or 
money all around the world. The currency is still one of the most appreciated 
properties available in the market, and the nation took notice, due to the price 
of Bitcoin is denied by the basic idea of demand and supply. The need for 
Bitcoin will again climb at some point, with a fixed limit of twenty-one million 
units of Bitcoin. Because of this, a few governments will get a chance to create 
their digital currencies to avoid dropping face to independent and unregulated 
property and participate in an open market.

V.  Blockchain beyond the world of computing: In 2017, the world had seen the 
infinite collection of options in the use of blockchain technology. Currently, 
most of the countries are developing their blockchain strategies to hold the 
future. Also, it is highly possible that the rest of the advanced European countries 
will follow suit by accepting the blockchain technology to create a constant 
financial environment that helps nations on ruins like Greece and Spain. There 
are specific problems associated with the security of finances, and Blockchain 
will be used to address these kinds of issues. Blockchain will also be used to 
generate registries that are used for medical purposes, to manage insurance 
policies, and to interrupt the model of useless data storage.

VI.  Managing World trade with the help of Blockchain Technology: Blockchain 
is valuable to business particularly how it makes it easy for anybody to track the 
supply chain of everything provided using the technology. It will be outdated 
to track the numbers, and no company wants to lose a shipment because of 
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human inability. Well, it is easy to register cargo shipments in the Blockchain, 
this enables the parties involved in the job operation to follow the delivery 
procedure from point A to B. With the help of Blockchain technology, it is 
easy for the customs agents to track down the forbidden products like fake 
medicines, changed food products, false clothes reproduction, fake auto parts, 
electronic apparatus and other piracy agents which are trying to provide the 
low-quality goods inside any country without talking about the internal laws.

VII.  Supply chain Management: With the help of blockchain technology, it is 
possible to document the transaction in an everlasting distributed record, and 
supervise the transactions more sturdily and transparently. This also helps 
to minimize human errors and time delays. It is also used to monitor costs, 
employment, and releases at each point of the supply chain. But this has a 
severe effect on understanding and monitoring the actual ecological impacts 
of products. Not only this the decentralized ledger can also be utilized to check 
the legitimacy or fair trade status of products by following them from their 
source.

VIII.  The Blockchain in Forecasting: The blockchain technology is set to alter 
the complete methodology for research, consulting, analysis and forecasting. 
The global distributed prediction markets are created with the help of online 
platforms.

IX.  Use of Blockchain in the Internet of Things and Networking: Different 
companies like Samsung and IBM are utilizing the blockchain technology for a 
new concept called ADEPT, this will help to create a distributed network of IoT 
devices. The blockchain technology will remove the requirement for a central 
location to manage the communication between them; this will function as a 
public ledger for a massive number of devices. The devices may communicate 
with each other to upgrade the software, handle the errors and observe energy 
practice.

X.  Blockchain in cloud storage: The data on a centralized server is exposed to 
hacking, loss of data, or human error. With the help of blockchain technology, 
it is possible to make the cloud storage more protected and robust against 
hacking.

2. CONCLUSION

Blockchain technology is a conveyed database that records all exchanges that 
have ever happened in the system. The primary component of blockchain is that 
it permits untrusted parties to convey between one another without the need of a 
confided in third party. Blockchain technology, where each exchange is entered into 
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an open record that is transparent to all, is a decentralized domain for exchanges, (S. 
Nakamoto, 2019). The purpose of Blockchain is to give privacy, security, security, and 
straightforwardness to each of its customers. In conclusion, blockchain technology 
appears to not just improve assignments in current ventures, yet additionally hold 
the possibility to alter frameworks that follow along of the historical backdrop of 
antiquities through a boundlessly improved, straightforward record framework. In 
this chapter, we conduct an analysis in which we show how open science can benefit 
from this technology and its properties.
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ABSTRACT

Adoption of the internet of things (IoT) and blockchain technology opens new 
opportunities of business process automation in apparel supply chain management. 
The IoT technology helps to capture real-time information from different aspects of 
garment manufacturing activities by using radio frequency identification (RFID) tags 
and sensors. Blockchain technology is an emerging concept of computing that enable 
the decentralized and immutable storage of business transactions. In combination 
with IoT, blockchain technology can enable a broad range of application scenarios 
to enhance business value and trust. This chapter presents some of the blockchain-
based IoT technology applications in apparel business processes. Moreover, the 
chapter provides a classification of threat models, which are considered by blockchain 
protocols in IoT networks. Finally, the chapter provides a taxonomy and a side-by-side 
comparison of the state-of-the-art methods towards secure and privacy-preserving 
blockchain technologies concerning the blockchain model, specific security goals, 
performance, and limitations.
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INTRODUCTION

Apparel (i.e. textile and clothing) industry is an integral part of the world economy 
and society (Pal & Ul-Haque, 2020) (Pal, 2020). In recent decades, global apparel 
manufacturing businesses are inclined to worldwide activities due to the economic 
advantage of the globalization of product design and development (Pal, 2020a). In 
a typical textile and clothing supply chain is the sequence of organizations – their 
facilities, functions, and activities – that involved in producing and developing a 
product or service. The sequence begins with raw materials purchase from selective 
suppliers and products are made at one or more manufacturing plants (Pal, 2019). 
Then these products are moved to intermediate collection points (e.g., warehouse, 
distribution centers) to store temporarily to move to next stage of supply chain 
and ultimately deliver the products to intermediate-users or retailers or customers 
(Pal, 2017) (Pal, 2019). The path from supplier to the customer can include several 
intermediaries – such as wholesalers, warehouse, and retailers, depending on the 
products and markets. Also, global apparel supply chains becoming increasingly 
heterogeneous and complicated due to a growing need for inter-organizational 
and intra-organizational connectedness, which is enabled by advances in modern 
technologies and tightly coupled business processes. Hence, information has been an 
important strategic asset in apparel business operational management. The apparel 
business networks are also using the information systems to monitor the supply 
chain activities ((Pal & Ul-Haque, 2020).

As a result, many global textile and clothing businesses are investing in new 
information and communication technology (ICT) to harness the smooth information 
sharing ability in supply chain operations (Pal & Ul-Haque, 2020). With the recent 
progress in Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology, low-cost wireless 
sensor hardwires, and world wide web technologies, the Internet of Things (IoT) 
advance has attracted attention in connecting global apparel business activities and 
sharing operational business information. These technologies promise to reshape 
the modus operandi of modern supply chains through enhanced data collection 
as well as information sharing and analysis between collaborating supply chain 
stakeholders. In this way, IoT technology supports the capability to connect and 
integrate both digital and physical business world. The process is quite simple: (i) 
collect data from real-world objects, (ii) communicate and aggregate those data into 
information, and (iii) present clear results to systems or users so that decisions can 
be made or object behaviour adapted.

Different research groups analysed IoT technology deployment-related issues in 
SCM and logistics (Atzori et al., 2018) (Gubbi et al., 2013). Particularly, a group 
of researchers reviewed the energy management in smart factories and concluded 
that IoT powered manufacturing can improve supply chain competitiveness through 
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more effective tracking of the flow of materials, and leading to improvements in the 
effectiveness and efficiencies of important business processes (Shrouf et al., 2014). 
The other important characteristics of IoT-based systems (e.g. sharing precise and 
timely information related to production, quality assurance, distribution, and logistics) 
are also reported in the context of multi-party supply chains (Chen et al., 2014) 
(Cui, 2018) (Yan-e, 2011). Also, the use of IoT applications inside the production 
plant can increase the visibility of parts and processes, and by extension, using IoT 
devices along the supply chain can help to boost productivity, reduce operational 
costs, and enhance customer satisfaction (Deloitte, 2017).

Despite the increasing applicability of IoT applications in supply chains, there 
are many challenges for the use of this technology. For example, IoT-related 
technical issues experienced when operating at the ecosystem level, such as security, 
authenticity, confidentiality, and privacy of all stakeholders (Tzounis et al., 2017). 
Academics and practitioners consider privacy and security issues are mainly related 
to the vulnerability of IoT system applications. Existing security solutions are not 
well suited because current IoT devices may consume huge amounts of energy and 
often these devices need substantial information processing overhead (Dorri et al., 
2017). Besides, problems such as physical tampering, hacking, and data theft might 
increase trust-related issues within apparel network information exchange business 
partners (Kshetri, 2017). Therefore IoT applications must be secure against external 
security attacks, in the perception layer, secure the aggregation of data in the network 
layer and offer particular protections that only authorized entities can access and 
change data in the application layer.

Moreover, most of the IoT devices are limited in power, data processing capability, 
and memory resources due to their small sizes and low inherent design cost. 
Academics and practitioners are urging to design IoT devices and their protocols 
in a way to design to be resource-efficient and meanwhile perform real-time data 
processing (Pal, 2020), keep connectivity and protect the security and privacy of the 
transmit data using IoT data communication network. Besides, IoT data reliability 
can be achieved by using distributed information processing methods which 
execute a verification process among all its participants to ensure that data remain 
immutable and untampered. Considering these technical issues and realizing the 
basic characteristics of today’s blockchain technology now offers several potential 
solutions to address known disadvantages related to IoT applications in apparel 
business networks.

A blockchain is a distributed network for orchestrating transactions, value, and 
assets between peers, without the assistance of intermediaries. It is also commonly 
referred to as a ‘ledger’ that records transactions. The blockchain technology 
helps to record transactions or any digital interaction that is designed to be secure, 
transparent, highly resistance to outages, auditable, and efficient. These characteristics 
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provide impetus to blockchain-based IoT architecture for secure data processing in a 
distributed environment. In order words, IoT-based information systems to improve 
their IoT networked infrastructure to blockchain complimented technology. It is 
a distributed ledger which managed by a peer-to-peer (P2P) network to provides 
internode communication and verifying new blocks. Once data is recorded in the 
blockchain, it cannot be modified without modification of all subsequent blocks and 
that needs a consensus of the network majority. A convergence of IoT and blockchain 
technologies can lead to a verifiable, secure, and robust mechanism of storing and 
managing data processed by smart connected devices. This network of connected 
devices will be able to interact with their environment and make decisions without 
any human intervention. However, integrating blockchain technology in IoT-based 
information systems will enhance security, data privacy, and reliability of IoT devices, 
it creates a new set of challenges.

This chapter presents how apparel businesses can leverage IoT applications 
in combination with blockchain technology to streamline their apparel business 
supply chains business information. When combined, these enabling technologies 
will help global textile and clothing companies to overcome problems related to 
data acquisition and integrity, address security challenges, and reduce information 
asymmetry. This chapter will demonstrate areas of disadvantages towards safety and 
privacy in blockchain technology. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents an introduction of IoT and its applications in apparel industry. It 
includes IoT applications in apparel supply chain management, and drawbacks of 
IoT applications in apparel supply chain. Section 3 describes blockchain technology 
in apparel supply chain management applications. Section 4 explains blockchain 
applications for the IoT. Section 5 describes the background related security and 
privacy for enterprise computing and research challenges. Then Section 6 reviews 
some of the threat models for blockchain technology. Finally, Section 7 concludes 
the chapter by discussing relevant research issues.

INTERNET OF THINGS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 
IN APPAREL INDUSTRY

The idea of the IoT was first created in 1999 by Kevin Ashton (Keertikumar et al., 
2015). The IoT technology has been used in apparel industries for different business 
process automation purpose. Sensing Enterprise (SE) is an attribute of an enterprise 
or a network that allows it to react to business stimuli originating on the Internet. 
This area of computing has come into focus recently on the enterprise automation, 
and there are handful of evidences of the successful use of this technology in supply 
chain operations. IoT based information system aims to improve organizational 
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communication and collaboration activities. In recent decades, World Wide Web 
technologies are getting prominence for business use and the number of Internet-based 
IoT services are increasing rapidly for supply chain communities. These services, 
which human users can access using devices. The main form of communication is 
human-to-human. IoT attempts to not only have humans communicating through 
the Internet but also have objects or devices. These things are to be able to exchange 
information by themselves over the Internet, and new forms of Internet communication 
would be formed: human-to-things and things-to-things. In this way, IoT refers to an 
information network that connects sensors on or in physical objects (‘things’) ranging 
from consumer goods, pallets of goods to everyday tools, and industrial machinery.

Simplistically, the IoT technology is characterized by three types of visions:

1.  Things Oriented Vision: This vision is supported by the fact that this technology 
can track anything using sensors. The advancement and convergence of 
micro-electronical systems technology, wireless communications and digital 
electronics has resulted in the development of miniature devices having the 
ability to sense, compute and communicate wirelessly in an effective way. 
The basic philosophy is uniquely identifying an object using specifications of 
Electronic Product Code (EPC). It is important to note that future of ‘Things 
Oriented Vision’ will depend upon sensor technology evolution for accurate 
sensing (without any error) and its capabilities to fulfil the “thing” oriented 
other issues.

2.  Internet Oriented Vision: This vision is based upon the need to make smart 
objects which are connected. To take full advantage of the available Internet 
technology, there is a need to deploy large-scale, platform-independent, wireless 
sensor network infrastructure that includes data management and processing, 
actuation, and analytics. Cloud computing promises high reliability, scalability, 
and autonomy to provide ubiquitous access, dynamic resource discovery and 
composability required for the next generation Internet of Things applications.

3.  Semantic Oriented Vision: This vision is powered by the fact that the number 
of sensors which are used in the apparel industry is huge and the data that 
these IoT infrastructures collect is massive. Thus, the industry needs to process 
this data in a meaningful way to form value-added services using semantic 
technologies (e.g. ontology, knowledge-based reasoning), which are efficient, 
secure, scalable, and market-oriented computing.

In this way, the IoT application builds on three pillars, related to the ability of 
smart objects to (i) be identifiable (anything identifies itself), (ii) to communicate 
(anything communicates), and (iii) to interact (anything interacts) – either among 
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themselves, building networks of interconnected objects, or with end-users or other 
entities in the network.

Furthermore, cloud computing and the more recent concept of fog computing 
(i.e., a decentralized computing structure, extending the concept of cloud computing 
through the local performance of computation, storage and communication through 
so-called ‘edge devices’) provides computing resources and scalability to connect, 
store and analyse IoT data (often labelled as big data) received from connected 
devices and sources including WSNs‚ global positioning systems (GPS)‚ GPRS, 
and geographic information systems (GIS). The analysis of IoT data can assist firms 
to sense and then respond to situations in real-time and may lead to automation or 
value-creating predictive analytics capabilities (Tzounis et al., 2017). Moreover, 
through the connection of a heterogeneous set of hardware devices, (e.g., sensors) 
IoT streamlines critical business processes through the capture of data‚ such as the 
identification of human operators and environmental variables (e.g.‚ temperature‚ 
humidity‚ vibration‚ air currents). IoT devices are often deployed to sense the physical 
world‚ communicate over a wireless signal and to actuate based on predefined 
conditions.

According to Barreto et al. (Barreto et al., 2017), the three distinguishing 
features of IoT are context‚ omnipresence and optimization. The context describes 
the capability of IoT to provide real-time monitoring‚ to interact‚ and to enable 
instant response to specific situations that are controlled. Omnipresence lies in 
the pervasiveness of the technology and its broad applicability, while optimization 
refers to the specific functionalities and characteristics each physical object has 
(Witkowski et al., 2017). These features pave the way for novel and innovative IoT 
use cases among exchange partners within both simple and complex supply chains 
and open new business opportunities.

IoT Applications in Apparel Supply Chain Management

The application of IoT promises significant improvements in supply chain performance 
and operational efficiency. The benefits result primarily from real-time information 
exchange, which can reduce time wastage caused by the bullwhip effect (Wang et 
al., 2008) (Zhou, 2012). Moreover, IoT can help to revolutionize supply chains by 
improving operational efficiencies and creating revenue opportunities. Three of 
the areas that can benefit from IoT deployment include (1) inventory management 
and warehouse operations, (2) production and manufacturing operations, and (3) 
transportation operations (See Table 1). For example, smart forklifts and racks, 
and novel usage of smart glasses (i.e. wearable devices equipped with sensors and 
camera technologies to locate objects in the warehouse), monitoring cameras, and 
other intelligent warehouse management software.
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Also, in warehouse operations – reusable assets (e.g. inventory storage totes and 
pallets) can be attached with IoT enabled tags or devices that help in guiding and 
directing the warehouse pickers to their storage locations. In this way, IoT technologies 
not only help to automate the operational activities in the warehouses, but they 
reduce human intervention (and error) linked with manual storage management. 
This advantage results from using industrial-grade RFID-tags and RFID-readers 
that send a radio signal to identify correctly tag-embedded on pallets, totes, or the 
product cartons leading to a reduction in the time spent in collecting, recording, 
and retrieving business operational data.

IoT technologies are also used in apparel production and manufacturing activities. 
Apparel manufacturing processes consist of spinning and knitting. Spinning is 
the conversion of fibers into yarn, while knitting is a process of making fabric 
by intermeshing a series of loops of one or more yarn. It generally contains three 
major phases, i.e., producing raw materials, processing materials, and making 
clothes. Industrial machines with embedded sensors can be monitored in real-time 
and controlled by smart instruments, such as microcomputers, microcontrollers, 
microprocessors, and intelligent sensors. IoT-based solutions can enhance operational 
control over the processing capacity, set-up time, and throughput. Therefore, IoT-
based technologies usage can lead to more efficient machine utilization, reduction 
of bottlenecks in production and can help in optimizing production planning and 
scheduling at varying levels within an apparel business. As a result, this enhanced 
insight into key manufacturing processes will enable stronger collaboration and 
value co-creation with suppliers as well as improved machine-to-machine and 
machine-to-human interaction.

Moreover, when it comes to transportation activities in apparel supply chain 
management, IoT-based technology can also provide potential advantages. For 
example, a GPS (Global Positioning System) helps to position vehicles (e.g. trucks) 
from remote distribution centers and to optimize both routing and delivery time. In 
a greater extent, GPS, RFID technology, and attached sensors increase the in-transit 
visibility by precisely localizing vehicles on public roads or at shipping terminals 
through large scale mapping, traffic data collection and analysis. The data gathered 
from these IoT devices will help to improve the forecasting of delivery times, fleet 
availability, and routing efficiency (Waller & Fawcett, 2013). Moreover, these devices 
can be used for enhancing the sharing of under-utilized resources among vehicles 
in the parking space or on the road (Barreto et al., 2017).
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Drawbacks and Threats of IoT Applications 
in Apparel Supply Chain

Apparel manufacturing process consists of spinning and knitting. Spinning is the 
conversion of fibers into yarn, while knitting is a process of making fabric by 
intermeshing a series of loops of one or more yarn. The use of IoT-based applications 
in the apparel supply chain has proved to be effective in operational efficiency. The 
IoT technology addresses different apparel manufacturing chain challenges including 
the growing business need to improve supply chain information transparency and 
improve the integrity of production data and the identity of products (i.e., the right 
products, at the right time, in the right place, incorrect quantity, and at the right 
price). In this way, as IoT systems generate massive volumes of data across the 

Table 1. IoT Levers in Apparel Supply Chain Business

Inventory Management and Warehouse Operations

Enablers Processes

• Smart racks 
• Smart glasses 
• Monitoring cameras 
• Smart forklifts 
• Smart warehouse management 
system (SWMS)

• Route optimization, elimination of in-process collisions 
• Fast, cost-efficient, and flexible operations 
• Better handling of items that are hard to reach  
(i.e., items that are difficult to detect on the shelf or racks) 
• Real-time visibility of inventory levels 
• Avoidance of stockouts 
• Agility and fast responsiveness to inadequacies 
(e.g., misplacement of items) 
• Workspace monitoring (e.g., for security purposes) 
• Stock keeping units (e.g., pallets) recognition  
• Simultaneous threat detection and scanning for imperfections

Production and Manufacturing Operations

Enablers Processes

Embedded machine sensors 
Machine analytics

• Real-time condition monitoring 
• Predictive maintenance: Detection of physical stress levels, pileups, 
and prevention of failures 
• Improved measurement of throughput, setup-time, and overall 
productivity 
• Enhancement of both machine-to-machine and machine-to-human 
interactions

Transportation Operations

Enablers Processes

GPRS sensors 
RFID tags 
Routers 
GPS satellites

• Continuous visibility of products along the supply chain 
• Real-time shipment tracking 
• Remote sensing (e.g., temperature, humidity, vibrations) 
• Improve activity bottlenecks and outdoor traffic, transport mobility, 
road, and driver safety 
• Maximizing fuel efficiency and optimize routing strategies
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apparel network business environment, and this data often resides in silos, which 
are often the potential for security and privacy-related risks.

There are different types of IoT security issues need to be addressed and these 
include IoT device trust, access control, data integrity, physical tampering, and user 
privacy. An IoT technology deployment survey concluded that 70 percentage of IoT 
devices are vulnerable due to encryption-related issues, unprotected interfaces, and 
inappropriate authorization (Lee & Lee, 2015). In highlighting different privacy 
and security issues, a group of researchers (Cam-Winget et al., 2016) comment 
on the recent system security solutions are insufficient due to scalability issues 
in processing and analyzing data generated from huge networks of heterogeneous 
IoT-based devices and the need to fulfil real-time requirements. Proper security 
and privacy approaches are considered unusable to IoT-based information system 
environment due to their dynamic topology and distributed nature. In addition, the 
current Internet architecture with its server-based computing platform might not be 
able to deal with an enormous number of devices and vast amounts of data because 
individual servers may pose a single point of failure for cyber-attacks and physical 
damage. For example, IoT devices are at risk from DDoS attacks‚ data theft‚ and 
remote hijacking. Also, Marjani and colleagues (Marjani et al., 2017) argue that some 
IoT-based applications lack a service level agreement (SLA) to safeguard ‘Personally 
Identifiable Information’ (PII) demanded by privacy laws. Therefore, it can have a 
negative influence on data integrity. Hence, system security may suffer in privacy 
protection for both individuals and enterprises (Suresh et al., 2014).

Moreover, apparel supply chain business partners may have concerns regarding 
the physical security and confidentiality of product information as it moves along the 
enterprise value chain. Even though IoT-based information system helps supply chain 
exchange partners to validate and verify the authenticity of items in the supply chain; 
there are still some concerns about the vulnerability of IoT devices to counterfeiting‚ 
cloning, and fraudulent practices, such as unauthorized access‚ tampering‚ and 
manipulation of content. For example, if RFID tags are compromised‚ it may be 
possible to bypass security measures and to introduce new vulnerabilities during 
automatic verification processes (Kumar & Iyengar, 2017). In addition, the manual 
retrieval and storage of information regarding unique tag identities in a centralized 
database enables the reproducing or forging of this information at any time (Lin 
et al., 2017). Hence‚ it is difficult to identify counterfeit products accompanied by 
misleading provenance histories (Hua et al., 2018).

At the end, centralized systems may pose a disadvantage for IoT-based system 
deployments in the apparel manufacturing business for traceability operations. The 
existence of centralized business organizations may lead to mistrust, which may 
curb the futuristic enhancement of supply chains (Tse et al., 2017). A centralized 
approach for data storing and processing can lead to several business risks and 
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operational problems related to data integrity, security, and privacy. For example, 
cloud-based solutions for monitoring IoT data may be subject to manipulation and 
privacy legislation issues that arise when exporting substantial amounts of confidential 
and highly sensitive information to external services in other jurisdictions (Khetri, 
2017) (Kamilaris et al., 2019). Moreover, these solutions may create obscurity 
and enhance information asymmetry between supply chain exchange partners. An 
additional factor is that centralized information systems act as a black box, and the 
collaborating business nodes do not know how their data is stored, managed, utilized, 
and secured (Galvez et al., 2018). Blockchain technology can help to alleviate several 
of these problems.

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY IN APPAREL BUSINESS

Since the innovation of Bitcoin, a digital cryptocurrency, in 2008 (Nakamoto, 2008), 
blockchain technology has positioned itself in the focal point of interest among a 
diverse range of researchers and practitioners. Blockchain is a decentralized ledger 
that stores all transactions that have been made on top of a peer-to-peer (P2P) network 
in a secure, verifiable, and transparent way. The main advantage of blockchain over 
the existing technologies is that it enables the two parties to make transactions over 
the Internet securely without the interference of any intermediary party. The omission 
of the third party can reduce the processing cost while improving the security and 
efficiency of transactions.

Due to the considerable amount of benefits that blockchain can bring in information 
processing, this technology is expanding its applicability to new territories such as 
supply chain management, and logistics management. Today, blockchain also stands 
as a gatekeeper in the emerging “trust economy”, in which the global apparel supply 
chain operates to serve its suppliers and customers. The efficiency of a global apparel 
supply chain relies on trust between the different stakeholders and the interaction 
between blockchain and IoT technologies can assist in increasing the traceability and 
reliability of information along with the business network. To achieve this strategic 
objective, the IoT technology should be integrated with enterprise resource planning 
(ERP) and point of sales (POS) systems of apparel business to be able to share and 
monitor real-time information at each stage, as shown in Figure 1.

Globally, blockchain technology offers a way to record transactions or any digital 
interaction that is designed to be secure, transparent, highly resistant to outages, 
auditable, and efficient. In other words, the blockchain technology has introduced 
an effective solution to the IoT based information systems security. A blockchain 
enhance IoT devices to send data for inclusion in a shared transaction repository 
with the tamper-resistant record and enables business partners to access and supply 
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IoT data without the intervention of central control and management, which creates 
a digital fusion.

Therefore, blockchain is now a vital and important technology for different 
enterprise applications in the apparel business. In simple, a ‘blockchain’ is a particular 
type of data structure used in some distributed manner (known as ‘distributed ledger’ 
- DL) which stores and transmits data in packages called ‘blocks’ that are connected 
in a digital ‘chain’. The idea of distributed ledger originated from the concept of 
‘shared ledger’. A shared ledger can be a single ledge with layered permissions or 
a distributed ledger, which consists of multiple ledgers maintained by a distributed 
network of nodes (or business activities). Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) 
refers to a novel and fast-evolving approach to recording and sharing data across 
multiple data stores (or ledgers). This technology allows for transactions and data 
to be recorded, shared, and synchronized across a distributed network of different 
network participants. Blockchains employ ‘cryptographic’ and algorithmic methods 
to record and synchronize data across a network in an ‘immutable manner’. A simple 
diagrammatic representation of blockchain is shown in Figure 2.

A blockchain is a linked list in a true sense, as each block stores the hash of the 
previous block in its chain. Each block also digitally signs its contents by storing the 
hash of its contents inside the block. These hashes provide cryptographic integrity, 
as any adversary intending to modify a block needs to also modify all the previous 
blocks in a chain, which makes the attack cryptographically infeasible. A key design 
strategy is to construct a Merkle tree (Katz & Lindell, 2007) to efficiently store and 
verify the hashes. Thus, each block only stores the root of the Merkle tree, as, given 
the root, it is easy to verify the immutability.

Figure 1. RFID tagging level at different stages in the apparel manufacturing network
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DLs are categorized as ‘permissioned’ or ‘permissionless’, depending on whether 
network participants (nodes) need permission from any entity to make changes to 
the ledger. Also, DLs are classified as ‘public’ or ‘private’ depending on whether 
the ledgers can be accessed by anyone or only by the participating nodes in the 
network. ‘Public Key Cryptography (PKC)’ techniques are often used in blockchain 
technology-based implementation. PKC is an asymmetric encryption scheme that 
uses two sets of keys: a public key that is widely disseminated and a private key 
that is only known to the owner. PKC can be used to create digital signatures and 
is used in a wide array of applications, such as ‘HyperText Transmission Protocols’ 
(HTTPs) used in the Internet operation, for authentication in critical applications 
and also in chip-based payment cards.

Figure 2. Basic blockchain representations

Figure 3. Design steps of a decentralized blockchain application
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Transactions in a blockchain system are identical to their traditional database 
counterparts. These transactions are issued by the clients to the servers of the 
blockchain system. These transactions act on the data stored on all the participating 
servers. In its vanilla form, a blockchain transaction could be visualized as a set 
of reading/write operations performed on each node of a replicated distributed 
database. To determine an ordering for all the incoming transactions, each blockchain 
application employs a consensus protocol, and some of the important steps in the 
blockchain technology is shown in Figure 3.

In a blockchain-based infrastructure, every node of the chain maintains a local 
copy of transaction information. This copy, which is identical to the original copy 
and updated in the global information sheet as it is distributed within the database 
with well-built constancy support. In this database, once data is entered within 
the blockchain ledger, then no one is capable to change this data in the future and 
this mechanism is known as tamperproof. However, a systematic effort is required 
towards building a reliable blockchain-based information infrastructure. The main 
features of these systematic efforts are as follows: (i) Blockchain Protocols for 
Commitment: The protocol of commitment makes sure that valid transaction from 
apparel business processes are committed and stored in the blockchain information 
storage with appropriate validation mechanism and within a stipulated time; (ii) 
Consensus: Consensus consists of two functions: First, it allows blockchain to be 
updated while ensuring that every block in the chain is valid as well as keeping 
participants incentivized and second, it prevents any single entity from controlling or 
crashing the whole blockchain system. The consensus aim is to create a distributed 
network without central authorities with participants who do not necessarily need 
to trust each other. The consensus is an essential part of blockchain technology. 
Each node runs a programmed mechanism, called a consensus. The consensus is 
the process by which nodes agree on how to update the blockchain because of a set 
of transactions. Achieving consensus ensures most of the nodes in the network have 
validated the same set of transactions; (iii) Security: Safety is an important aspect 
of the blockchain-based transaction processes. All the data within the blockchain 
ecosystem needs to be secured, and tamper-proof. This ensures that there are no 
malicious nodes within the blockchain-based enterprise ecosystem; (iv) Privacy and 
Authenticity: Privacy in blockchain enables the client/user to perform transactions 
without leaking its identification information in the network; and (v) Smart Contracts: 
In 1994, Nick Szabo (Szabo, 1994) presented the basic concept of a smart contract. 
It is a self-executable code that runs on the blockchain to facilitate, perform, and 
enforce the terms of an agreement. Thus, smart contracts guarantee low transaction 
fees, high-speed, precision, efficiency, and transparency, compared to traditional 
systems that require a trusted third party to enforce and execute the terms of an 
agreement.
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In recent years, the blockchain technology ushering a huge range of industrial 
applications and many comparable information exchange schemes have been 
developed for different types of industrial business process automation purpose.

BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS FOR THE IoT

The blockchain technology is used in different application areas in SCM. Some of 
these applications are described in this section.

Applications in Supply Chain

Academics and practitioners identified industrial business processes, particularly 
supply chain and logistics management, are important areas for deploying IoT 
based information system applications (Atkore et al., 2018) (Gubbi et al., 2013). 
IoT based industrial information systems can enhance the competitiveness of 
enterprise through more effective tracking of the flow of raw materials, leading 
to improve the effectiveness and efficiencies of business processes (Shroud et al., 
2014). In the context of globalized business practice, with multiple collaborating-
partners based supply chains, IoT-based applications enhance to facilitate the sharing 
of more precise and timely information relevant to production, quality control, 
distribution and logistics (Chen et al., 2014). However, researchers expressed their 
concern regarding standalone IoT-based applications along with global supply chain 
management (Pal, 2020). The main concerns were raised on the issues of standalone 
IoT systems security and privacy.

Different hybrid information system architectures (e.g. IoT with blockchain, cloud 
based IoT and blockchain technology) have been proposed by the research community. 
A blockchain enhances IoT-based applications tamper-resistant characteristics. In 
recent years, different blockchain-based information management systems have been 
reported by researchers. For example, IBM has developed a new blockchain-based 
service that is designed to track high-value items through complex supply chains in 
a secure cloud-based application system (Kim, 2016). Another exemplary industrial 
application is a fine-wine Provence-tracking service, known as the Chai Wine vault, 
developed by London-based Company Ever ledger (Finextra, 2016) in business-
partnership with fine-wine expert Maureen Downey. An innovative anti-counterfeit 
application, called Block Verify, is designed and deployed for tracking anti-counterfeit 
products (Hulse apple, 2015) to create a sustainable business world. A start-up 
company from Finland (i.e. Kouvola) in partnership with IBM, developed a smart 
tendering application for the supply chain management. The reported application 
is built on an automatic blockchain-based smart contract (Banker, 2016). Another 
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blockchain-based smart contract, called SmartLog, the application was launched 
by Kouvola in recent years (AhIman, 2016).

In recent decades, due to globalization manufacturing supply chain networks are 
going through an evolutionary change through continued digitization of its business 
practices. These global manufacturing chains are evolving into value-creating networks 
where the value chain itself turns into an important source of competitive advantage. 
At the same time, developments are in progress to integrate blockchain technology 
with other innovative technological solutions (e.g. IoT-based applications, cloud-
based solutions, and fog computing-based automation), leading to novel structures of 
modern manufacturing supply chains, new types partnerships, holistic mechanisms 
of collaboration and value-enhancing applications for the global business.

Applications in Vehicles Management

The IoT-based Vehicles (or Transport) management is an emerging application area 
where the convergence of IoT on blockchain technologies are playing a significant 
role. This type of application permits the integration of vehicles into the new era 
of the IoT to establish smart communication between vehicles and heterogeneous 
networks such as vehicle-to-vehicle, vehicle-to-road, vehicle-to-human, and vehicle-
to-everything. In recent years, researchers are trying to use blockchain technology to 
internet-of-vehicle (IoV) applications. Using decentralized security model, a group 
of researchers (Huang et al., 2018) designed a blockchain ecosystem model, known 
as LNSC (Lighting Network and Smart Contract), for electric vehicle and charging 
pile management. The LNSC model uses elliptic curve cryptography to calculate 
hash functions of electric vehicles and charging piles. To avoid the location tracking 
in the IoV, a group of researchers (Dorri et al., 2017) proposed a decentralized 
privacy-preserving architecture, where overlay nodes manage the blockchain. Also, 
the hash of the backup storage is stored in the blockchain.

Lei and fellow researchers (Lei et al., 2017) reported a research project that uses 
a blockchain-based dynamic key management for vehicular communication systems. 
This system is based on a decentralized blockchain structure, and the third-party 
authorities are removed, and the key transfer processes are verified and authenticated 
by the security manager network. In this way, with the rapid development of IoT 
and embedded technologies, drivers can access various services. However, these 
services are vulnerable to potential attacks such as replay, impersonation and session 
key disclosure attacks because they are provided through public channels. Many 
traditional cryptographic algorithms such as RSA also are suitable for vehicular 
networks because a vehicle is equipped with resource-constrained sensors.
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Applications on the Internet of Things Devices Management

In IoT, devices management relates to security solutions for the physical devices, 
embedded software, and residing data on the devices. Internet of Things (IoT) 
comprises “Things” (or IoT devices) which have remote sensing and / or actuating 
capabilities and can exchange data with other connected devices and applications 
(directly or indirectly). IoT devices can collect data and process the data either locally 
or send to centralized servers or cloud-based application back-ends for processing. 
A recent on-demand model of manufacturing that is leveraging IoT technologies is 
called Cloud-Based Manufacturing (CBM); and it enables ubiquitous, convenient, 
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable manufacturing resources 
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or 
service provider interaction.

But attackers seek to exfiltrate the data of IoT devices by using the malicious 
codes in malware, especially on the open-source Android platform. Gu et al., 
(Gu et al., 2018) introduced a malware detection system based on the consortium 
blockchain, named CB-MDEE, which is composed of detecting consortium chain 
by test members and public chain by users. The CB-MDEE system uses a soft-
computing based comparison technique and more than one marking functions to 
minimise the false-positive rate and improve the identification ability of malware 
variants. A research group (Lee et al., 2017) uses a firmware update scheme based 
on the blockchain technology, to safeguard the embedded devices in the IoT system.

Applications in Internet of Things Access Management

Access control is a mechanism in computer security that regulates access to the 
system resources. The current access control systems face many problems, such as the 
presence of the third-party, inefficiency, and lack of privacy. These problems can be 
addressed by blockchain, the technology that received major attention in recent years 
and has many potentials. Jemel and other researchers (Jemel & Serhrouchni, 2017) 
report a couple of problems in centralized access control systems. As there is a third 
party, which has access to the data, the risk of privacy leakage exists. Also, a central 
party is in charge to control the access, so the risk of a single point of failure also 
exists. This study presents an access control mechanism with a temporal dimension 
to solve these problems and adapts a blockchain-based solution for verifying access 
permissions. Attribute-based Encryption method (Sahai & Waters, 2005) also has 
some problems such as privacy leakage from the private key generator (PKG) (Hur 
& Noh, 2011) and a single point of failure as mentioned before. Wang and collegues 
(Wang, et al.,2018) introduce a framework for data sharing and access control to 
address this problem by implementing decentralized storage.
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Based on the data management and the type of applications, blockchain can be 
classified either as private (permission) or public (permissionless). Both classes are 
decentralized and provide a certain level of immunity against faulty or malicious 
users for blockchain technology. The main differences between private and public 
blockchains lie in the execution of the consensus protocol, the maintenance of the 
ledger, and the authorization mechanism to join the distributed network.

Recently, there is a huge amount of investment from the industries, as well as a 
significant interest from academia to solve major research challenges in blockchain 
technologies. For example, the consensus protocols are the major building blocks 
of the blockchain technologies, thus, the threats targeting the consensus protocols 
become a significant research issue in the blockchain.

BLOCKCHAIN SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES

Blockchain technology offers an approach to storing information, executing 
transactions, performing functions, and establishing trust is a secure computing 
without centralized authority in a networked environment. From data management 
point of view, a blockchain is a distributed database, which logs an evolving list of 
transaction records by organizing them into a hierarchical chain of blocks. From 
security perspective, the blockchain is created and maintained using a peer-to-peer 
overlay network and secured through intelligent and decentralized utilization of 
cryptographic techniques. Many consider blockchain as a technology breakthrough 
for cryptography and cybersecurity, with use cases ranging from globally deployed 
procurement systems in textile and clothing industries, to smart contracts, to global 
product transportation management over the Internet of Things, and so forth. Although 
blockchain has received growing interest in the academia and industry in the recent 
years, the security and privacy of blockchains continue to be at the center of the 
debate when deploying blockchain in different industrial applications.

Key Security Risk Areas of Blockchain

The main areas of security on blockchain technology are: (i) Ledger, (ii) Consensus 
Mechanism, (iii) Networking Infrastructure, (iv) Identity Access Management, and (v) 
Cryptography. A diagrammatic representation is shown these risk areas in Figure 4.

Ledger: The ledger is used to register all transactions and changes in the status of 
the data. The ledger is distributed by smart design and shared between the 
blockchain participating nodes. Two challenging problems (or hazards) generally 
threaten the applicability of the ledger technology in blockchain applications: 
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(a) unauthorized entry into the ledger; and (b) unauthorized (or improper, or 
illegal) operations on recorded ledger data.

Consensus Mechanism: A consensus mechanism is a protocol (i.e. set of rules) to 
ensure that all the participants in the blockchain network are complying with 
the agreed rules for day-to-day operations. It makes sure that the transactions 
originate from a legitimate source by having every participant consent to 
the state of the distributed ledger. The public blockchain is a decentralized 
technology, and no centralized authority is in place to regulate the required act. 
Therefore, the network requires authorizations from the network participants for 
the verification and authentication of any activities that occur in the blockchain 
network. The whole process is done based on the consensus of the network 
participants, and it makes the blockchain a trustless, secure, and reliable 
technology for digital transactions. Distinct consensus mechanisms follow 
different principles, which enables the network participants to comply with 
those rules. Several consensus mechanisms have been introduced considering 
the requirements of secure digital transactions. However, proof of work 
(PoW), proof of stake (PoS), and delegated proof of stake (DPoS) are the few 
consensus protocols used by the industries. In this way, the blockchain relies 
on the distributed consensus mechanism to establish mutual trust. However, 
the consensus mechanism itself has vulnerability, which can be exploited by 
attackers to control the entire blockchain. Although a few approaches, e.g., 
(Muhammad et al., 2018), have been introduced in blockchains to deter and 
prevent attacks, due to the inherent characteristics of openness, the PoW-based 
permissionless blockchain networks may not be completely secure.

Network Infrastructure: The network infrastructure is required for both blockchain 
and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). The network infrastructure threats 
can be detected in the case of nodes being stopped by malicious attacker by 
using good anticipatory mechanisms. In August 2016, nearly 120,000 Bitcoin 
(over US $60mn at the time) were stolen from Bitfinex (Nagaraj & Maguire, 
2017). Based in Hong Kong, Bitfinex is one of the world’s largest digital and 
cryptocurrency exchanges. The incident exploited security vulnerabilities 
within individual organizations. The blockchain network itself remained fully 
functional and operated as envisioned. The incident may have been prevented 
had there been a detailed end-to-end review of security, using scenarios, 
meaning there would have been a higher chance of identifying risks up front 
and being able to mitigate them at that point.

Identity Access Management: Privacy in blockchain enables the client/user to 
perform transactions without leaking its identification information in the 
network. The blockchain transparency compromises data privacy even though 
there is no direct relationship between transactions and individuals. They can 
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reveal the user identity by checking, auditing, and tracing each transaction 
from the system’s very first transaction. Also, blockchain technology uses 
numerous techniques to achieve the highest level of privacy and authenticity 
for transactions. As information is coming from different users within the 
blockchain industrial ecosystem, the infrastructure needs to ensure every user 
privacy and authenticity. Blockchain-based information system often employs 
a combination of public and private key to securely encrypt and decrypt data.

Cryptography: The records on a blockchain are secured through cryptography. 
Network participants have their own private keys that are assigned to the 
transactions they make and act as a personal digital signature. If a record is 
altered, the signature will become invalid and the peer network will know right 
away that something has happened. However, there could be software bugs and 
glitches in cryptography coding. These could include anything from coding 
mistakes by developers, poor implementations of an underlying flaw in the 
cryptography routines. Even experienced programmers can make a mistake 
in putting together tried and tested cryptographic tools so that they are not 
secure. Hackers can take advantages of this weakness.

Figure 4. Various Security Risk Areas of Blockchain
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Safety is an important aspect of the blockchain-based transaction processes. All 
the data within the blockchain ecosystem needs to be secured, and tamper-proof. This 
ensures that there are no malicious nodes within the blockchain-based enterprise 
ecosystem. This is because, as mentioned earlier, the data inserted into a public 
ledger or inside the blockchain is now distributed to individual users and everyone 
maintains their local copy of the blockchain. In that local copy, that individual cannot 
tamper but upgrade the data and retransmit the data within the network. But for the 
transaction to be validated, the other nodes should be convinced that the broadcasted 
information is not malicious, and the system security is ensured.

THREAT MODELS FOR BLOCKCHAIN

This section explains the threat models that are considered by the blockchain protocols 
in IoT networks. Threat agents are mostly malicious users whose intention is to steal 
assets, break functionalities, or disrupt services. However, threat agents might also 
be inadvertent entities, such as developers of smart contacts who unintentionally 
create bugs and designers of blockchain applications who make mistakes in the 
design or ignore some issues.

Threats facilitate various attacks on assets. Threats arise from vulnerabilities at 
the network, in smart contracts, from consensus protocol deviations or violations 
of consensus protocol assumptions, or application-specific vulnerabilities. 
Countermeasures protect owners from threats. They involve various security and 
safety solutions and tools, incentives, reputation techniques, best practices, and so 
on. Risks are caused by threats and their agents and may lead to a loss of monetary 
assets, a loss of privacy, a loss of reputation, service malfunctions, and disruptions 
of services and applications (i.e., availability issues).

The owners of the blockchain-based information systems wish to minimize the 
risk caused by threats that arise from threat agents. This section presents five types 
of attacks: identity-based attacks, manipulation-based attacks, cryptanalytic attacks, 
reputation-based attacks, and service-based attacks. A diagrammatic representation 
of these attacks is shown in Figure 5.

Identity-Based Attacks

The emergence of DLT based upon a blockchain data structure, has given rise to 
new approaches to identity management that aim to upend dominant approaches 
to providing and consuming digital identities. These new approaches to identity 
management (IdM) propose to enhance decentralization, transparency and user 
control in transactions that involve identity information. In identity-based attacks, 
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the attacker forge identity to masquerade as authorized user, to get access to the 
system and manipulate it. Again, identity-based attacks can be broadly classified into 
four different types, and they are namely: Key attack, Replay attack, Impersonation 
attack, and Sybil attack.

Key attack: In blockchain technology, certificates and identities are validated 
and protected in Hyperledger Fabric by asymmetric cryptography. How each 
participant chooses to store and protect their private key is up to them. There 
are a wide range of wallets and management methods available as there is no 
cohesive management scheme required by Hyperledger Fabric. An outside 
attacker obtaining private key(s) could lead to any number of attacks. In this 
section an example has been used where the attack is defined in the context 
of a system combining electric vehicles and charging piles, as follows: “If the 
private key of an electric vehicle that has been used for longtime leaks, the 
attacker can impersonate this electric vehicle to deceive others” (Huang et al., 
2018). To deal with this attack, LNSC (Lightning Network and Smart Contract) 
protocol (Huang et al., 2018) provides a mutual authentication mechanism 
between the electric vehicles and charging piles. To this end, it employs the 
elliptic curve encryption to calculate the hash functions, and hence it ensures 
resiliency against the key leakage attack.

Replay attack: A replay attack is usually a scheme that is utilized during a fork of 
a blockchain. For example, an attacker might copy an existing transaction and 
then attempt to resubmit it to the blockchain as if it were a new transaction. A 
hacker may also attempt to resubmit the transaction if a hacker has your digital 
signature and because your original transaction was valid. If the attacker succeeds 
in resubmitting this rogue transaction, they will receive the wallet transactions 
twice. This attack aims to spoof the identities of two parties, intercept their data 
packets, and relay them to their destinations without modification. To resist this 
attack, LNSC (Huang et al., 2018) uses the idea of elliptic curve encryption 
to calculate the hash functions. On the other hand, BSein (blockchain-based 
system for secure mutual authentication) (Lin et al., 2018) uses a fresh one-
time public/private key pair, which is generated for each request, to encrypt 
the message and compute the Message Authentication Code (MAC). In this 
way, the replay attack can be detected.

Impersonation attack: An adversary tries to masquerade as a legitimate user to 
perform unauthorized operations. As presented in Table II, three methods are 
proposed to protect against this attack. The idea of elliptic curve encryption 
to calculate the hash functions is proposed by LNSC protocol (Huang et 
al., 2018). Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2018) propose a distributed incentive-
based cooperation mechanism, which protects the user’s privacy as well as a 
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transaction verification method of the node cooperation. The mechanism hides 
the user’s privacy information within a group and ensures their protection from 
the impersonation attack. BSein (Lin et al., 2018), on the other hand, uses the 
idea of attribute-based signatures, i.e., only legitimate terminals can generate 
a valid signature, and hence any impersonation attempt will be detected when 
its corresponding authentication operation fails.

Sybil attack: A sybil attack is when an attacker creates multiple accounts on a 
blockchain to deceive the other blockchain participants. This behaviour is like 
folks who troll on social media by creating multiple accounts to accomplish 
their silly behaviour. A sybil attack could be quite like a phishing attack where 
an imposter pretends to be someone such as your boss asking you for your 
network password. Preventing sybil attacks is considered straightforward in the 
sense that you need to pay attention to who your wallet funds are being sent 
to. These types of attacks should not be an issue on a permissioned blockchain 
since the members are clearly identified and wallets are not normally used. 
Under this attack, an adversary creates many fake identities. By performing 
many interactions in the network, the adversary can gain a large influence 
within the community, i.e, increasing/decreasing the reputation of some agents. 
TrustChain (i.e. capable of creating trusted transactions among strangers 
without central control) (Otte et al., 2017) addresses this issue by creating an 
immutable chain of temporally ordered interactions for each agent. It computes 
the trustworthiness of agents in an online community with Sybil-resistance 
by using prior transactions as input. It ensures that agents who use resources 
from the community also contribute back.

Manipulation-based Attacks

They involve unauthorized access and tamper of data. In this category, four attacks 
are classified, namely: False data injection attack, Tampering attack, Overlay attack, 
and Modification attack

False data injection attack: This attack aims to compromise the data integrity of 
the control system to make it take wrong control decisions. Liang et al. (Liang 
et al., 2018) consider the meter node as a private blockchain network. Also, 
the interactions among the nodes are based on a consensus mechanism, which 
consists of executing a distributed voting algorithm. Each node can verify the 
integrity of the received data. The latter is considered correct when a positive 
agreement is reached.
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Tampering attack: The adversary may tamper the bitcoin transactions of the bitcoin 
addresses, amounts and other information after signing. To prevent this attack, 
Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2017) use a public-key cryptosystem that is compatible 
with the existing Bitcoin system. They propose adding the homomorphic 
Paillier encryption system to cover the plaintext amounts in transactions, and 
the encrypted amounts will be checked by the Commitment Proof.

Overlay attack: It means that the attacker adds a forgery encrypted amount to 
the original encrypted amount under the receiver’s public key. In (Wang et 
al., 2017), this attack is detected as every transaction is embedded with a 
timestamp to mark its uniqueness. Different inputs under the same trader can 
be distinguished and linked to the different transactions, and hence resistance 
against the overlay attack is ensured.

Modification attack: It consists in modifying the broadcast transaction or the 
response message. To deal with this attack, LNSC (Huang et al., 2018) uses 
the idea of elliptic curve encryption to calculate the hash functions. BSeIN (Lin 
et al., 2018), on the other hand, employs the attribute signature and the MAC.

Man-in-the-middle attack: An attacker by spoofing the identities of two parties can 
secretly relay and even modify the communication between these parties, which 
believe they are communicating directly, but in fact, the whole conversation 
is under the control of the attacker. To resist this attack, BSeIn (Lin et al., 
2018) provides secure mutual authentication. In (Huang et al., 2018), LNSC 
provides mutual authentication by using elliptic curve encryption (Kumanduri 
& Romero, 1998) (Washington, 2008) to calculate the hash functions.

Cryptanalytic Attacks

They aim to break the cryptographic algorithm and expose its keys. In (Yin et al., 
2018) the quantum attack is investigated in the blockchain. This attack is designed 
to solve the elliptic curve digital logarithm, i.e., derive the private key from the 
elliptic curve public key. In this way, an adversary can sign unauthorized transactions 
and forge the valid signature of users. To deal with this issue, Yin et al. (Yin et al., 
2018) use the idea of lattice-based signature scheme., which allows deriving many 
sub-private keys from the seed in the deterministic wallet of blockchain.

Reputation-based Attacks

An agent manipulates his reputation by changing it to a positive one. In this category, 
we can find the following attacks, namely: Hiding Blocks attack, and Whitewashing 
attack.
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Hiding Blocks attack: Under this attack, an agent-only exposes transactions that 
have a positive impact on his reputation and hides the ones with a negative 
reputation. In (Otte et al., 2017), an immutable chain of temporally ordered 
interactions for each agent. Since each record has a sequence number, any 
agent in the network can request specific records of others. The requested 
agents cannot refuse to provide their records. Otherwise, other agents will 
stop interacting with them.

Whitewashing: When an agent has a negative reputation, it can get rid of its identity 
and make a new one. There is no way to prevent this behaviour. However, it 
is suggested in (Otte et a., 2017) to give lower priorities to the agents of new 
identities when applying the allocation policy.

Service-based Attacks

They aim either to make the service unavailable or make it behave differently from 
its specifications. Under this category, we can find the following attacks:

DDoS/DoS attack: A distributed denial-of-service (DDOS) attack is an extremely 
common type of a network attack against a website, a network node, or even a 
membership service provider. This DDOS attack is essentially initiated by many 
multiples (possibly thousands) of remote nodes, and then coordination is used 

Figure 5. Classification of threat models for blockchain
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to start their attacks. Essentially, a DDOS attack occurs when multiple systems 
flood a network resource with what are known as connection requests, messages, 
or other types of communication packets. The goal of this type of attack is to 
slow down or crash the system. The concentrated attack and subsequent shut 
down of the system results in a “denial of service” for legitimate users. Denial 
of Service (DoS) and DDoS are common security problems. DoS attacks on 
connectivity of consensus nodes may result in a loss of consensus power, thus 
preventing consensus nodes from being rewarded. For validating nodes, this 
attack leads to a disruption of some blockchain dependent services. It involves 
sending a huge number of requests to cause the failure of the blockchain system. 
The idea of distributed SDN architecture is proposed by DistBlockNet protocol 
in (Sharma et al., 2017). CoinParty (Ziegeldorf et al., 2018) proposes the idea 
of decentralized mixing service. Liu et al. (Liu et al., 2018) employ a ring-
based signature with the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). 
The resilience against DoS in BSeIn (Lin et al., 2018) is achieved by limiting 
the block size, checking the maximum number of attribute signatures for the 
transaction input, and using ‘multi-receivers’ encryption technique to provide 
confidentiality for authorized participants.

Refusal to Sign attack: A malicious agent can decide to not sign a transaction that 
is not in his favour. Although preventing this attack is not possible, punishment 
measures can be taken against the refusal agents. It is proposed in (Otte Et al., 
2017) to not interact with the malicious agent or split the transactions into smaller 
amounts. If an agent refuses to sign a transaction, the interaction is aborted.

Double-spending attack: It means that the attackers spend the same bitcoin twice 
to acquire extra amounts. In (Wang et al., 2017), the Timestamp and the 
Proof-of-Work mechanism is used. In (Aitzhan & Svetinovic, 2016), a multi-
signature transaction is employed, where a minimum number of keys must 
sign a transaction before spending tokens.

Collusion Attack: Nodes can collide with each other and behave selfishly to maximize 
their profit. In (He et al., 2018), an incentive mechanism and pricing strategy 
are proposed to thwart selfish behaviours.

CONCLUSION

Today’s textile and clothing supply chain face significant volatility, uncertainty and 
complexity imposed by a dynamic business environment. Changes in customer buying 
pattern – the demand for a lower price, higher service levels, mobile commerce and 
so on – necessitate customer intelligence and varying fulfilment models. These 
have introduced significant stress on apparel manufacturing supply chain networks, 
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compelling clothing businesses to revisit their supply chain design strategies. It 
includes the deployment of appropriate information systems that enhance supply 
chain execution. In such scenarios, enterprise information systems architecture plays 
a very important role.

This chapter explains and summarizes some of the main issues of apparel 
manufacturing supply chain management system. IoT is a smart worldwide network 
of interconnected objects, which through unique address schemes can interact with 
each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common goals. The data 
obtained from the IoT applications along apparel business processes can make 
operational decision-making much easier. However, standalone IoT application 
systems face security and privacy-related problems.

Existing security solutions are not necessarily suited for IoT due to high energy 
consumption and processing overhead. With rapid growth in the number of connected 
IoT device, many obstacles arise that may slow down the adoption of the IoT across 
different apparel business processes automation. Firstly, the market for IoT devices 
and platforms is fragmented, with many standards and many vendors. Secondly, 
there are concerns about interoperability, as the solution implemented often tend to 
create new data silos. IoT device data often stored in the cloud securely, but they are 
not protected against compromised integrity devices or tampering at the source. In 
contrast, the blockchain is an emerging technology that can help with IoT systems 
resiliency. The blockchain build trust between IoT devices and reducing the risk of 
tampering with cryptographic techniques.

Security and business organizational issues tend to enhance the need to build an 
apparel manufacturing supply chain management system leveraging blockchain ledger 
technology. Regardless of the particularities of the specific textile manufacturing 
supply chain-related application, blockchain can offer a wide range of advantages. 
By registering and documenting a product’s (e.g. cotton, fiber, textile cloths) lifecycle 
across the manufacturing supply chain nodes increases the transparency and the 
trust of the participating business partners.

Finally, the chapter tries to emphasize the security and privacy related issues of 
blockchain-based technology deployment. Then the chapter concludes by presenting 
five different types of threat models, namely - identity-based attacks, manipulation-
based attacks, cryptanalytic attacks, reputation-based attacks, and service-based 
attacks in the context of blockchain technology.

The idea of a permissioned blockchain presents many hopeful solutions to 
development and integration of smart apparel supply chain operations. In practice 
however many more efforts need to be conducted to security of permissioned 
blockchains before they can be a realistic implementation. In the future the current 
research moves on to a more in-depth approach to permissioned blockchain security, 
whether an analytical or experimental analysis. The attack surface of the membership 
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service provider (MSP) needs to be analyzed comparatively and rigorous proofs 
need to be built to numerically quantify the threats that accompany permissioned 
blockchain. Further work is encouraged in comparative analysis of key management 
systems to find a best fit system for permissioned blockchain. In addition, there still 
exist several challenging research areas, such as resiliency against combined attacks, 
dynamic and adaptable security framework, compliance with GDPR (General Data 
Protection Regulation), and energy-efficient mining related issues.

On 25 May 2018, the GDPR became enforceable in the European Union (EU) 
region. This has a paradoxical effect on blockchain data in general and should 
be strongly considered when implement any blockchain identity solution within 
the EU region. In this way, enforcing data privacy and protecting user data is no 
longer optional in Europe. However, it should be noted that the text of the GDPR 
documentation is void of both technical and non-technical implementation details 
necessary to achieve GDPR compliance. This constitutes a significant research gap 
that this research aims to fill in the future.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Block: A block is a data structure used to communicate incremental changes to 
the local state of a node. It consists of a list of transactions, a reference to a previous 
block and a nonce.

Blockchain: In simple, a blockchain is just a data structure that can be shared 
by different users using computing data communication network (e.g. peer-to-peer 
or P2P). Blockchain is a distributed data structure comprising a chain of blocks. It 
can act as a global ledger that maintains records of all transactions on a blockchain 
network. The transactions are time stamped and bundled into blocks where each 
block is identified by its cryptographic hash.

Blockchain Headers: The block header is dependent on the combination of 
messages in the block. It lists the transaction(s), the time at which the list was made, 
and a reference back to the hash of the most recent block.

Cryptography: Cryptography is the science of keeping communications private. 
It is the study of methods of sending messages in disguised form so that only the 
intended recipients can remove the disguise and read the message. Blockchain’s 
transactions achieve validity, trust, and finality based on cryptographic proofs and 
underlying mathematical computations between various trading partners.

Decentralized Computing Infrastructure: These computing infrastructures 
feature computing nodes that can make independent processing and computational 
decisions irrespective of what other peer computing nodes may decide.

Hashing: Software causes the block header to be “hashed”. Hashing is the process 
by which a grouping of digital data is converted into a single number, called a hash. 
The number is unique (effectively a “digital fingerprint” of the source data) and the 
source data cannot be reverse engineered and recovered from it.

Immutability: This term refers to the fact that blockchain transactions cannot 
be deleted or altered.

Internet of Things (IoT): The internet of things (IoT), also called the internet 
of everything or the Industrial Internet, is now technology paradigm envisioned as 
a global network of machines and devices capable of interacting with each other. 
The IoT is recognized as one of the most important areas of future technology and 
is gaining vast attention from a wide range of industries.

Provenance: In a blockchain ledger, provenance is a way to trace the origin of 
every transaction such that there is no dispute about the origin and sequence of the 
transactions in the ledger.

Smart Contract: Smart contracts are made from software coding and can 
self-perform autonomously. Depending on a range of factors, they may sometimes 
amount to binding contracts in the legal sense or otherwise affect legal relationships 
between parties.
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Supply Chain Management: A supply chain consists of a network of key business 
processes and facilities, involving end users and suppliers that provide products, 
services, and information. In this chain management, improving the efficiency 
of the overall chain is an influential factor; and it needs at least four important 
strategic issues to be considered: supply chain network design, capacity planning, 
risk assessment and management, and performances monitoring and measurement.

Time-Stamped: A time stamp is associated with each block and this allows all 
participants to know when a transaction recorded by a blockchain occurred. This 
is likely to be particularly useful when it is necessary to prove transacting history 
(for example – legal or regulatory reasons).

Transparency: In a fully permissionless blockchain, all messages (including – 
when consensus has been reached – when they have been included on a blockchain 
as blocks) sent by participants are visible to all other participants.

Warehouse: A warehouse can also be called storage area and it is a commercial 
building where raw materials or goods are stored by suppliers, exporters, manufacturers, 
or wholesalers, they are constructed and equipped with tools according to special 
standards depending on the purpose of their use.
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ABSTRACT

Internet of things (IoT) is a collection of smart equipment that creates a smart 
world. It has not just changed the way we interact with important devices but has 
also enhanced the potential of these devices. A major limitation of IoT is that it 
relies on centralized communication models. Traditional IoT solutions require high 
infrastructure and maintenance costs, which result in scalability problems. Moreover, 
the vulnerability of cloud servers and their failure can affect the IoT system. There 
is still no one platform that connects all devices. The peer-to-peer communication 
model instead of the standard server/client one can be the sustainable solution the 
IoT industry is looking for. The major challenge with the peer-to-peer networks is 
security. This is where the use of blockchain in IoT can help the IoT industry scale 
up in a sustainable way. Indeed, blockchain and IoT together can handle a portion 
of IoT’s greatest difficulties. The main objective of this chapter is to provide an 
overview of IoT and Blockchain in Indian perspectives.
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INTRODUCTION

The quick development in scaling down, gadgets and remote correspondence 
advances have added to remarkable advances in our society. This has brought about 
an expansion in the quantity of appropriate electronic gadgets for some zones, a 
decrease in their creation costs and a change in perspective from this present reality 
into the advanced world. Therefore, the manner by which we associate with one 
another and with the outside world has changed, utilizing current innovation to pick 
up a superior comprehension of the world. Díaz, M. et al. (2016), The Internet of 
Things (IoT) has developed as a lot of advancements from Wireless Sensors Networks 
(WSN) to Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) that give the capacities to detect, 
actuate with and communicate over the Internet.

These days, an IoT device can be an electronic device from a wearable to an 
equipment improvement stage and the scope of uses where it very well may be 
utilized incorporate numerous territories of the general public. According Rivera, 
J. et al. (2014), The IoT assumes a focal role in transforming flow current cities into 
smart cities, electrical grids into smart grids and houses into smart homes, and many 
more. As indicated by different research reports, the number of connected devices 
is predicted to reach anywhere from 20 to 50 billion by 2020 mainly due to the vast 
number of devices that IoT can put on the scene. Regularly, these IoT devices are 
constrained in register, stockpiling, and system limit, and in this manner they are 
more defenceless against assaults than other endpoint gadgets, for example, cell 
phones, tablets, or PCs.

The possibility of the internet of things (IoT) was created in parallel to Wireless 
Sensor Networks (WSNs). The term internet of things was contrived by Ashton, 
K. (2009). There is no one of a kind definition accessible for the Internet of Things 
that is adequate by the world network of clients. Actually, there are a wide range 
of gatherings including academicians, specialists, experts, trend-setters, designers 
and corporate individuals that have characterized the term. What the majority of 
the definitions share for all intents and purposes is the possibility that the principal 
form of the Internet was about information made by individuals, while the following 
adaptation is about information made by things.

The Internet of Things is a rising worldview in the IT field. The expression 
“Internet of Things” which is additionally without further ado understood as IoT is 
produced using the two well known words for example the first is “Internet” and 
the second is “Things”. The Internet is a worldwide arrangement of interconnected 
PCs that utilizes the standard Internet convention suite (TCP/IP) to serve billions 
of clients around the world. It is a system of systems that comprises a large number 
of private, open, scholastic, business, and government systems, of neighbourhood 
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to worldwide extension, that are connected by a wide exhibit of electronic, remote 
and optical systems administration innovations by Nunberg, G. (2012).

According to Evangelos A, K. et al. (2011), while going to the Things that 
can be any article or individual which can be recognizable by this present reality. 
Everyday objects incorporate not just electronic devices we experience and utilize 
day by day and innovatively propelled items, for example, hardware and equipments, 
yet “things” that we don’t do typically consider as electronic by any stretch of the 
imagination, for example, nourishment, clothing; and furniture; materials, parts and 
gear, stock and concentrated things; tourist spots, landmarks and masterpieces and 
all the variety of business, culture and advancement.

Blockchain is another engineering that reforms the Internet and replaces the regular 
brought together customer server plan. Blockchain stores information on a chain of 
hubs. It is a common open record on which the whole decentralized appropriated 
distributed system depends. Every hub has a duplicate of the record. At the point 
when an exchange is mentioned, every hub gets the exchange solicitation message, 
refreshes its very own duplicate of the record and passes the message to the close-
by hubs. Every exchange is carefully marked to demonstrate that it is substantial. 
On the off chance that a message is encoded with a particular open key, just the 
proprietor of the matched private key will probably decode and peruse the message. 
On the other way, in the event that you scramble a message with your private key, 
just the matched open key can be utilized to decode it. An advanced mark keeps 
the exchange from being modified by anybody, when it has been agreed upon. As 
referenced above, blockchain isn’t utilized for cryptographic forms of money. We see 
money related organizations, governments, electrical organizations and numerous 
different enterprises jumping on the pontoon.

BLOCK CHAIN

The primary work on a cryptographically verified chain of squares was portrayed in 
1991 by Stuart Haber and W. Scott Stornetta. They needed to actualize a framework 
where archive timestamps couldn’t be messed with. In 1992, Bayer, Haber and 
Stornetta consolidated Merkle trees to the structure, which improved its proficiency 
by permitting a few record declarations to be gathered into one square. The first 
blockchain was conceptualized by an individual (or gathering of individuals) known 
as Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Nakamoto improved the plan in a significant manner 
utilizing a Hashcash-like strategy to add squares to the chain without expecting them 
to be marked by a confidant in gathering. The structure was executed the next year 
by Nakamoto as a center segment of the digital currency bitcoin, where it fills in as 
the open record for all exchanges on the system. The words square and chain were 
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utilized independently in Satoshi Nakamoto’s unique paper, however were in the end 
promoted as a solitary word, blockchain, by 2016. The term blockchain 2.0 alludes 
to new uses of the conveyed blockchain database, first rising in 2014.

A blockchain is a decentralized, appropriated and open computerized record 
that is utilized to record exchanges crosswise over numerous systems so that any 
included record can’t be changed retroactively, without the adjustment of every single 
ensuing block. This enables the members to confirm and review exchanges freely 
and generally reasonably. A blockchain database is overseen independently utilizing 
a shared system and an appropriated timestamping server. They are confirmed by 
mass joint effort controlled by aggregate personal circumstances. Such a design 
encourages a powerful work process where members’ vulnerability in regards to 
information security is minimal. This blockchain-based trade of significant worth 
can be finished snappier, more secure and less expensive than with customary 
frameworks. On the other hand, a blockchain is an open conveyed record that can 
record exchanges between at least two gatherings proficiently and in an irrefutable 
and perpetual way.

Every node maintains a local copy of the global data-sheet. The system ensures 
consistency among the local copies:

• The local copies at every node are identical.
• The local copies are always updated based on the global information.

Figure 1. Blockchain nodes overview
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Distributed Ledger: A distributed ledger can be characterized as a database that 
is consensually shared and synchronized across networks spread across multiple 
sites, institutions or geographies.

A distributed ledger can be portrayed as a record of any exchanges or contracts 
kept up in decentralized structure crosswise over various areas and individuals, 
wiping out the need of a focal specialist to keep a check against control.All the 
information on it is securely and accurately stored using cryptography and can be 
accessed using keys and cryptographic signatures. Once the information is stored, it 
becomes an immutable database and is governed by the rules of the network. While 
centralized ledgers are prone to cyber-attack, distributed ledgers are inherently harder 
to attack because all the distributed copies need to be attackedsimultaneously for an 
attack to be successful. Further, these records are impervious to malicious changes 
by a single party.

Different aspects for Blockchain:

1.  Protocols for commitment: Ensure that every valid transaction from the clients 
are committed and included in the blockchain within a finite time.

2.  Consensus: Ensure that the local copies are consistent and updated.
3.  Security: The data needs to be tamper-proof as the clients may act maliciously 

or can be compromised.

Figure 2. Distributed Ledger/ Public Ledger
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4.  Privacy and Authenticity: The data (or transactions) belong to various clients; 
privacy and authenticity needs to be ensured.

BlockChain Architecture

Following is a simplified structure of a blockchain;

Each block in a simplifiedblockchain architecture must contain the undermentioned 
components:

1.  Hash of previous block: Each block in a block chain architecture is connected 
to its previous block by the means of cryptographically hashed functions. It 
ensures that tampering with the blockchain becomes extremely difficult and 
unlikely. For a malicious node (or group of nodes), altering the blockchain 
would require altering the hash content of all the previous blocks of the targeted 
block. Examples of such hashing functions include SHA256, RIPEMD160 etc.

2.  Time Stamp: Each block contains a timestamp of when it was added to the 
blockchain. The Time stamp ensures transparency and integrity in the distributed 
ledger and makes it easier for auditing of the blockchain.

3.  Nonce: Nonce refers to a random series of an array of numbers which is used 
for adding a block to the blockchain by means of PoW (proof of work), in 
a permission less blockchain model. The number of zeroes required at the 
beginning of the nonce determines the difficulty level of adding a block to 
the blockchain. The only way to determine the nonce value to add the block 
in the chain is by brute force method.

Figure 3. Simplified structure of blocks in a blockchain
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4.  Merkle Root: A Merkle tree structure (also known as a hash tree), consists 
of a tree data structure, in which all the leaf nodes contain the hash of the 
data elements, and all non-leaf nodes contain the hash of its children nodes. 
Any change in any data element gets reflected in the hash of the consecutive 
nodes and ultimately in the tree root node. This ensures that the data elements 
contained in the block do not get tampered with and maintain their integrity 
and remain consistent. The merkel root is also used for constructing the block 
hash.

APPLICATIONS DOMAINS OF BLOCKCHAIN

1.  Supply chain management: Blockchain can be used to track the movement 
of goods, their origin, quantity and so forth. This achieves another degree of 
straightforwardness to B2B ecosystems - disentangling procedures, for example, 
possession move, creation process confirmation and installments.

2.  Smart contracts: With smart contracts, agreements can be automatically 
validated, signed and enforced through a blockchain construct. This wipes 
out the requirement for mediators and hence spares the organization time and 
cash.

Figure 4. Merkle tree
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3.  Digital Voting: Using the blockchain, a voter could check that her or his vote 
was successfully transmitted while remaining anonymous to the rest of the 
world. In 2014, Liberal Alliance, a political party in Denmark, turned into the 
principal association to utilize blockchain to cast a ballot.

4.  Stock trade: Since blockchain systems approve and settle exchanges so 
rapidly, it could dispense with the multi day hold up time financial specialists 
experience when selling stock(s) and looking for access to their assets with 
the end goal of reinvestment or withdrawal.

5.  Correspondent Banking: The worldwide installments division is mistake 
inclined, exorbitant, and open to tax evasion. It takes days if not longer for 
cash to cross the world. The blockchain is as of now giving arrangements to 
settlement organizations, for example, Abra, Align Commerce and Bitspark 
that offer end-to-end blockchain controlled settlement administrations.

6.  Permissioned Blockchain: In a permissioned blockchain model, the clients 
need not be completely anonymous, rather, they are either pseudo-anonymous or 
known to each other. In permissioned blockchain, a certificate authority provides 
e-certs (x.509 for public certs in hyperledger composer) and membership service 
providers manage membership for the blockchain. Permissioned blockchains 
maintain an access control layer to allow certain actions to be performed only 
by certain identifiable participants.

RELATED WORK

IoT has the ability to make homes and our life more intelligent. These innovative 
advancements provide convenience in everyday activities, vitality proficiency, 
security, and solace by Ning, H. et al. (2012). Adding insight capacities to different 
situations like homes could give expanded life quality to the debilitated and older, 
for instance. A significant part of the consideration in research has rotated around 
remote innovations that are strong of remote information control, detecting, and 
move, for example, cell systems, RFID, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, which have been 
utilized to implant knowledge into the earth.

Kranz, M. et al. (2009), led an examination concerning a Bluetooth-based 
framework that uses smart-phones sans Internet controllability, in which physical 
connection of devices to Bluetooth sub-controllers was done, trailed by the smart 
phone’s control by means of inherent network with Bluetooth. Constraints in the scope 
of tasks for the framework, in any case, implied that it couldn’t adapt to versatility, 
in this way could be controlled uniquely inside the device’s region. Scientists have 
additionally made endeavors to give remote access and system interoperability to 
control machines and gadgets in the home using home gateways, which has seen 
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the introduction of Wi-Fi based frameworks that utilization web servers dependent 
on PCs that oversee connected devices in the home.

Karimi, K., et al. (2013), contended that the world is entering a time of IoT 
figuring innovation with incredible potential to empower the correspondence between 
machines, machines and foundation, and machines and nature. His examination shows 
the IoT as an all-inclusive worldwide neural network dependent on cloud innovation 
that will plague all parts of human life, which will be established on insight given 
by embedded processing. The correspondence and association of smart machines 
with other machines, environments, infrastructures and objects will bring about the 
age of massive data volumes that will be prepared into activities that can control 
and order items to make lives more secure and simpler.

Jankowski, S. et al. (2014), appointed an examination report into the IoT, which 
reasoned that the IoT wave of registering would be bigger than the past two figuring 
waves; the fixed Internet wave and the mobile wave. The report sets that the IoT 
will prompt the formation of new innovation victors and losers, which will be 
founded on the capacity of organizations to adjust to an undeniably incorporated 
and interconnected world. The direction of technology adoption and improvement 
will be tilted by the S-E-N-S-E structure proposed by the report; sensing, efficient, 
networked, specialized, and everywhere.

Evans, D. (2011), found that IoT has achieved the point where a large number 
of sensors and unique systems must incorporate and interoperate under common 
standards, recommending that such an effort needs the academia, standards 
organizations, governments, and businesses to work in pairs. The report additionally 
thinks about what must occur for IoT to pick up acknowledgment by the more 
extensive open, investigating the impacts of service providers delivering applications 
that increase the value of the lives of individuals. In finishing the report, the analyst 
investigates the significance of offering some benefit in human terms, instead of 
simply being representative of technological advancement.

Porter, M. E. et al. (2014), The Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) 
investigated the IoT in connection to the assembling business, concentrating its 
rise and impacts nearby parallel development of other empowering innovations 
and market powers. In the report, the development of purely physical items into 
complex frameworks that consolidate computerized user interfaces, programming, 
sensors, and processors is examined in connection to increase of item capacities and 
worth creation. What’s more, the report additionally surveys how the effect of IoT 
has changed manufacturer’s capacity to make worth and trade it with customers, 
particularly as the IoT shifts separation and worth sources towards administration, 
the cloud, and programming, accordingly making new models of business.

Miorandi, D. et al. (2012). allude to IoT as a general term that includes the whole 
degree to which the web and the Internet have infested the physical domain, where 
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spatially deployed devices are broadly distributed and embedded into physical objects 
for their identification proof through improved activation/detecting abilities. The IoT 
idea imagines a world where physical and digitalized entities will all be connected, 
offering access to another age of services and applications utilizing relevant and 
appropriate ICT frameworks.

Tan, L. et al. (2010, August), contend that all objects in the future will have one 
of a kind highlights for distinguishing proof that can be interconnected to make the 
IoT. Correspondence, accordingly, will move from being exclusively between people 
to correspondence among people and things, which will change life, as we probably 
know it through the development of ubiquitous communications and computing era. 
RFID and other detecting advancements utilized for significant recognizable proof 
reasons for existing are generally held as a foundation of the coming IoT period.

Murthy, D. N. et al. (2015), gave the reason to portray how the recently rising 
“Internet of Things” (IoT) will give phenomenal chances to enter innovation and 
robotization into all that we do, and simultaneously, give an enormous playing field 
to organizations to create more current plans of action to catch piece of the overall 
industry. The data accessible on the Internet today is for the most part obliged by 
the quantity of clients producing the substance. Web clients have developed from 
a few thousand a couple of years back to 2.8 billion out of 2014 and are evaluated 
to develop to 6.5 billion out of 2020.

Queiroz, M. M. et al. (2019), suggested a solution for changing and renovating the 
connections between all individuals from logistics and supply chain systems. They 
have proposed means to connect this hole, quite by understanding the individual 
blockchain appropriation conduct in the coordinations and store network field in India 
and the USA. Drawing on the rising writing on blockchain, store network and system 
hypothesis, just as on innovation acknowledgment models (TAMs), have been built 
up and a model dependent on a somewhat modified form of the traditional bound 
together hypothesis of acknowledgment and utilization of innovation (UTAUT). The 
model being created was then assessed utilizing the Partial least squares auxiliary 
condition demonstrating (PLS-SEM). As the model was in the long run bolstered, 
the outcomes acquired uncovered the presence of unmistakable reception practices 
between India-based and USA-based experts. In parallel, the discoveries show up 
as a valuable commitment to and an indication of advancement for the writing on 
IT reception, SCM, and blockchain.

Pappalardo, G. et al. (2018), explored Bitcoin system watching exchanges 
communicated into the system during seven days from 04/05/2016 and afterward 
observing their consideration into the blockchain during the accompanying seven 
months. Their study revealed that 42% of the exchanges are as yet excluded in 
the Blockchain after 1 h from their appearance and 20% of the exchanges are as 
yet excluded in the Blockchain following 30 days, in this manner uncovering an 
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incredible wastefulness in the Bitcoin framework. In any case, we see that the vast 
majority of these “overlooked” exchanges have low qualities and as far as moving 
the framework is less wasteful with 93% of the exchanges worth being incorporated 
into the Blockchain inside 3 h and 98.8% inside multi day. The way that a sizable 
part of exchanges isn’t handled conveniently throws genuine questions on the ease 
of use of the BitcoinBlockchain for dependable time-stepping purposes.

The Internet of Things in the INDIA

Government activities, supporting conditions, good living standards for everyday 
comforts and expanding endorsement of smart applications assumes the fundamental 
jobs in the development of the market. As indicated by the report of COMSNETS 
by Kumaran, V. (2015), the Government considered putting resources into IoT 
for developing approximately 100 Smart cities and its estimated proposed cost 
is Rs.7060 crores. Although according to Indians requirement, IoT products are 
useful in each domain and various organizations have invested their resources in 
lots of sector and this percentage is increase day by day Dhote S., (2017), however 
center around Smart Water Management, Smart Environment, Healthcare, Smart 
Agriculture, Smart Waste Management, Smart Safety, Smart Supply Chain, and so 
forth yet as per the Indian economy factor moderateness to a billion populace is 
troublesome. Supporting conditions and Indian Infrastructure like power supply, poor 
contamination, extraordinary temperatures, high level of humidity and residue, No 
spotless and poor telecom inclusion. The accompanying table: 1 shows IoT Market 
in Global and in India.

Table 1. IoT Market in Global and in India

S.No. IoT Global IoT India

1.
The global IoT market will risefrom 15.4 billion 
devices in 2015 to 30.7 billion devices in 2020 
and 75.4 billion in 2025.

By 2020 IoT showcase in India is relied upon 
to develop to $ 15 billion with 2.7 billion units 
from current $ 5.6 billion and 200 million 
associated units.

2.

During 2016-2021,Global costs on IoT 
based products and services by activities are 
anticipated to reach $120 billion-$253 billion 
achieving a 16% CAGR.

During 2015 – 2020, IoT showcase in India is 
expected more than 28% to develop at a CAGR 
and business is relied upon to reach $300 billion 
by 2020.

3. IoT will increase $10 to $15 trillion to global 
GDP in the next 20 years.

The Indian government’s objective is to 
generate an IoT production in India of $ 15 
billion by 2020.

4. In 2020 robotized driving and IoT empower 
vehicles will be expanded internationally.

In India, the utility area and oil division 
gradually reach the top 5 segments like 
Electronics and telecom, Both are revenue 
generation sectors.
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The Application of IoT in Different Industries

The Internet of Things will empower associations in each industry to offer new 
services or generally change their plans of action.Table 2 provides a glimpse of the 
new business models that ‘cyber-physical systems’ can enable in various industries.

TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES IN IOT

As you apparatus in the mood for propelling sensor based administrations, there are 
still some handy difficulties you may experience.

1.  Device administration: The quantity of sensors, gateways and devices will be 
very enormous and they will be spread over huge land areas – regularly in 
remote, out of reach or potentially private areas. Guaranteeing that devices 
are totally automated and remotely manageable is a challenge.

2.  Device diversity and interoperability: Take the case of a power arrange in a 
city, which is sensor empowered, and should be checked constantly in close 
ongoing. The age, transmission, and dispersion works in such a mind boggling 
system require various sorts of sensor gadgets from various merchants. The 
same number of merchants don’t bolster any principles in their items, there 
are certain to be interoperability issues.

3.  Integration of data from various sources: As you convey an IoT application, 
you will get floods of information from various sources, for example, sensors, 
logical information from cell phone data, and interpersonal organization feeds 
and other web assets. Note that the semantics of the information must be a 
piece of the information itself and not bolted up inside the application rationale 
in various application storehouses.

4.  Scale, data volume, and performance: Prepare your business to deal with the 
scale, data volume, and speed of IoT applications. As the number of devices 
and users scale, so will the measure of information that should be ingested, put 
away, and broken down. You will have a Big Data issue on your hands, and 
standard designs and stages might be deficient. Additionally, where stringent 
continuous execution is required, system and application level latencies might 
be an issue.

5.  Flexibility and development of applications: You will observe sensors and devices 
advancing with as good as ever capacities. This will bring about formation of 
new investigation procedures and calculations, and new use cases and plans 
of action. You should rapidly create applications with negligible exertion. You 
will require ecosystems and stages that empower and continue this.
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6.  Data security: A good piece of information gathered from devices will be 
touchy individual information that must be shielded from unapproved get to 
and utilized uniquely for the particular reason for which the client has enabled 
that information to be gathered. Clients must be given essential devices that 
empower them to characterize the approaches for offering their own information 
to approved people and applications.

7.  Another test, however not a technical one, is that you should work with 
various partners. IoT works in a perplexing environment, and an end-to-end 
IoT application contacts a few innovations, building exercises, and different 
elements. Your development as a community oriented player ends up critical, 
as you have to work with various kinds of elements and associations, for 
example, silicon chipset sellers, inserted sheets and gadget merchants.

IoT platform suppliers, correspondence specialist co-ops, framework integrators, 
application designers, industry partnerships just as specialty innovation organizations 
and new businesses.

Research Directions

In this transformational technology, innovation never ceases. There are many areas 
where research is underway at TCSInnovation Labs, and is ready to deal with the 
challenges discussed in this paper. Specific areas of research include:

a)  Scalability in networking, storage and computation to handle exponential 
growth of data volume from sensors

b)  Security of the ‘data-at-flight’ and ‘data-at-rest’ without compromising on 
scalability

c)  Preservation of privacy of the user data and properly balancing between privacy 
and utility

d)  Interoperability among myriad sensor data sources (physical communication 
level, network level, data syntax level, and data semantics level)

e)  Rich analytics and visualization (generic, sensor-specific, and domain-specific) 
provided in real-time, as required

CONCLUSION

Just as the internet has transformed businesses and lifestyles in the last twenty years, 
IoT will disrupt your organization’s relationship with its stakeholders. While it is 
complex, and poses some risks and is still evolving, many pioneers have started 
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adopting this technology. An innovation rationalist stage that empowers device 
management, application of the board, and sensor information the board with 
investigation will kick off your commitment with digital physical frameworks. This 
can help you innovate new processes and initiatives to increase your organization’s 
business performance, and create customer delight with new products and services. 
Problematic advances consistently produce extraordinary debate, changing the 
innovation without satisfactorily ensuring its activity or applying it to situations 
where the expense does not repay the improvement are dangers into which one can 
fall effectively. In this way, the advantages of applying blockchain to the IoT ought 
to be broken down cautiously and taken with alert. In this chapter we have given an 
examination of the fundamental difficulties that blockchain and IoT must address 
with the goal for them to effectively cooperate. We have also recognized the key 
focuses where blockchain innovation can help improve IoT applications. It is quite 
possible that blockchain will reform the IoT. The mix of these two advances ought 
to be tended to, considering the difficulties recognized in this chapter. The selection 
of guidelines is vital to the incorporation of blockchain and the IoT as a component 
of government frameworks. This selection would accelerate the communication 
between residents, governments and organizations. Agreement will likewise assume 
a key job in the incorporation of the IoT as a feature of the mining procedures and 
conveying significantly more blockchain.
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ABSTRACT

Blockchain is also used for bitcoin transactions as a technology for accumulating data 
files in the cloud for key distribution and file manipulation in distributed fashion. It is 
a service of cloud that manages elasticity of compute cloud, storage, and technology 
of network security (i.e., secure solution to store and share information by offering 
a distributed ledger service). In distributed systems, abandoned events are much 
more frequent than centralized system. This concept causes a number of issues 
including data reliability, high economical cost, and information system security. 
In this chapter, the authors present a new framework in blockchain to supervise 
the cloud server for administration of blockchain, which is verified the transaction 
reliability in peer-to-peer networks for sharing of data files in centralized manner. 
Each transaction can be generated keys for server authentication to verify all the 
connected members for monitoring the web server.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the twentieth century, there exists a collaboration between cloud computing and 
service oriented structure in diverse areas such as financial sector, ICT computational 
environment and computational clouds. It can be successfully utilized in a blockchain 
network. It has recently been accessed on a distributed ledger. Distributed ledger is 
an individual ledger. All Nodes of distributed ledger have some level of access to 
that ledger and agree to a protocol and its application sometimes called achieving 
consensus. It determines the “true state” of the ledger at any point in time. Distributed 
ledger could be very useful as an industry collaboration tool. Database of a distributed 
ledger that exists over various areas or among various participants (Belin, O.). 
However, decentralized distributed ledger eradicates the demand for a centralized 
authority to authenticate transactions (The World Bank, 2018). Each and every file in 
a given time stamped of distributed ledger is a unique cryptographic signature. Every 
participant of the distributed ledger can observe all of the records. In spite of confound 
acronyms for instance DLT in financial and fintech groups i.e. Distributed Ledger 
Technology is reordering the business who like to affect their online transactions 
turning on decentralized views of blockchain as a service (BaaS) (Reiff, N., 2020). 
Distributed ledgers for instance blockchain are exceptionally helpful for financial 
transactions. They reduce the functional inefficiencies. Blockchain is a distinct type 
of distributed ledger. It outlines the record transactions or digital interactions and 
brings much-needed transparency, competency and affixed security to organizations. 
It means that there are no central servers for cloud file storage by providing solutions 
based approach. Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) is the third-party modeling of cloud-
based networks management for organizations in blockchain applications. Blockchain 
applications go far over cryptocurrency and bitcoin. With its capability to originate 
further transparency and fairness while also saving businesses time and money, the 
technology is affecting a classification of sectors in methods that area from how 
agreements are imposed to make government effort further profitability. There is a 
broad area of blockchain applications for example cryptocurrency, financial, public 
services, healthcare domain, risk management, and so on. Blockchain-as-a-service 
(BaaS) is cloud-based infrastructure management third-party services for companies 
establishment and working blockchain applications (Gaurav, A. B., et.al, 2020). 
It roles such as a web host. It runs the backend operation for an app. Blockchain-
as-a-service (BaaS) may be the impulse that guides the extensive assumption of 
blockchain technology. Blockchain services utilize the hybrid cloud server to indurate 
the security of cloud service. In Blockchain as a service prevents the pieces attacks 
in the service of blockchain. The transactions are being validated by the cloud server 
when a numerical problem is solved (Singh, S., & Singh, N., 2016). The blockchain 
transactions process is being implemented by the blockchain network for obtaining 
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a distributed database system independently that records transactional data or other 
information. It is quickly uncovered that, alongside as long as the infrastructure for 
cryptocurrencies and blockchain stands to convey commercial advantages in respect of 
cost and competence. Blockchain also has an appearing part in improving transaction 
transparency which can be a barbed issue. Blockchain delivers an unchangeable 
distributed documentation tracking system. In other words, where documentation 
is meant to transact blockchain can make sure that all participants have the same 
access for the same information. In other terms, no participant can change records. 
Everyone is sure that documents are accurate and secure. Many applications that 
essentially secure storage for data that is not centralized can advantage from storing 
data on the blockchain. The distributed type of blockchain implies that all parties 
are uniformly noticed as there is a “single source of truth” (Rosic, A., 2017). As a 
outcome, contracts are polished more accurately. It allows conclusion and payment 
to happen without detainment. Blockchain elasticity and its correlated technologies 
impart itself to several applications that are yet to be invented. Another disadvantage 
of blockchain application is that at once data has been attached to the blockchain. 
It is very thorny to reform it. While lucidity is one of the advantages of blockchain. 
It is not always good to transfer the blockchain data or code i.e. often very seeking 
and often calls for a hard fork, where one chain is derelicted and a new one is 
taken up. Especially blockchain applications that make use of “Proof of Work”, are 
particularly incompetent (John Rampton,The Economist). Since mining is mainly 
competitive and there is exactly one winner every single ten minutes, the effort 
of every other miner is squandered. As miners are frequently making an effort to 
enlarge their computational power, so they have a vast chance for searching a valid 
block hash. The resources used by the Bitcoin network has enlarged remarkably. In 
recent years, it consumes extra energy than many countries currently, for instance 
Denmark, Ireland, and Nigeria (Bauerle, N., 2017). It has a slower process in 
blockchain that slows down when there are too many users on the network. Due to 
their consensus method blockchain are harder to scale. It consumes too much high 
energy. Blockchain can’t go back as data is immutable. Due to how they operate 
blockchains are sometimes inefficient. Users have to maintain their own wallets 
or else they can lose access. Blockchain implementation is a costly process. It still 
has a long way to go before. It matures and gets standardized. Blockchain doesn’t 
offer interoperability as of now. It’s hard to integrate into a legacy system. There 
are various risks and security challenges that should be observed (Ahram, T. et al., 
2017; Chanti, S., 2020). The similar process for the blockchain transactions involves 
integrating hybrid cloud servers and authorizing the use of blockchain services. We 
present in this chapter a blockchain architecture, which can be easily combined with 
large-scale centralized computational environments. We briefly discuss the concept 
of integration of blockchain with cloud platforms in order to improve the security of 
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data storage as well as resources. Every blockchain transaction is connected among 
nodes and verified to security against attacks. Cloud computing has been required 
blockchain services due to its consistency and accessibility. Because it allows the 
infrastructure to scale in a consistent way which has a bigger focus on scaling the 
service and Integration of the two technologies can ensure consistent performance and 
security. it bears chances for enhancing accessibility to many information resources 
which are locked either in proprietary or inaccessible desktop applications as the 
access to information in the Cloud is done mostly by web interfaces. The essence 
of our approach is to trade a small amount of latency and transaction overhead for 
a potentially large amount of economic utility. Blockchain as a service is using 
automated remote monitoring on the cloud. It connected with the blockchain network 
for testing blockchain applications. That makes it advantageous for them to place their 
IT systems on an interconnected platform, with dense, globally distributed blockchain 
provider ecosystems for transferring their data between the many blockchain provider 
ledgers and their legacy IT systems.” Every blockchain transaction is an immense 
responsibility of data and user management in both environments.

2. OVERVIEW OF BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY

1)  Blockchain is the first peer-to-peer decentralized service that record all actual 
data. Each block is linked with the previous block with a cryptographic hash. 
Block size of a bitcoin is restricted to 1 MB. While a blockchain transactions, 
which is composed of the data files in order to keep the transaction in blockchain 
as a service. Bitcoin became renowned progressively and was recognized as 
a valid cryptocurrency after captivating and authentic system of operational 
assets on the cyberspace. For Instance, blockchain transactions can trade-off 
digital currency securely in blockchain network for data storage. Blockchain is 
a decentralized technology for the hash value across an organization network. 
Thus the exchange between size of block in network and security of blocks 
has been a resilient challenge. The Bitcoin network is prohibited to a levy of 
minimum transactions in seconds, which is unable to deal with vast amount of 
high frequency business. However, huge blocks means massive storage space 
and moderate dissemination in the blockchain network. In a blockchain module 
under the development of integrated cloud server which impart a pictorial 
illustrating the figure (1) functional representation of Blockchain-as-a-Service.
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It is known to be a testing work for integrating server with the blockchain cloud, 
or a way to support added blockchain applications. It is explicit that blockchain 
as a service focuses to facilitate and accessible in cloud. Whether to blockchain 
as a service will play a role in more applications is not clear yet. Then we exploit 
blockchain technology as a trading patterns between users who need cloud service 
for storing the data files and users who supply all the storage space. The blockchain 
services needs decentralized control the system for maintaining information. It can 
be implemented with blockchain services in cloud platform that the service provider 
is granted to access the data files for the services only. A decentralized blockchain 
network of cloud storage has been initiated with numerous edges in addition the 
storage based on the data centers. It is similar to conventional rectification, centralized 
system of cloud storage resistance client-side encryption process will work for 
blockchain as a service.

It is near to the subsequent alternative and focus on centralized requirements.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Blockchain technologies also engage to impart framework for integrating hybrid cloud 
server for remote monitoring challenge in financial sector of developing nations. 
It will be allowed them to generate private, public and group based Blockchain 
technology very rapidly. Blockchain application in de-centralization system with 
world wide centralized platforms. Centralized system management of hybrid cloud 
computing assist the consortium for auto scaling the framework based on their entail. 

Figure 1. Blockchain as a service
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To decrease the amount and effort, centralized cloud server could be the foremost 
alternative. But once the data files are accumulated and keep centrally planned for 
surveying and recognition of several classifications of threats and attack models 
(Liang, X. et. al, 2017). Blockchain uses a lopsided cryptology approach to justify 
and validate the transactions.

3.1 Digital Signature

Digital signature is a game between an adversary and a simulator. Simulator runs 
the set-up algorithm to generate the verification key to the adversary and it gives 
keeps the signing key. Digital signature based on public key encryption is used in a 
deceitful environment (Kumar, M. et al., 2018 and Bernstein, A. J. 1966). Adversary 
queries are signing the simulator on messages of its choice and receives in return a 
proper signature generated using the secret signing key. The transactions of digitally 
signed are transmit throughout the entire network (Kirkman, S., 2018). To dispense 
validity, Integrity and non-repudiation to electronic data files. Digital Signature of 
a person thus differ from record to record consequently verifying authenticity of 
each and every term of that a document.

3.2 Remote Monitoring

Remote monitoring of the blockchain is the identical, incorporate framework of multi-
layer cloud for load balancing of blockchain transactions in centralized maner. This 
perspective is too straightforward to simplify, and it interpret directly in traditional 
centralized transaction systems, every transaction entails to be uphold during the 
central trusted agency. Here the steps are doing in an encompass-

• Reclaim the rear block
• If this is a contemporary block, hold it and recall this was the endmost block 

we’ve seen
• If this is a block we handled before, halt for x seconds.
• Reduplication

Mostly the prevailing research on cloud services coalition for SLA supervision 
for all elaborated of utilizing blockchain as a services. It can either attack is maintain 
in secured way or the retrieve control structure the monitoring system remotely. 
The cloud is compulsory to ask about an authorization to execute an activity, like 
drifting the data to acquire (Keenan, T. P., 2017).
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3.3 Benefits of Decentralized Blockchain Services

Since the centralized system is not so much as determining capacity securing the 
network in the blockchain systems. Decentralization in cloud computing plays an 
immense job in the execution of the peer-to-peer blockchain networking services 
impart on the cloud network in the service of cloud storage.

This network is very secure and validated on the basic of blockchain technology 
(Xu, R., et al., 2018). Blockchain creates a decentralized and distributed storage 
marketplace, in adequate to the deficiency of remote monitoring server storage. 
Monitoring the blockchain transactions as an intruder might intuit constructive 
information of any organizations. Adoption of a hybrid cloud approach where 
decentralized energy maintain data both on the public and private cloud. The 
decentralized blockchain network is an contemporary conception absolutely in 
cloud computing.

3.4 Integration Hybrid Cloud Service 
for Blockchain Transactions

The foremost intent of this solution is to perceive how blockchain transaction works 
and how it can be coherent with prevailing combine applications in blockchain 
transactions. Blockchain transactions are on the frontier of the flattering an unruly 
technology. There is an intense market for system incorporation beyond blockchains 
and prevailing bequest and ERP technology is incorporating blockchain solutions 
turn into manufacture willing with pursuit systems, extant reinforce service. In this 
proposed work, we pursue for integrating blockchain transactions in the hybrid 
cloud server. It is unsophisticated and thoroughly decentralized blockchain (Xu, R. 
et al., 2018). There have also been resembles to integrate access control with some 
cryptographic antique, such as accredit-based encryption. As a consequence, when 
exploiting these answers to support your data files to confined steer. It can affix an 
extent of conviction to the reliability of an organizations data. From the intimate 
point of view, blockchain technology has no ascendancy across a centralized database 
structure. They both can use enlightened encryption algorithms. Besides, centralized 
databases can be disconnected from the network thoroughly. Thus, the constricted 
instruction is necessary to acquire all requisite encoding data files, encryption to 
send data files to the cloud server in the blockchain transactions (Bendiab, K., et 
al., 2018).
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first describe the setup of the whole system, and then discuss 
the implementation of integration hybrid cloud server with remote monitoring for 
blockchain as a service that will be illustrated as follows.

4.1. System Setup

In the following figure 2, a transaction modifies the state of one or more entities. 
Each entity maintains a ledger containing an ordered list of transactions. All correct 
entities agree on the same ordering of transactions. Hundreds to thousands of entities; 
thousands of transactions/sec. Secrecy of data and metadata about transactions. Set 
of entities, transaction processing logic can evolve Interoperability, checkpointing, 
etc. Adapted from decentralized cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin, Ethereum etc.

Every pair of correct members share a consistent approval prefix even if the BSP 
is malicious and even if any number of members are malicious. Relies on semantics 
of an approval transaction: (“memi”, hash, len, sig). A simple protocol for members 
to agree on a single, consistent ledger. It does not require any explicit peer-to-peer 
coordination and Approval transactions can be sent anytime. Approval transactions 
are small: <256 bytes. The protocol is mostly stateless: all the state is kept on the 
ledger. It requires participation from everyone: each member must periodically 
send its approval transaction. Each member node must validate all transactions. No 

Figure 2. An append-only log
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confidentiality for transactions. With assumptions about the network, we have other 
mechanisms for members to suspect potential liveness and fairness violations. Two 
relaxations by adapting ideas from replicated state machines:

• Assume only a threshold number of nodes to be faulty (i.e., f < n/3)
• Prevent members from equivocating (via enclaves)

4.2. Steps 1-8

Step 1: This incorporates immutable storage, electronic signatures and encryption. 
Information in any format can be kept in the blockchain approximately. It can make 
public-private keys set and used also for generating and to verifying digital signatures. 
According to figure 3, Merkle-tree used to ensure well behaved programs under 
certain assumptions (Perugini, S. 2018 & amp; Romero Laorden, D. et. al.,2016).

The size of the proof is O (l*log n), where n = number of data blocks and l is the 
number of challenge queries. Without retrieving data allows to verify the Client i.e. 
verifier that the CPS still possesses the client’s original data. The client (verifier) 
runs an efficient data audit proof.

Figure 3. Merkle tree for data auditing
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Step2: The sender writes hash values for data files over the record. User encrypted 
records by using public key of receiver and render the encrypted key into the record 
(Sukhodolskiy, I. et al., 2018 and Wang, K., Kulkarni, 2015). Depending upon the 
test-cases, it require to select the decentralized consensus problem that makes the 
extreme knowledge. Pre-processing for erasure codes as follows:

• An (n,f,d)Σ elimination code over finite alphabet Σ is a fault mark key that 
comprise of

• Enc: Σf?Σn An algorithm for encoding
• Dec: Σn?Σf decoding algorithm d is the least interval (Hamming span 

between any of the two code expression is at most d) of the key.
• An (n,f,d) elimination key can endure up to d-1 removal.
• If d=n-f + 1, we designate the code an utmost interval distinguishable key.
• For an utmost interval distinguishable key, the initial information can be 

restore from anyone f out of n tokens of the key term.

Step3: All blocks and authenticators are uploaded to the cloud server. When 
modifications are made the cloud knows the locations. Because verification should 
be fast. A third party performing the audit should have no knowledge of the data 
(Privacy preserving).

Figure 4. Bitcoin Transaction
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According to fig. 4, the sender can be verified that the transaction is exactly 
be indicated by the receiver throughout control the block. After each and every 
transaction, the preference only confirms the bitcoin transaction.

Step4. At this step is whether the nodes will pass on the cloud server for integrating 
with the blockchain services or both. In sending blockchain transaction process to 
be performed in this process.

Step 5-6: The number of miners does not affect the transactions. It can be 
revoked. The blockchain transaction is asserted in cloud server for the blockchain 
transactions. Some transactions is yet to be inevitable with numerous input were 
decentralized Transaction-based Ledger. All peers should agree on a sequence of 
transactions. The most successful use of transactions is a decentralized bitcoin with 
a peer-to-peer system.

Step 7: Each and every submission of blockchain stub which creates for 
authenticating record of data files. Automatic contracts, triggered when certain 
conditions are met. Blockchain Transactions are placed in blocks, which are linked 
by SHA 256 hashes. Transaction on bitcoin, and analyzing whether the system is 
safe or not for use. Where the cost of centralized server is generally a preceding 
output of centralized blockchain transactions.

Step 8: The clarity of unstructured robust network in present transformations. 
Working of nodes all at once with small solidarity. The mere blockchain transaction 
is to be well informed of all about the transactions. It only keep these acceptance 
that associated to his concern.

5. ANALYSIS

In this segment, we will study the preferred implementation in according to 
implementation and security.

5.1 Storage of Hybrid Cloud Server

Efficient Data Sharing by user dispersed in multi location will provide large increases 
in random performance and endurance. It has unique I/O access signature. At a later 
time, the hybrid cloud server can demonstrate their storage after the transaction. Hash 
key length of data files is (920 # n u) 32 bytes. We suppose that the length of storage 
disk is 1 TB that can be stored more than 500 million acceptance documents (Wang, 
S., Zhang, Y., & Zhang, Y. 2018). The disclosure of the blockchain application has 
allowed us to associate with storage capacity, bandwidth, CPU power, etc. (Zhang, 
Y., Wu, S., Jin, B., & Du, J., 2017). For instance, that 1TB storage disk on each and 
every node is adequate.
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5.2 Security

“With the emergence of cloud computing, a hybrid cloud server may be appropriate 
for users who would like to stabilize data security with scalable processing of the 
data files” (Khadilkar, V. et al., 2011). Data may still need to be on the cloud. In the 
enlarging solutions of cloud computing security of remote monitoring to recognize 
the obstacle and the perspective. It can be verified reliably and are very problematic 
to be hindered (Shih, W. C, et al., 2010 & Park, S. J. 2009).

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we intended the service oriented decentralized provenance that supports 
complete transactions is done. An invalid transaction for making payments are not 
going to accept and never acquire a block. Integrating hybrid cloud service for 
manipulating a blockchain as a service model in centralized way. The client can 
concentrate on task and the functionality of blockchain of their disturbing about 
representation related concern. Transaction data which have been going on and know 
that The transaction is done. Privacy of data is a growing concern that discourages 
sharing of data. We have to express to the future work for enhancing scenario.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Bitcoin: Bitcoin is a cryptocurrency, a form of electronic cash. A purely peer-
to-peer version of electronic cash would allow online payments to be sent directly 
from one party to another without going through a financial institution.

Block: A block is a container data structure which contain series of transactions. 
Each transaction within a block is digitally signed and encrypted and verified by 
the peer node of blockchain network.

Blockchain: The Blockchain is a decentralized computation and information 
sharing platform that enables multiple authoritative domains, who don’t trust each 
other, to cooperate, coordinate and collaborate in a rational decision-making process.

Cloud Computing: This is the on-demand obtainability of computing resources, 
particularly computing power and data storage, devoid of direct active management 
by the user.

Cryptocurrency: Cryptocurrency is a mechanism designed to work for the 
online secure payments system using cryptography.
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